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ABSTRACT

To arrive at descriptions, work patterns and under-

standings of the work-worId of secondary scttoof head-

teachers in Barbados, seven headteachers from the public

section were studied during the period March to June of the

academic year 1983-84. A structured random sampling method

ensured that both gralnmar and newer secondary schools as

well as "typical" and "effective" headteachers lvere repre-

sented in the sample" Data were collected by a variety of

methods to provide answers to the four basic questions that

were the focus of the study.

1. What do the Ïreadteachers think they ought to do,

i.e. what are their role conceptions?

2 " tühat do the headteachers think they do?

3, What do the headteachers actually do?

4" How are the headteachers affected by their work?

Four data-collection methods were used in the interest

of corroboration and to provide depth to the study, and

qualitative and quantitative approaches were used in

analyzing the data. The methods were:

I " Sel-f -accounts . The headteachers wrote

Lifeessay on "A Typical Year in MY

teacher".

2" Self-Monitoring. The treadteachers were asked to

put down on pro forma sheets provided, every

a

AS

short

Head-

a1



activity or contact in which they \^¡ere involved,

its nature and duration and other relevant de-

tails. This covered a five-day period.

3. Observation. Usj-ng the same pro forma sheets the

researcher noted down the same ínformation over a

three-day period.

4" Structured Interview" Prepared after a prelim-

inary examination of the other data, the struc-

tured interview with open ended items allowed use-

fuI flexibility to the researcher.

Three features stand out from the study.

1. The headship is seen and operationalized as

2"

3"

service position.

The headteachers' role in

sonal relationships and

seen as crucial.

creating good interper-

purposeful climates is

The headteachers Ïrave a serious interest in the

discipline and control of students. There vüas,

however no evidence of their punishing harshly or

without seeking to understand the cause of the

misdemeanour.

There \,vas serious discontinuity between their concep-

tions of their role and their performance in the role.

Professing to betieve that both the administrative-

managerial and the educational leaderstri-p functions lvere

r- l_ l-



important roles tor ttre headship, they fuIly engrossed them-

selves in ttre former to the al-most total neglect of the

l-atter" The headteachers experienced feelings of powerfess-

ness and ambiguity as a result of being controlled by

policies and rules from a central body. These caused some

degree of frustration and elements of formalism but there

was no evidence of alienation or despair.

The headteachers spent long Ïrours on-the-job and inter-

acted mainly with members of the school community. Their

time was spent mainly in their offices and working at

planned activity. They found themselves reacting to the

ideas and problems presented by others or by circumstances

rather than initiating action or generating ideas for

action. There \^/ere no f eatures by which those deemed

"typical" could be distinguished from those deemed

"effective" headteachers.

The study which \^/as exploratory in nature has sug-

gested a number of areas for further investigation and has

generated a number of hypotheses for testing.

tv
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

It is generally agreed that the principal- is the key

person in educational administration at the school level.

He is held to be the major determinant of the quality of

the school. MiIIs (197I) sees the principal as an organiz-

er who pulls together alI aspects of the scl.ool, âs a

facilitator of a climate conducive or non-conducive to

learning, and above all, as a catalyst for change. HiIIs

(L982) observes that the principal tras prime responsibility

for the maintenance of the organizationr âs well as for

educational l-eadership within it.

The work of the school principal has been guided by

speculation and theories which have produced particular

conceptions of the principat's task (e.g" Lipham and Hoeh,

L974i Roe and Drake, L974; Knezevj-tch, l-975) " What tras

never been ascertained Morris (I9BI) argues, is whether the

on-the-job behaviour of the principal is at all consonant

with Lhe theories.

Only recently have studies of the principalship begun

to investigate the question of what principals actually do

(Wolcott, L973; Casey, l9B0; Martin, IgBO). It is only

gradually being recognized that improvemenL in the princi-
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paf's craft will depend, to a large extentr orr

standing of this issue. In this approach lies,

part, the solution to closing the gap between

practice "

our under-

at least in

theory and

In the context of the developing world, the theory-

practice issue is further compounded by the fact that it is

"foreign" theory that is being taught in the local con-

text--a context far removed from the situation for which it

\^/as developed, and f or which r ès Greenf ield ( I9B0 ) sug-

gests, it may perhaps no longer be va1id. In the Carib-

bean, for example, such texts as Lipham and Hoeh (L974) and

Hoy and Miskel (f 978) are standard in trainj-ng courses in

educational administration,

Marshall and Newton (I983:10) regret the paucity of

research on school administrators in developing areas, and

suggest that a

. research mandate for researchers in educa-
tional- administration in developing areas j-s to
learn a lesson from the developed world, and not
wait for twenty years of research in the area to
pass before they start looking at what school
principals do, rather than engaging in conjecture
on what principals should do.

Erj-ckson (I977:ix-x) stresses the importance of practice-

oriented studies in the preparation of practitioners. He

suggests that:

Attention to the "real world" of educational
organizers and administrators may provide an
antídote to the frequent pre-occupation of schol-
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ars with esoteric bypaths that have neither prac-
tical nor theoretical significance"

Bridges (I9B2IL7) also comments on the lack of concern by

scholars in the field for practj-cal issues " He observes:

This scholarly indifference toward issues of
practical significance lends palatable credibili-
ty to the reputation of academic researchers
among practising administrators as being "Ivory-
toweristr" and out of touch with reality"

Morris ( 19BI: t3 ) argues that the school principalship

should be the most thoroughly researched and best under-

stood administrative position in education in view of its

tremendous importance. He notes that the literature on the

topj-c, thoug}- voluminous, tends to be prescriptive and

hortatory rather than descriptive and empirical. Morris

(loc. cit. ) continues;

There is very IiLt.le research-based knowledge
about the dimensions of principal performancei
there hasn't even been much attention given¡ un-
til recently, to the question of what it is that
school principals do during their working day.

This study represents an attempt to explore the work-

world of seven treadteachers in secondary schools in Barba-

dos. Its purpose v/as essentially to discover and analyze

the headteachers' conceptualizationsr pêrceptions and

performance of their job, and the \day they felt themselves

affected by it. A major emphasis was an exploration of

some of the major aspects and features of the headship that

research has found to be significant in contributing to

sctrool ef f ectiveness "
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Basic Research Questions

The study attempts to understand and

haviour and thinking of these headteachers

folJ-owing four questions "

describe the be-

in terms of the

I " What do these headteachers feel they as

heads, ought to do; on what should their

time and energies be spent?

There are a number of factors that make an investi-

gation into the conceptions of headteachers a useful and

necessary undertaking. As Blumberg and Greenfiel-d (1980)

point out there are numerous conceptions of the functions

headteachers are expected to perform in their role as

school managers and instructional Ieaders " How do they

rel-ate to what role incumbents themselves feel- they should

do?

As Casey (I980) observes, educational institutions are

not noted for providing managers with specific measures

against which their performance wilt be eval-uated" Fur-

thermore, in developing countries most heads will have been

promoted through the ranks with no specialized training in

educational administration. It is likely, therefore, that

ambiguity and conflict will arise in the minds of adminis-

traLors, and as a result leadership action can be hampered.

2 " What do headteachers think they do?

Apart from what headteachers feel- they ought to do,
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they have a clear, albeit subjective view of what they do"

They know how, on what mattersr êrrd with whom their time is

spent; Ïrow their lives are organized. They are often able

to enunciate the factors that inhibit their performance,

that force them to behave as they do rather than how they

would i-deally l-ike to.

How do headteachers actual-Iy behave? What do

they do from day to day?

Can we fully depend on the headteachers' reports of

what they do for a description of headteactrer behaviour?

Although direct observation and log records have their

problems and limitations, they provide another perspective

on administrative behaviour in schools " They can be a

useful check on subjective accounts. It is to be notedr âs

Casey (1980) observes, that actual behaviour, as observed

by social scientists, differs both from what a manager

thinks it ought to be, as well as from what he actually

thinks it is "

4. How do the headteachers feel affected by

their work?

Blumberg and Greenfield (I980) observe that apart from

government institutions, few systems sustain more attack

f rom a wider cross section of society ttran the school-. it

is their belief that this results in what they termo "onto-

3,

logical insecurity" on the part of the school-. In this
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condition both admini-strators

are constantly on their guard,

involved on a daily basis in

feelings of goal ambiguity"

and teachers, they suggest,

distrust people not directly

the school and experience

In summary, the objective of the research was to pro-

vide descriptive, empirical data, derived from the percep-

tions and practice of headteachers, and thus make a contri-

bution to an area of dearth. Three of the four basic ques-

tions have been approached from the perspectives of the

head teachers" Through essays and interviews, their per-

ceptions have been sought on the questions of how they

ought to behave as heads, how they thought they behaved and

how their work affected them. For the fourth question--

what do headteachers actually do?--observation and sel-f-

monitoring techniques \^Iere employed.

Significance of the Study

There j-s copious reference in recent literature in the

area of educational administration to the uncertainty of

educational administration, to the uncertainty concerning

what constitutes the field of educati-onal administration

and what the proper focus of research and scholarly invest-

igation should be.

Silver (1980-81:2) argues that the "field of educa-

tional administration can and should develop a sysLematic,



cumulative, practice-oriented body of knowledge to inform

administrative practice". And Culbertson (1980) calls for

"the development of a theory of practice" and argues that

those developing a theory of practice must concentrate upon

the study of conditions, events r procêsses and problems

indigenous to management and leadership in educational

systems. He further points out that advances in a profes-

sional field are achieved through "the critical study and

analysis" of existing practices and the projection of well-

analyzed al-ternatives " .

The present study is set agai-nst this background. The

intention v/as to contribute to the development of a "prac-

tice-oriented body of knowledge". By careful-ly and system-

atically studying educational leaders and managers at work

in their natural settings and by probing their thinking on

matters in their work-environment the study has contributed

to the understanding of existing practices in a smal-l de-

veloping country. The alternatives arrived at as a result

of the study should make a significant contrj-bution to the

training of educational leaders in the country. The study

has suggested avenues and generated Ìrypotheses for further

investigation "

Delimitations

For an initial investigation

Barbados, it \^/as considered wise

of the principalship in

to select a population
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that possessed as high a number of conimon elements as pos-

sibIe" It \das decided, therefore to choose the secondary

sctrool and exclude the primary sector. Not only do these

two stages of schooling deal with different age groups,

encounter different issues, and establish different empha-

ses, but there are also differences in the educational

background and training of the headteachers"

Among the secondary schools, a further delimitation

was imposed" It was felt that although there was some com-

mon ground between the government and the private schools

there would be enough differences to justify separation at

this stage. The population was thus restricted to the

government secondary schools.

Limitations

The study consisted of four different components and

there \dere problems associated with each component, First-

Iy, with respect to the headteachers' own recording of

their activities, they related having problems either in

remembering to put down each activity/event as soon as it

occurred or being unable to capture the swift, often ínter-

locking flow of events. They sometimes found themselves

having to reconstruct an event or series of events for the

record "

During the period of observation simi-lar difficulties
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were experienced by the researcher. In additíon, Lhe

effect of. the presence of the observer cannot truly be

assessed. Although every effort was made on his part to be

unnoticed and unobtrusive, yet, the possibility that his

presence might have caused some modifications in behaviour

on the part of the actor(s) cannot be totally discounted"

Both the interview and essay are open to the subjec-

tive reinterpretation and ratj-onalization of the subjects "

The risk of being given the 'correct' or expected response

is always present.

Another difficulty lay in the interpretation of the

data. As the researcher i-nteracted with the data he exer-

cised great care to ensure that his experiences and expec-

tations contaminated neither the data nor their interpreta-

tion "

The major Iimitation, Ïrowever, was the time factor.

Naturalistic studies require an extended period of time if

they are to accurately represent and futly understand the

situation under study.

Research Methodology

Data for the study were collected by means of four

research techniques. They lvere;

t. Self accounts. The respondents were asked to

write about 4-6 pages on the topic--"A Typical
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Year In My Life As Headteacher". The main purpose

of this essay vúas to get the headteachers' percep-

tions of what they considered the main focus of

their work. It was felt that, forced to write on

such an important topic in a relatively restricted

space, they would concentrate on those areas they

deemed significant, for whatever reason.

The essay also contributed to other areas as

we1l, especially that relating to how their work

affected them"

2" SeIf-monitoring" The respondents were re-

quired to record on pro forma sheets, over a peri-

od of one week, every event/activity they did or

were involved in, as soon as it was over.

3. Observation. The researcher observed each

headteacher from start to finish of the school day

for a period of three days, noting down on j-denti-

cal pro forma sheets, each activity/event in which

the headteacher was involved.

The self-monitoring and observation strategies

both related to the question of what the head-

teachers actually do on the job. They v/ere both

used j-n order to provide a wider focus than either

one on its own could do. They served to reinforce

and complement each other.
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4" Interviews" The interview was ttre most perva-

sive technique in that it spanned all- four areas

of the study. It seemed to collect information on

what the headteachers felt they ought to do, on

what they felt they did, on how their work affec-

ted them, and it helped in clarifying issues from

all parts of the study.

Seven secondary school headteachers (4 women and 3

men) were the respondenLs. They were randomly selected

from two categories--effective and typical heads. The

headteachers of the government secondary schools were

placed in t}-ese categories by the simple expedient of

asking persons with intimate knowledge of the schools to

assign them to the respective categories.

Definitions

Board of Management. Every secondary school is man-

aged by a Board of Management. The Board is appointed by

the Minister for "the management, control and operation and

maintenance of the school" (Education Act, I9BI-25 page 16)

which it is appointed to administer. Boards, in spite of

the quotation above, Ìrave IittIe power to act without

reference to a higher authority.

Common Entrance Examination" Commonly referred to as

the rrll+rr, this is the selection examination for secondary
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places for all in the age group. It is taken by aì-I prima-

Ty school pupils in the academic year in which they attain

their eleventh birthday. Beside being a selection test, it

helps to sort the children out amongst the schools, those

doing well gaining places in the more prestigious schools.

Effective/Typical Headteacher. An effective head is

defined as one \^/ho, in spite of problems and difficulties,

makes a difference in his /ner school. Through their drive,

initiative, concern and leadership, effective heads create

the right climate for innovation and improvement in curri-

culum and instruction. The typical headr orr the other hand

is an organization maintainer, who keeps the institution

afloat, avoids crises but achieves little e1se.

Headteacher. Though the site leve1 managers of Barba-

dian schools are normally termed headteachers (heads) fol-

lowing the British tradition, the term principal is also

widely used. fn this study, the terms are used inter-

changeably.

Organization of the Study

The report conìmences wj-th a chapter wh j-ch reviews

literature relevant to the problem. Four perspectives have

been used for selecting material for review. There are;

l. Conceptions of tl.e principalship;

2. Perceptual and observational research of what
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principals do;

Studies of effective principals;

Cross cultural- studies of organizational be-

haviour.

Chapter III explains the methodology of the research. In

chapter IV the data for each of the seven principals are

presented, whil-e chapter V analyzes and discusses the find-

ings, pointing out common features and practices. A final

chapter summarizes the findings, makes projections for fu-

ture practice and suggests lines of further investigation.



CHAPTER II

REVIEh] OF RELATED LITERATURE

Despite the general consensus regarding the importance

of the principalship, there are still numerous gaps in our

knowledge and understanding of various aspects of this

important position. For example, there is a vast differ-

ence between the many conceptions of the functions of the

principal- and the actual work-performance of role incum-

bents " Principals themselves confess that what they feet

they should do, is incongruous with what they actualty are

able to do. How can these differences be explained?

It is not yet fu1ly understood what it is that makes

the difference between School A (an effective schoof, i.e.

one that raises student achievement beyond expectations )

and School B (a typi-cal school), where alt other factors

are apparently quite similar. fs the difference that

between the leadership provided by an effective principal

and that of one who is merely content to serve as an

organizational maintaj-ner? Is it really as Blumberg and

Greenf iel-d ( 1980 : viii ) state?

It takes a unique person to help to give a school
firstr ãn image of what it can be and, second to
provide the drive, support and skill-s to make
that image approximate reality.
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If it is, are we justified in our expectations that al_I

principals should be effective, i.e" unique? Blumberg and

Greenf iel-d ( 1980 : 9-10 ) observe ;

The loneliness, the confl-ict, the dullness of the
routine, the "busy work" and the anguish that
accompany having to solve complex educational_ and
organizational problems with extremely Iimited
resources are usually not part of teachers con-
ceptions of the principatship. Frustrations that
principals experience when their idealized con-
ceptions of themselves as educational leaders
become tarnished by the mounting pressures
for administrative meetings and for monitori-ng
the growing complex of accountabitity procedures
introduced into their schools are seldom sensed
by teachers

They argue that the role

confJ-ict, but in spite of

is ambiguous and wrought with

this, teachers continue to seek

of theafter it. Does this picture represent the reality

prj-ncipalship as incumbents experience it?

In developing countries, an important additional issue

must be the question of the extent to which theories ancl

doctrines from the developed world are importable into

their settings " The foltowing challenge is no less perti-

nent to the developing world than it is to the developed

world" Greenfield (L975: 75) suggests:

In particularr \¡/ê need to ask whether the theory
and assumptions still appear to hold in the set-
tings where they v/ere developed before they are
recommended and applied to totally new settings.
Such an examination is not onJ-y appropriate but.
essentiat in the Iight of an alternative view
which sees organizations not as structures sub-
ject to universal- laws but as cultural artifacts
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Button (1966 ) contends that as the principalship

evolved, different doctrines \^iere used at different times

both to justify admínistrators and administration to the

public and staff, and to guide the administrators them-

selves in their work. He is critical of the doctrine of

school administration as an applied behavioural science

Iinked to a science of general administration. He looks

forward to a new indigenous doctrine that wil-I rest on a

knowledge of schools and educational administration and

policy. It is only then, tre argues, that educational

administrators wilI establish their o\^/n credibility.

Various efforts have been set in motion towards creat-

ing that knowledge on which this nevü doctrine will be

based" This survey attempts to examine some of the impor-

tant writing in this area. Its first focus is on textbook

conceptions of the functions of the principalship. It tl.en

turns to an examination of both the normative perceptual

and observational research of what principals do. T}-e

survey then concentrates on research on effective pri-nci-

pals and effective schools, before fj-naIIy looking briefly

at cross-cuftural literature on administration"

Conceptions of ttre Principalship

There are numerous conceptions of the role and func-

tion principals are expected to carry out in their business
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of running schools" Various textbooks, articles and other

materials have been published to inform and instruct prin-

cipals and would-be principal-s in their work.

Griffiths, Clark, Wynn and lannaccone (1962) argue

that any difference between elementary and high school

principals is only a matter of degree, rather than of kind,

and therefore offer the same role description. They list

four categories of functions for the principalship--

(1) improving the educational programme, (2) selecting and

developing personnel, (3) working with the community, and

(4) managing the school, --and discuss a set of skills

necessary for the operation of each category. These skilIs

are conceived at three levels, namely, technical, human and

conceptual. Under each function, there are many duties

that must be performed. The authors provide a formidable

1ist, which according to them is merely illustrative.

They argue that the principal- Ïras the overall respon-

sibility to provide the kind of leadership and co-ordin-

ation that will bring staff, cofltmunity and students to-

gether to work towards the best school progranmes they can

conceive. To do this, they suggest that a climate of

efficiency, co-operation, service and stimulation is

essential" However, these authors are not unaware of the

gap between what writers agree on and the reality of the

situation. In contrast to the consensus that "the most
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important role for the principal is that of "improver" of

the educational program", they draw attention to the

"numerous status studies which revear that the secondary

school principal " actually spends little time in

activities . leading toward.s the improvement of the

educational program" (Griffiths et al. L9622 172). In

spite of this, however, these authors (Ioc" cit. ) maintain

that

. in the development of a concept of the job,
it is necessary to project beyond what many
principals are doing, still keeping in mind what
is practical for one in this position to do.

Viewing the principal as a policy maker of the highest

order on whom heavy responsibility is placed, they suggest

that only a fuIly prepared, competent administrator strould

be expected to handle a principatship within their con-

ception"

Lipham and Hoeh (1974) raise the issue as to what are

the basic functions that must be fulfilled by pri-nci_pa1s in

providing leadership for school improvement. They argue

that in spite of the tendency to dj-sparage the functional

view as being a "cookbook" or prescriptive approach to

understanding the role, a principal- must be aware of what

is expected to be done. They list five categories of tasks

for the principalship--Instructional Improvementi Staff

Personnel- Services; Student Personnel Services; Finance and
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Facilities: and Sc}- ooI Community Servj-ces--and provide a

set of conceptual schemes for each category. These schemes

are then used to generate and categorize some sixty-five

competencies considered necessary for the proper carrying

out of the various functions "

Lipham and Hoeh (L974) stress that knowledge of the

behavioural sciences as exemplified in the fotlowing

theories--General Systems, SociaI Systems, VaIues, Organ-

ization, RoIe Decision and Leadership Theories--wil-l- en-

hance the leadership qualities and performance of princi-

pals in their major areas of responsibility.

This f ramework j-s compJ-ex, wide ranging and very

challenging both in terms of training and of the demands

made on a principal.

Roe and Drake (1974) project a dual perspective on the

principalship. In their "administrative-managerial per-

spective" the major functions are v,¡ide ranging. They cover

such activities as record keeping, reporting, budgeting and

control of finances, discipline, personnel administrationn

schedulíng, building administration, the securing and main-

tenance of supplies and equipment, pupil accounting and the

monitoring of programmes and instructional processes pre-

scribed by the central office.

The functions under the second perspective, the

"educational leadership emphasis" are no less demanding.
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Here, the onus is on the principal to stimulate and moti-

vate his staff to maximum performance and to develop wj_th

them a realistic and objective system of accountability for

learning. He must work with his staff to develop sound

assessment procedures for on-going programmes in order to

identify weak areas and suggest alternatives. !{ith the

cooperation of his staff, he must develop and implement

strategies and procedures for the evaluation of the staff

and for evaluating and reporting student progress. It is

the principal's responsibility to make provisions for the

involvement of the community in the operation of the

school, to encourage the continuous study of curricul-ar and

instructíonal- innovations, and to provide leadership to

students to help them design and develop a meaningful

student government.

The authors accept that the wide range of management

tasks the principal is expected to perform makes it nearly

impossible for him to be a real instructional leader. They

implore principats to recognize the importance of the edu-

cational leadership emphasis. They recognize that changed

circumstances in schools have made it difficult for princi-

pals to operate within both sets of roles successfulty.

While most succumb to the pressures of the administrative

managerial aspects of the roIe, few exceptional ones manage

to emphasize the educational leadership aspects"
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Knezevich (1975), following Dean (I960), Iists some

important services that the principal's office must carry

out in the school-" He presents the principal's office as a

communication centrei a crearing house for arr school busi-

ness; a counselling centre for teachers, stud.ents and

school patrons; a research centre for the corlection, anal--

ysis and evaluation of information relating to activities

and results; a repository for all school records; the plan-

ning centre for solving problems and initiating school

improvements; a resource centre where creative work is

nurturedi an agency for coordinating and cultivating worth-

whire schoor-community relations, and as a total coordinat-

ing centre for the whole school enterprise.

To these, he adds other prescriptive functions. He

argues that the principal can no Ionger be required to

teach, nor ought he be overburdened with clerical work.

Knezevich (L9752394-5) states

The principal- in a school . is a counsellor
of students, the school disciplinarian, the or-
ganizer of the schedule, the supervisor of the
instructional program, the pupil-relations repre-
sentative for the attendance area, the Iiaison
between teachers and superintendent, the director
and evaluator of teaching efforts, the manager of
the school faciì-ities, the supervisor of custodi-
aI and food services employees within the build-
itg, and a professional feader.

The complex nature of the principal's role is further

advanced by Wood, Nichol_son and Fj-nd1ey (L979) who argue
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that today's changed circumstances make it imperative that

principals develop expertise in community relations. A

principal must be abfe to use the community to provJ_de

support for change and should be skilted at Ínterpreting

school policies to the community.

Wood et al- (L979225) assert:

In order to cope with the changing secondary
school and its myriad problems, the student pre-
paring for the secondary school principalship
should develop a dynamic set of useabl_e skilts.

In order to effect the acquisi_tion of these necessary

skills they recommend study in a wide array of subject

areas. They al-so cite the work of Nickerson (1972 ) who not

only endorses the areas identified, but goes further and

suggests additional areas" lVood et al (L979t29) conclucle:

If the principalship is to survive as a viable,
dynamj-c position in education, then it is impera-
tive that further research be conducted on how to
prepare and continually update the training of
the secondary school- l_eader.

There is an abundance of lj-terature with specialized

roles for the principal as well-. Goldman (1970) sees the

principal as a community rel-ations expert establishing

beneficial links with various community segments. Novotney

(L967) charges him with the responsibility for organiza-

tional change to the exclusion of al-I else. Trump (tgøl )

and Brieve (L972) argue he should concern himself so1ely

with instruct j-onat progress.
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Lusthaus (1983) examining the role of the euebec prin-

cipar, wonders to what extent prj-ncipals can be both mana-

gers of the schools' turburent, confrictual environment as

well as instructionaf leaders in their own settings. He

notes that in general, the expectations held for principats

can be categorized under six major functÍons--curriculum

and instruction; student tife; personnel; fj_nancial re-

sources; physical resources; and, school community rela-

tions " He points out that some I2O expected task betrav-

iours have been identified under these six functions, and

observes that if these expectations are taken l-iterarly the

principal- must have a high level- of technical ability in

instructional design and evaluation, as wel_I as general

competence in managerial skilfs.

observes that principals are asked

Lusthaus ( 1983:12 )

. to take on a complex role that is ambiguous
and conflictual. Essenti-a1ly, the role contaj-ns
multiple expectations which result in role ambi-
guity, conflict and overl-oad.

Blumberg and Greenfiel-d (1980) suggest that not enough

attention has been paid in ttre literature to three normal

responsibirities of principal-s--the management of conflict,

the making of decisions and organizational- change. They

(Blumberg and Greenfietd f9B0:21) observe that their work

with educational administrators at al-l- Ievels, 1ead.s them

to believe that
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School principaJ-s spend much of their tj_me on the
job actively engaged in making decisj-ons related
to the management of conflict, and organizational
change and frequently the mark of the effective
principal from the central_ office perspective is
that "things are calm" and "policy changes are
implemented smoothly" .

The British perspective on the rol_e of the head tends

to be concerned ress with functions and more with the lead-

ership qualities of the head. Bernbaum (L97622I) suggests

that a number of factors have contributed to upset the

traditional- role of the British headteacher.

The differing tasks to be performed in the educa-
tional- system increasingly occur within one
school, and the differing teacher and pupil roles
f al-Ì within the control of one head. The articu-
lation of these differj-ng rol-es, the differential
commitment of staff and the large number of per-
sonnel invol-ved are making it more and more dif-
ficult for heads to exercise their earlier domi-
nance over staff and pupils.

He refers to a pamphret from the Headteachers' Association

and observes that it says nothing on the day to day running

of the school or on long-term planning procedures. It

conceives the rore of ttre head in personal, charismatic

terms and projects the head as the unique leader of the

schoor community and as the representative of his school to

the wider community. The pamphlet maintains that a head

must know what he wants for his school, Ìrow he hopes to

attain it, and must accept that the ultimate decision is

his alone.
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Jennings (1977 23) notes that the Ïread is held respon-

sible for everything that happens in his school, "both for

the general standard and condition of the school and for

the individual details that make it. up". Thus the role of

the head is to accept the responsibility for the school and

for all the decisions that are taken in it. He discusses

the function of the head under the following headings--

teaching, public relations, scheduling, budget and control,

communication and reporting to outside agencies and public

examinations " Jennings (:.977 z6) notes:

A head's role is certainly not defined by drawing
up a list of functions, of jobs in the school and
ttren saying that any head must do all these, and
that they constitute headship . Lists of
functions, of duties, can only be the accidents,
and not the essentials of headship, in logical
terms.

Jennings stresses the human relations aspects of the head's

work as exemplified in his abitity to understand people and

in his knowing how to deal- with people so as to produce

good resul-ts "

Barry and Tye (1972) place the responsibility of run-

ning the school squarely on the headteacher, and suggest

four questions to whj-ch s/tte must provide answers that wilt

give direction and meaning to hj-s work " These questions

are; Where are you? Where are you going? How do you

intend to get there? How wilt you know when you have got

there?
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rt is argued that a number of factors combine to make

the role complex and demanding. Barry and rye (1972243)

suggest:

Schools nov/ have to come to terms not only with
an unprecedented rate of growth in knowledge and
technology, but with fundamental changes in the
structure of society as weII as in current be-
liefs, values, standard.s, customs, practices and
behaviours "

This survey of the expected behaviours, skills and

competencies of the headship shows how complex and wide-
ranging the position is perceived to be. while in North

America, rong lists of tasks and duties, and attendant

skills and competencies are drawn up and ascribed to the

principarship, in Britaj-n such lists are considered unim-

portant, inf ra dig, perhaps. yet, ttre s j-tuation is much

the same in both praces; the head is perceived as the key

person in the school around whom everythi-ng revorves. He

Ïras ultimate po\Mer, and consequently, urtimate responsibir-

ity for all that happens there.

Given this picture as painted in the literature, it is
no wonder that training for the position is conceived in

such terms as those prescribed above (Nickerson L972, wood

et al 1979). Essentially, the situation can be summarized

j-n this way. The principal must provide the educational

readership and coordination in bringing together ar.l- the

elements that impinge directly or indirectry on the schoor,
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so that the best programmes can be desígned and carried out

in the interest and to the benefit and advantage of the

chil-dren. To do this with any Íìeasure of success, the head

must be a person with a certain breadth of knowledge and

educational vision. He must be a highfy competent, dynam-

ic, top-c1ass administrator who can work effectively and

cooperatively with people.

But how tenable is this position? Can principals

fully meet these criteria and adequately fulfil-1 these

expectations? There is tittle solace in this perspective

from CampbelI, Bridges et al- (L9722276).

lVhettrer or not the princ,i-pal- himself performs al-I
the tasks associated with his office, he must
organize tris school in such a way that the tasks
are accomptished.

For, to what extent does a principal, working in a union-

ized setting, in a world of constantly changing values,

standards, and attitudesr possess the power, the scope, the

facilities and skills to so arrange his school?

Al-Iison (1983) observes that, âs the individual school-

has yielded j-ts place as the most s j-gnif icant element in

the formal- educational structure to the regj-onaI system, so

too has the principal ceased to be a significant person.

From the perspective of the board room or Department of

Education, he is not the highest rank j-ng member of the

school, but the lowest ranked in the management hierarchy.
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He further observes that principals do not use theír per-

sonal- phirosophies of education in operating effective

schools, but measures, defined by the central_ office"

Al-1ison (f 983 :20 ) argues that:

The main functions revolve around the implementa-
tion of provincial policy, the application of
Department and Board regulations, and the main-
tenance of a potitically, rather than a personal-
Iy acceptable set of standards" Pri-ncipals are,
in effect more of a tool of their hierarchical
and political masters than autonomous heads of
educational institutions:
princes "

In the final analysis, however,

tions are important, as they

principals themselves see their

Greenfield (1980:21) observe:

pawns rather than

al-I these various expecta-

go toward determining how

role. And as Blumberg and

How principals think of their role, and the con-
ceptions held by others of the principalship, can
be a crucial determinant of their on-the-job
behaviour, their frustrations and satisfactions
in the role, and their failure or success as
principals.

What Principals Do

Traditionally, data on what principals do have come

from studies that investigate perceptions (both of princi-

pals themsel-ves and of different members of their role

set--teachers, pupils, etc. ) of their work" Question-

naires, interviews and diary-studies have been the most

popular means of investigation in this regard. In more
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recent years, observational studies have been used to pro-

vide first-hand and hopefully, more objective information

on what principars actually do" This section of the review

wj-l-r consider the f indings of studies in both these

approaches.

Graves and Stoller (1953) used the diary-format to

study 25 erementary principars. They found that principars

invested 30.6 percent of their time in administrative

duties, 14"B percent in instructional matters, and I3.5

percent in community relatj-ons. The principars admitted

being unable to devote what they considered appropriate

time to matters rerating to child guidance and personner

matters. They invested in them only one-third of the time

they deemed necessary. These principals averaged a ten-

hour workday and their work was marked by high volume,

rapid pace and high verbal interactions. Their contacts

and interactions were armost entirery with members of the

school community.

McAbee ( f95B ) and Goette ( 1959 ) produced simitar

results. In the formerr principals spent 33 percent of

their time on administrative duties, L2 percent on instruc-

tional matters, 5"6 percent on community relations and B

percenL on pupil personnel. In the latter, administrative

duties 43.4 percent, instructional matters L4 percent,

pupil personnel 13"9 percent and community relations 9"6
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percent accounted for the bulk of their time. In addj-tion,

McAbee recorded l-3 percent of the time devoted to teaching,

(an activÍty generally absent in the literature) and

Goette showed L2 percent devoted to extra curricul-ar

activitíes.

The principals in lr/eitz' s ( 1960 ) study cl-aimed that

large amounts of time they had to spend on administrative

duties limited the time they coul-d devote to the more crea-

tive aspects of their work, ê.g. instructional- improvement.

By contrast, Hinrichs (L97L) was able to report that his

subjects invested proportionate time in t}.ose tasks they

considered important. The major important tasks in their

view were--the supervision of student behaviour, cfassroom

visitation for instructional- improvement, and the construc-

tion of the school's schedule.

Instructional supervision was considered the most

important role for the 1300 secondary principals surveyed

by Stavanage (1972) " They did not attach great signifi-

cance to such rol-es as general administration and crisis

intervention and management.

Bryne, Hines and McCleary (1978) found some incongrui-

ties between the priority rankings principals gave to some

role-functions and the amount of time they devoted to them.

The outstanding examples u¡erer programme and student beha-

viour, ranked first and seventh respectively, but placed
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fifth and fourth in terms of time devoted to them. similar

incongruities were reported by Gorton and Mcrntyre (1978)

whose subjects complaj-ned that the factors that inhibited

their work in the cruciar role areas v/ere excessive paper-

work, wasteful district 1evel meetings, drop-in visitors

and student behaviour problems. In an earlier study,

Galante (L964 ) reported similar findings. He found that

arthough principars perceived that instructional matters

were of primary importance, they devoted very little time

to them. On the other hand, tasks such as of f ice ctrores,

meetings and community relations required far more time

than their perceived importance would suggest.

In an interview-study of principals, teachers and

students, ulirliams (r97r) found that neither teachers nor

students perceived the principals as playing an important

role in staff and instructionar evaruation or improvement.

Principals' visits to classrooms were brief and infrequent,

and improvement-programmes were haphazard and spasmodic.

Goldhammer, Becker, et aI (197I) found that prj_ncipaJ_s

\^¡ere concerned about the imbalance of managerial and educa-

tional responsibilities inherent in the position. Many

felt quite inadequate to undertake supervisory progranrmes

in their schools "

A study of the political style (Barsky I976) of an

urban principal concl-udes that a princi_paI improves his
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stature by showing j-nterest and offering hetp to teachers

with personar probrems, helping teachers with professional_

problems and by personarty handling most of the detairs and

paperwork necessary in the school.

Two recent studies suggest that principals are con-

scious of a diminutíon of their status and authority.

Hill, I,rluchitech, et aI (1980) report that principars feer
l-ess in control of their schoors, more governed by rures

and more open to public scrutiny. Rogers (1980) confirms

this finding. His principals felt more hemmed in by regu-

rations, and caught between the layers of the schoor hier-

archy.

Wolcott's (I973) is perhaps the best known observa-

tional study of a principal over a two-year period. This

principal enjoyed close refationships with his staff and

disprayed a leadership cycre that vras both warm and busi-
nessl-ike. He had a very strong interest in student weffare

and was greatly involved in the community. His average

work-week covered a range of 48-53 hours, and he operated

in a highly personalized rore, rarge amounts of time being

spent each day in a virtually endless serj-es of encounters.

Wolcott used three descriptive categories to analyze

these encounters " His analysis shows that the princÍpal

spent about one quarter of his time in "pre-arranged

meetings". Such an activity or meeting is one that
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had been recorded in the principal's calendar prior to its
occurrence, e.g" a conference with a parent, or a child,
or a staff meeting. A further one quarter of his time was

spent j-n "deriberate" but not pre-arranged meetings" Exam-

ples of these would be when the principal deriberately

stops a teacherr or goes to his class to discuss a matter,
a parent dropping in to catch a few moments of the princi-

pal 's time t ot a pupit sent to his of f j_ce by a teacher.

"casuar" or "chance" meetings are those that do not fit
either of the two previous categories. These accounted for
some 15 percent of his time"

The principal thus spent 65 percent of his time in
face-to-face, verbal interactions. Most of the remaining

time was spent arone, but it is interesting to note that

only 15 percent of his time was spent arone and stationary,

while 9 percent was spent on tours of the building or
travelling to meetings. Most of his interaction time v¡as

spent with participants within the immediate school commu-

nity--teachers, pupits and. other school personnel--thus

providing a strong "inside" focus.

some noticeable features of his principarship rnrere the

absence of any significant instructionar leadership role,

the wide range of diversified tasks that he performed and

the fact that he found himself more often than not in a

responding, reacting role rather than a proactive one.
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Wol-cott observes (p. L77 ) z

A principal who cannot cope effectively with the
range of diversified demands described here would
be ill-suited to the principalship" Some princi-
pals become meticul-ous about and obsessed with
the detail-s of running a school_ "

He also draws attention (p. 306 )

authority within the school.

to the principal's

For the most part, the exercise of the authority
of his office was parcelled out to him policy by
policy and directive by directive " His freed.om
lvas to make no serious mistake.

Martin (1980) observes that managing the activities of

the school (a domesticated organization) may require dif-

ferent executive task-behaviours than the operation of an

enterprise in the competitive market. He argues that

schools function to produce change in certain organization

mernbers as opposed to providing a service or a product for

consumers. This may therefore constrain some aspects of a

princi-paI's role-performance, while accelerating others.

Using Mintzberg's (1973) structured observation tech-

nique, Martj-n studied five high school principals in the

north-eastern u.s.A. Each principal was observed over a

five day period and all- events and activities in which he

became involved were noted down and later anal-yzed.

Martin's anaÌysis shows that the principals' job-related

work-week averaged 53.8 hours. During this time they

performed thirteen separate tasks (onry three of the tasks
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were not performed by all of them). The activities that

accounted for most of the principals' time were¡ desk work

L6 percent of total time, scheduled meetings 17 "3 percent,

unscheduled meetings 27 "5 percent and exchanges (defined as

brief encounters between the subject and another person) 9

percent" In order to conserve time principals often per-

formed more than one task at a time.

while Mintzberg's executives recorded a similar work-

week, they only performed five separate tasks. Martin ex-

prains that new activities such as monitoring, announcing,

teacher-observation and teaching which \^i ere developed as

part of his study were of little importance to Mintzberg,s

chief executives.

fnterest seemed to centre on four areas of operation,

ví2, organizationa] maintenance, the academic programme,

pupil control and the extra curricular programme. Organi-

zationar maintenance tasks were most popurar among the five
principals, accounting for 53,9 percent of their activities

and 36 " 5 percent of their t j_me , 54 " 2 percent of their

input-correspondence and 43"5 percent of output. The aca-

demic programme required 17.4 percent of their time and a

comparable amount of their correspondence"

243) explains:

Martin ( J- 980 :

Tasks were placed in this category when they
included non-routine, currj-cular matters such as
change in course content, implementation of new
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teaching strategies, or special counselling acti-
vitj-es" Because a mean of only 7 "6 percent of
the principals' tasks concerned the academic pro-
gram, it v/as assumed that most of the responsi-
bif ity for curriculum involvement \^/as delegated
to the teaching staff"

He further suggests that, from the evidence, the principats

undertook those tasks that were of a higher l-evel of com-

plexity.

Pupil-control--dealing with deviant forms of student

behaviour--v/as a major interest of arr five principals, and

required 23"8 percent of their totar time. Martin points

out that a more subtle and pervasive aspect of pupil-

control was the routinization of student life through the

organizationar mechanj-sms that control most of their activ-

ities " Af though the threat of disruption \^¡as a constant

fear of the principals, the "hatchet man" stereotype did

not manifest itself. In factr euite the opposite¡ âs

Martin explains (p" 252):

The five principals, although firm with habitual
offenders, demonstrated compassion and a sincere
concern for student wel_fare in their disciplinary
endeavours " They attempted to uncover and alle-
viate the antecedent cause of deviant behaviour
rather than simply applyJ_ng one selectj_on from a
recipe book of punishment strategies "

A high level of concern was exhibited in the extracur-

ricular programme. Most direct work was delegated to staff

but the principals acted as overseers, resource persons in

planning, and as the final authority for approval This
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required an investment of L4"7 percent of their time.

The work of the five principals v/as characterized by

the following features:

1" High volume and rapid pace. This typífied the

work of the principals who changed activj_ty every

three or four minutes. When the pace slackened

they often engaged in high profile activity--tour-

ing, monitoring"

2" Variety, brevity and fragmentation. Their work

included a great variety of tasks that \^/ere brief

in durati-on, and more than half of these tasks

vüere interrupLed"

Verbal interaction. Face-to-face verbal interac-

tion dominated their work. 84.B percent of all

activities involved purely verbal interaction.

A strong inside focus. Their attention v/as firmty

focused on the internal- network. A total_ of 92"6

percent of all contracts made occurred between the

principals and members of their own school organi-

zation" This internal preoccupation robbed them

of the opportunity of forming external liaisons.

Martin wonders whether this situation arises from

organizational demands or conscious choice" He

suggests that the domesticated nature of the

school obviates the necessity to setl the school's

3.

4"
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services to the general public.

Preference f or Iive action. The principals \i,/ere

aÌways willing to be engaged in the most current

and pressing situations " They \^/ere more inclined

to the action components of their work, and found

littl-e tíme for reflective planning or thought.

Instructionat leadership. Principats served as

consul-tants to staff and as evaluators of their

classrooms. Though there was no active involve-

ment, they performed the maintenance functions

necessary for programme articulation.

Focused control. They administered their school-s

\,rit.hout having full- organizational control. As

building managers they deferred to superintend.ents

on the one hand, and to the technical expertj_se of

teachers on the other.

Martin found no support for the idea of the beleag-

uered principal. They were varying degrees of pressure and

each principal experienced some measure of tension. When

probrems arose principals reacted promptry to restore the

situation to normalcy again.

Casey (f980) studj_ed seven elementary and high school

principals in the U.S.A. She observed each principal for

two consecutive days, and then interviewed them concerning

their perceptions of their job" The primary effort of the

5.

6"

7.
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study according to casey was to capture the full contextuar

detail of the rife of the different principaj-s " The re-

searcher anaryzed and classified Ïrer findings on the basis

of categories developed as the analysis proceeded. she

then carculated both percentages of activities as werl_ as

of the time devoted to each category. The principals,

taken as a wtrore had an average workday of 8.3 hours . vrlhen

the high schoor principals are separated out, their average

day is 9.7 hours long.

The rore categories developed from the recorded acti-

vj-ties are maintenance, supervision, budget development and

coordination. Maintenance (75 percent of the activities

and 56 percent of the tj-me) and coordination (rs percent of

activities and 27 percent of the t j-me ) were by far the most

popuJ-ar rores. Not much tj-me or activity v/as devoted to

supervision or budget development.

When Casey considered the findings from the perspec-

tive of scheduled (recorded j-n the principars' dj-ary prior

to the activity) versus unscheduled (not so recorded)

activities, she found that schedul-ed activities accounted

f.or 25 percent of their activities and 52 perent of their

time. unschedured activities recorded. 75 percent of their

activities but only 48 percent of the ti_me. Direct,
face-to-face conversations accounted. for 63 percent of the

príncipals' activities and 72 percent of the time, while
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Casey identified 16 categories of participants in the

principats' workday" !.lhiIe this represented a hetero-

geneous group, the focus was mainly with people within or

directly related to the school organization. The most

frequent contact \^/as with teachers (26 percent), personal

secretaries (I7 percent) and subordinate managers (tZ

percent) . Only 2L percent of the principals' activities
(ZO percent of the time) was performed alone. When alone,

principals tend to write, read, deal with personal matters,

tour the buildingr or travel to district-1eve1 meetings"

Casey suggests that from the activities' perspective,

the principals' workday can be characterizeð, as oral,

highly interactive, informal or unpredictable, concerned

with maintaining interpersonal relationships and managing

details.

37 percent of their activitj-es

were devoted to the indirect

telephone conversations ) .

and 28 percent of their time

medium (written exchanges,

seven char-

up:

8.3 hours.

From the time-frame analysis the following

acteristics of tj-me spent on activities v/ere set

I " Conventional the average work day is

2" Local about 73 percent of the day is spent in

the school.

3. Disjointed the average duration per activity is

about 7 "I minutes.
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4" Predictable about 52 percent of

scheduled and the average duration for

activity is 15"B minutes as opposed to

unschedul-ed one "

Task oriented Bl percent of the day

task related activities "

the day is

a scheduled

4"6 for an

is spent in

6" Frequently academic the largest amount of acti-

vites time (2I percent) is spent on programme con-

trol-.

7 " Social more than 16 percent of the principals'

time is spent on interpersonal rel_ations.

Casey (1980: IB3) concfudes:

Principals spend most of their time in high-de-
manding energy-producing, task oriented, problem-
solving activities, which involve direct, face-
to-face conversations with one or more people...

This survey of the literature pertainl_ng to what prin-

cipals perceive themselves to do or what they are acLually

seen to do opens up many interesting perspectives on the

principarship. unfortunately, the wide variety of catego-

ries estabrished for anaryzing the activities performed by

principars, limits the extent to which generarizations can

be made and creates some difficulties for comparing the

results of different studies in any precise manner. For

example, the categories "administrative d.uties " , ',of f ice

5.
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routines" r "plant administration

different studies seem to cover

least to have some overlap"

interesting positions emerge.

" and "desk work" used

the same territory or

Nonetheless, a number

IN

at

of

A number of studies show that principals often find

themserves devoting rather more time to tasks they consider

Iess important while giving less time or even fully neg-

lecting those they consj-der important. On the whole, Iit-

tle time is spent on instructional improvement while much

is expended on such activities as meetings, office chores,

community relations. Many studies confirm that the princi-

palship is characterized by high vo.l_ume of worl< at a rapid

pace, a high degree of face-to-face verbal interaction and

a strong inside focus. Incumbents undertake a wide and

diversified set of tasks, their work is marked by brevity

and fragmentation and they, more often than not, find them-

selves in a reactive rather than a proactive situation.

They generally have long work hours but tend to be organi-

zational maintainers rather than educational leaders. By

and large the evj-dence leads to the conclusion that the

position is a high-demanding, energy-consuming one"

The Effective Principal

Smyth (t982) observes that an interesting and impor-

tant shift is taking place in the study of the school prin-
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ciparship. He suggests (p. r) that the "emphasis is moving

noticeabry in the direction of considering the impact of
the principalship on learning outcomes in schools". He

points out that this research is uncovering the important
finding that leadership that enhances J-earning in the

school is characterized by a "pervasive emphasis" by prin-

cipars on classroom and instructionar matters. rn this
section of the review attention is turned. to a consi-der-

ation of the effective principal.

An earry study thaL set out to investigate and identi-
fy the factors that infruence executive professionar read-

erships (epr,) in the schoor is Gross and Herriott (1965).

They (1965: B) defined EpL as the "effects of an executive
of a professionarly staffed organization to conform to a

definition of his rore that stresses his obligation to
improve the quality of staff performance". The study iden-
tified four personal characteristics that seemed highly
predicti-ve of EPL. Ttrese are!

A high level of academic achievement,.

2" A high degree of interpersonal skills;

3. The motive of servicei and

4. The commitment of off-duty time to one,s work.

Gross and Herriott (1965:30) argue:

The posj-tive rel-ationships between EpL and teach-
ers' morale, their professional performance, and
pupils' learning justifies the staff-infl_uence

1"
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conception of the princÍpalship and strategies to
increase the principal's professional leadership.
The findings, in short offer empirj_ca1 support
f.or a leadership conception of the princiþãt's
role and they undermine a major argument for
abandoning it"

rn r97ro Goldhammer and his associates int.erviewed a

national sampÌe of elementary principars in the u.s.A"
These interviews centred on six major categories--school
and society, pupil personnel, instructional programme,

administrative readership, organizational texture, and

finance and facj-lities" From the results, they set up two

general types of principalship based on conditions charac-

terizing the schools. Outstanding schools were termed

"beacons of brirriance" and poor schools v/ere labelled
"pothores of pestirence". rn the "beacons of brirriance',
principals were charismatic readers who instilred enthusi-
asm in the teachers. Teaching staff worked as teams,

extending their services wel-l beyond normal expectations
because their morale \Mas high. Teachers and principals

along with parents worked constantly to appraise the effec-
tiveness of the school-s, and chirdren's needs v/ere empha-

sized. Principals were confident they coufd provide rele-
vantr purposive learni-ng for their students without being

slaves to tradition.

The "potholes of pestirence" resulted from weak read-

ership and official neglect. The buildings were dirty,
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often in disrepair and generally v/ere unwhol_esome praces

r.or growth and rearning. They were poorly equj-pped and

staffed, and teacher morare was row. rnstructionar pro-
grammes v'/ere traditionar and poorry rerated to studenis'

needs.

The effective principal-s j-n the sampre shared a number

of features in common. The most sarient of these v/ere: a

sincere faith in children, the abirity to work effectivery

and cooperativery with people, aggressiveness in securing

the recognition in approprÍ-ate places for the needs of
their school-s, enthusiasm for the principalship, a strong

commitment to education, and the abirity to distinguish

long- from short-term goars" They were also al-t adaptable

and able strategists.

Wel-lisch, McQueen et al (L978) studied 22 elementary

sctrools to identify factors that related to schoor success

in raising the achievement of chirdren normalJ-y disadvan-

taged in reading and maths" Three aspects of schoor man-

agement and organization were identified: administrative

leadership in education, coordination of instructionar pro-

grammes¡ ând policy with respect to academic standards.

Five qualitative administrator-rinked factors appeared

to differentiate successful from non-successfuÌ schoors.

In the successful schools, the principals, as rated by

principals and teachers, shared the feaLures listed below:
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They \Mere more concerned with instruction.

They communicated their views about instruction.

They took responsibiltiy for decisions about

instruct ion.

4. They coordinated instructional

school- wide basis.

programmes on

5" They emphasized academic standards.

The researchers suggest that the study provides crues

as to Ìrow abstract finding coul-d be transrated into practi-

cal, concrete terms. rt was found that where principars

felt strongry about instruction they \ivere strongry opposed

to the relaxing of standards for low-achieving students,
and tended to have students repeat grades. wtrere pro-
grarnmes were well coordinated they communicated their views

by reguj-arly reviewing and discussing students' and teach-

ers' performance with teachers.

A number of studies Lend to indicate that principars

who are so minded can exert tremendous influence for good

on the instructional process in the schoor and thus, indi-
rectly, on student achievement, Shoemaker and Fraser
(r981) reviewed a number of studies of successful schools

and found that the principars prayed a key role in their
success. Four themes emerged as being important in herping

to determine the good school, namely;

1. Assertive, achievement-oriented leadershi_p;
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2" Orderly, purposeful and peaceful school climate;
3. High expectatíons for staff and pupils;

4" wel-r designed instructionar objectives and eval-ua-

tion system"

while none of the studies in their review specificalry set
out. to study the rore of the principal, their findings are

all- in key role-functions of the principal.

smyth (r9Bo) found that leadership which enhances

level-s of learning is characterized by a strong emphasj-s by

principars on class-room and instructional matters. And

smyth (rg]2 ) cites a number of studies of successfur

schoors that showed they, too, were marked by strong educa-

tional leadership. For example, Dolr (1969) found that the

most criticar factor in successful schools in chicago was

the quality of principal readership" Dorr found that suc-

cessful princi-paIs vvere those who:

Showed a willingness to move independently and

decisively in matters affecting the faculty or

school.

2" Had genuine empathy for the teaching staff and an

ability to show this in a non-cond.ecending manner.

3. Percieved their roles as one whose primary task is
to assist teachers teach even if ít meant clashing

with the wishes of the administrative hierarchy.

Johnston and Sackney (1982) found that while teachers

I"
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and principals wanted more principal-involvement j-n the

teaching-rearning process, both groups felt that currently,
principars were inadequate and itl-prepared for the tasks.

Teachers in the study \^/ere more satisfied in those schools

where principals actively undertook classroom observation

and other supervisory activities. The study also revealed.

that while many principals stated their wiJ-ringness to
provi-de educational- leadership they also managed to put off

doing so for some reason or another.

Sackney (L982) deplores this attitude. He stresses

the importance of the principar's role in instruction and

curriculum matters, and rejects arguments based on J-ack of

time or inadequate expertise. These, he maintains, (p" B)

are

rationalization and admissions by principals
that, they have forgotten the primary purpose for
which schools exist, namely, to enhance pupil
learning.

sackney advocates a re-examination of the role of the

principal. He rejects the rore of manager in favour of the

principal as reactor or doer. He argues that princi.oars

should possess skilrs and expertise in cl-assroom anaÌysís,

and be equipped to herp in the improvement of instruction.

Blumberg and Greenfield (1980) interviewed eight el-e-

mentary and high schoor principars (serected on the basis

of their reputation as effective principals) in order to
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rearn about their life as principals--what they val-ued, how

they rerated to people, what guided them in their work,

what prompted them into action, what frustrated, angered or
made them feel good.

These principals portrayed the principalship as a

highly ambiguous and normative affair mediated through

face-to-face interpersonal- interaction" Effective inter-
personar skirrs were a critical- ingredient of their suc-

cessful- on-the-job behaviour. Keeping themselves informed

of, and responsive to, the work-world demands of their

individuar schoor-context was also considered cruciar to

their effectiveness. They expended a great deal of time

and energy in interpersonal reactions with parents, stu-
dents and teachers--peopre they saw as closery tied to

their success as principals.

Blumberg and Greenfj_eId noted the similarity of
probrems encountered across the schools and \Mere struck by

the idiosyncratic framework each principal used in the

particular context of his/her situation. They point out
(p. I97) that this framework "onIy remotely resembles the

sort of highry abstract and rational- conceptual frame one

wourd find in the usual textbook on school adminis-

tration".

These principals were fulIy aware of the danger of

becoming bogged down with organizational maintenance acti-
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vities. They believed, however, that their on-the-job be-

haviour should be determined by themserves and not be dic-
tated by the demands of the job per se. They, therefore,

found ways of ensuring that organizationar maintenance

tasks were successfurry carried out and that they were abre

to get ahead with their top priority. Freed of ttrese

routine but necessary organizational- chores, they pursued

their commj-tment to an educationar or organizational goal,

taking the initiative and assuming a proactive stance in

relation to their work.

In spite of different modus operandi, they shared a

number of common features, some of which are listed below:

I. They possessed a high leveI of energy and dis-
played a willingness to work long hours on a

continuous basis "

They a1I had very well-developed, interpersonal

skills and the ability to communicate effectively

in face-to-face interaction.

They laid a premium on establishing and maintain-

ing an open and trusting relationship with teach-

ers towards securing commitment to school pro-

grarnmes and participation in the decisions.

They were all good l-isteners and observers.

They v/ere skj-1Ied at analyzíng and determining the

requirements of the school situation.

2.

3"

4.

5.
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Blumberg and Greenfield (1980) admit that their study

red them to recast some of theÍr thinking about the role of
the principal. They argue that the concern to make schools

democratic has red to a neglect of the person whose func-
tion is to guide the process. They suggest a move from the
pure process notion of readj-ng to a concern for the char-
acter and predisposition of the principal. They conclude

that there are personal-ity and behavioural differences that
distinguj-sh principals who can read and make a difference
in their school-s, and those who cannot.

Leithwood and Mont.gomery (L982) in an excellent and

comprehensive review of the rol-e of the elementary school_

principar in programme-improvement, identify a number of
factors that the research shows distinguish the effective
from the typicar principal. principar effectiveness is
seen in rel-ation to student-Iearning.

explain (p. I0),

As the authors
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necessary teacher growth and thereby indirectly
infl-uence student-learning or impinge on other
factors known to effect such learning.

They present a very comprehensive picture of the

effective principar. Effective principars haver âs their
first priority, the trappiness and academic achievement of
thej-r pupils. They perceive themserves as instructional
leaders with the primary functj-on of providing the best
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programmes for their pupils " They are very clear about

their goals ( long and short term) for students " Their

relationships with teachers are task-oriented ( geared to

improvi-ng the school programme), but this task-orientation

does not rul-e out good interpersonal relations between

principal and staff. Effective principals work towards

baranced attention to instructionar leadership, routine

administration and human rel-atj-ons. They are prepared,

however, to sacrifice smooth interpersonal relations where

necessary, for the sake of a more balanced programme. They

establish norms for risk-taking among staff. Continuous

change ín the direction of better programmes for students

is considered highly desirable " High expectations for

students and staff are constantly articulated, and the

support of the community and parents for the school's pro-

grammes is vigorously sought out. Effective principals

involve the parents in the education of their children by

indicating what they can do to reinforce and extend the

effects of school instruction.

If there is one salient point to emerge from the re-

search on successfu.l- school-s, it is that the critical

factor is the quality of principal leadership. Al_though

this Ieadership may manif est itself in dif ferent \^/ays,

certain features appear with definite regularity. One such

feature is a strong concern for instructional- mattersr âs
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translated in such activities as cl_assroom observation, the
coordination of school programmes, the setting of high
academic standards, the support given to staff curricurar
efforts and the estabrishing of crear objectives and evalu-
ation systems. Another characteristic is that of placing
great emphasis on creating and maintaining a good crimate
in the school. Effective heads insist on an orderry but
not oppressive atmosphere, on good rerations between the
various erements of the schoor community, and they share

their ideas and expectations with the staff. Effective
principals have confidence in their ability to provide
quality education in their school-s and they do not alrow
themserves to become routinized by the demands and pres-
sures of the job. They are prepared to define the situ-
ation for themselves rather than leave the determi_nation of
their day to fate and the ever-j-ncreasing routines of the
job" This is not to say that the administrative routines
are not done. Measures are set in place to ensure that the

important rol-es as defined by themselves are futly carried
out without neglecting the necessary routines.

However, in contrast to those studies that stress the

ro.l-e of the principar are those that question his/her
importance" Kennedy (r978) showed that compensatory ed.uca-

Lion prograrnmes have been successful- in urban schoors with
rittle support from the principals" Gersten, carnine and
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Green (1982) cite a number of studj-es of successfu] schools

or schoor programmes that owed littte or nothing to the
principal. fn fact, some programmes frourished in spite of
the hostility of the principals. Their own research showed

that the important variabres in successful programmes \^/ere

the quality of the progranme itself, the utility of its
teacher training, the extent to which it succeed.ed. with
difficul-t-to-teach children and the presence of a suppor-

tive cl-imate. They argue that the quarity of the leader-

ship provided by the principal was not significant. They

did accept, ho\n/ever, that the moral support of the princi-
pal was very valuable.

Gersten et ar (r982) maintain that concentration on

cruciar function rather than readership makes efforts at

understanding education more meaningful. They submit that
portraits of the few exceptionar, charismatic principars

may have a depressing effect on those principars who are

not so fortunate and cannot perform at the same level.

Organizational Behaviour Across Cultures

To date, there is not an abundance of literature on

educationar adminj-stration in developing countries. There

is, however, a fair amount in the areas of organizational

behaviour across cultures, and pubric administration in

developing countries. Educational administration theories
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have been based al-most entirely on general organization
theories and thus the findings from these studies can pro-
vide usefur insJ-ghts and. guidance for the study of educa-

tional administration.

The transfer to the developing countries of coroniar
educational patterns was accompanied by the necessary

transfer to schoor administrators of those technicar skilrs
requj-red to maintain those patterns. As the decades

passed, and in the absence of any systematic training for
scïrool administrators, it was inevitabre that the depen-

dence on rures and regurations and the move to strict
bureaucratic modes would become entrenched. (Marshart and

Newton, l-983)" Riggs (1964) observes that a likety conse-

quence of this attempt to transfer administrative practices

across curtures is the phenomenon he cal-ls formal_ism.

Formalism is defined as the extent to which there is dis-
crepancy between what is formarty prescribed and what is
actually practised. Riggs (L964) suggests that apparent

subscription to imported techni-ques can often be a cover up

for what is going on in the organization.

Lammers and Hickson (1979) after reviewing a number of
cross-curtural organizationar studies concluded that organ-

izations are culture-bound, being influenced by dominant

el-ites, members and agencies within their environment.

There is abundant support for this position. From their
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study of Japanese and Japanese-American organizations,
Lincoln, Hanada and Olson (I9BIzl- l-4) observe;

This research demonstrates that cul-tural- factors
affect organizational processes in !úays that
render universalist statements of the effect of
organizational structure on individuals seriousry
deficient. Organizational structures ma!r in-
deed, l¡e loosely coupled to formal goals but they
are closely tied to the social and cultural ori-
entations of people involved in them.

Further support can be found in Kiggundu, Jorgensen and

Hatsi (1983). After a review of some ninety-four articl_es
on organi-zations in developing countries Kiggundu et a1

(p" Bl) point out:

In general, each time the environment is i_nvolved
the theory developed for western settings does
not apply, because it assumes conti_ngencies that
may not be valid for developing countries "

rnterestingly enough, however, they observe that when the

focus was on technicar tasks and. techniques, there was no

significant problem in using the conventional theory in
developing countries.

Hofstede's (1980) extensi-ve study of internationar

differences and work-refated values showed that attempts to
transfer leadership skill-s which do not take rocal_ varues

into account have l-ittfe chance of success. And Maggagura

(1983), reviewing some of the major J-eadership theories,

and examining studies in a cross-curturar context concruded

that an effective reader in one cultural context is not

necessarily so in another.
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rt seems quite crear that cul-turaf envíronments and

individuals within organizations make a dj-fference to the

way organizations function and the v/ay in which theories
can appfy. The situation j_s succi_nctly summed. up by Red-

ding and Martyn-Johns (L979:104):

A starting point j-s the notion that to understand
organizational- behavj-our one must eventually come
to terms with the \day each individual attaches
himself to the system being studied.

Conclusion

Despite the rhetoric, the evid.ence from both percep-

tual- and observational stud j-es of what principals do is
cl-ear. They spend their time on organizatj-onal maintenance

and student werfare and behavioural- matters. They claim to
prace high priority on their educational readership role,

but they devote l-ittle time and energy to curricurar and

instructionar matters and they maintain a strong "inside"
focus.

There are a few exceptions to this general position"

There are cases of effectj-ve principals, individuals who,

by the quality of their leadership have made a difference

in their school-s, in terms of student outcomes.

can this situation be reversed so that the effective
principal- becomes the norm rather than the exception? rf

typically, principals perform noner or only very few of the
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roles prescribed by writers on school administration and

trainers of administrators, vihy do we persist with these

prescriptions? why do principals themselves craim to value

one thing and then do something quite different?

The complex, wide-ranging and even contradi-ctory

nature of the conception of the principarship has arready

been aruded to. The knowledge, skil-ls and energy it would

require for a single person to measure up, even minimarly
to these expectations boggle the mind. rmagine, for exam-

pre, the breadth, rength and quality of training programmes

that would be necessary to meet the requirements suggested

by Wood et al (1979 ) or Nickerson (1972). But, given the

changed social, potitical and organizational_ reality, do

principars have the status, the authority or the pov/er to
perform most of the functj-ons prescribed for them? Do

their poriticar leaders want them to? Furthermore, to what

extent wil-I the phenomena of the devetoped worrd manifest

themserves in the deveroping countries, and to what degree

will the same approaches suffice in finding rikery exprana-

tions to them?

Allison (1983) points to the bureaucratic-political

constraints and limitations under which tod.ay's principals

work and pleads for a more rearistic approach to our expec-

tations of them. Like Gersten et al (LgB2), he suggests

that \^/e must not be carried away by the tal_ent, energy and
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vision of the extraord.inary fei,v indivÍduats who work mira-
cles. He observes (p" 23)t

rf their title retained substantive semantic
meaning then principals might be able to l_ive up
to the inflated expectations that are held for
them. But given the organizational- reality of
their position as relatively low-grade adminis-
trative officers in rarge comprex bureaucracies
it is both unrealístic and unfair to expect them
to perform miracles.

can the answer really be in the research evidence that
suggests that the critical- factor in running successful
schoors is neither the l-eader, nor the quarity of leader-
ship provided, buL simpry that certain critical functions
be performed? This body of research appears to be too lim-
ited for us to accept its logicar implications, namery the
aborition of the headship in its present form. Much more

research is needed on these issues to inform our under-

standing of the principalship and guide us in conceptuaj_iz-

ing and operationalizing preparation programmes for heads

and future heads.



CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Theoretical- Background

The methodology used in this study is essentially
naturalistic " Natural-istic techniques Ïrave been derived
from different perspectives such as phenomenorogy, symboric

interactionism, grounded theory, ethnomethodor-ogy. This

approach is fundamentally different from the scientific
approach of the structurar functionarist. owens (lgg2),

however, argues that both approaches are necessary and

should not be seen as opposed to, but rather as compremen-

tary to one another in providing necessary educational data

and insights.

Glaser and Straus (L967) stress that providing in-
sightful, descriptive data and formulating concepts that
are anarytic and sensitizing are hightly desirabre and

demand considerable study of one's data. wirson (L9772254)

states that the

underlying principle guiding this kind of
research is the assumption that indivj_duals Ïrave
meanj-ng-structures that determine much of their
behaviour"

Greenfierd (1980) takes a simirar stand when he expresses

the view that a basÍc probrem in the study of organizations

is that of understanding human intentions and meanings.
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owens (r9B2z7) observes that naturaristic studies seek

to

. ".il-Iuminate social realities, human perceptions
and organizational_ realities untainted by the
intrusion of formal measurement procedurès or
re-ordering of the situation to fit the precon-
ceived notions of the investigator.

He suggests that in order to assure both himserf and others
that the investigation v/as not misled by bias or various

sources of error, and that the fj-ndings can therefore be

accepted as credibre interpretations of rearity, the inves-
tigator shourd use multiple data-gathering technj-ques.

owens identi-fies four salient characteristics of
naturalistic studies, víz:

I. They primarily employ direct contact between in-

vesti-gators and actors j_n the situation as a means

of collecting data;

They use emergent strategies to design the study

rather than a priori specifj_catj_on;

They develop data categories from examination of

the data after collection; and

4 " They do not attempt to generalize the findings to

a universe beyond that bounded by the study.

Every effort wil-t be made in carrying out the study to meet

the essential requirements of naturalistic enquiries.

2"

3.
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The Setting

Barbados is a smal-r isrand-nation in the caribbean.

rt has an area of L66 square mires and a population of over

one quarter milrion peopre. For many years a corony in the

British Empire, it gained independence in 1966. rt remains

a member of the commonwealth and enjoys a democratic for¡n

of government.

There is a tradition of governmentar invol-vement in
education dating back to the r83os, and currentry about

one-fifth of the government's total- expenditure is devoted

to education" Today there is free universal education at
the primary level-. Although the age of compulsory ed.uca-

tion goes from five to sixteen years, there are not enough

places in the pubric secondary schools to accommodate all
the children of secondary age. As a result, there is a

common entrance examination (taken in the academic year in
which the chird attains the age of eleven) for entry to the

secondary schools. Those children who do not gain a place

in the non fee-paying, state schoors, must continue their
educatj-on in the all-age primary schools (composite

schoors ) or seek admission to the private assisted secon-

dary schoors, if they can afford the fees. These private

schools are al-so given substantial- assistance by the gov-

ernment, which arso grants bursaries for students whose

performance merits them.
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There are twenty-one pubric secondary schools in the

nation. Nine of these have a long history, going back to a

time when secondary education was available to onry a smarr

percentage of the population. These were the traditional
grammar schools " with the spread of secondary education,

particularly in the 1960s and. 1970s, the new school-s \,vere

buitt to cater to those who courd not gain places in the
grammar schools. These ne\^/ school-s were known first as

secondary modern schools, then as comprehensive schools and

later simply as newer secondary schools. There are twelve

such schoors " whereas the grammar school-s were controrred

by an índependent governj-ng body, the ne\^/er schools were

directly controlled by the Ministry of Education. The

Education Act of 19Bl has removed the distinction between

the schools " They are all now ref erred. to as second.ary

schoors and are now under the control of Boards of Manage-

ment with less power than the governing bodies. However,

in the eyes of the pubtic the erstwhire grammar schools are

stirr prestigj-ous schoors and are chosen by parents as the

ones their chirdren shoul-d attend if they perform welr

enough to gain a place in the school of their choice in the

common entrance examination"
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The Sampl-e

rn naturaristic studies, the number of respondents i_s

not the crucial_ factor. As Owens (p. l0) notes,

Whereas the rationalistic methodologist might
pursue confirmation through the use of data from
a number of subjects, the naturalistic methodol-
ogist often seeks to confirm through the inten-
sive study of small groups or even an indi-
vidual.

Blumberg and Greenfield (1980) put forward the idea of
research that all-ows the comparing and contrasting of
effective and typical principars as a fruitfut area of
investigation" They suggest that while the criteria used

for discriminating between the effective and typical prin-
cipars could be the application of sophisticated instru-
ments of measurement, it might be as si-mpre as asking for
nominatj-ons from such groups as centrar office staff,
teachers, or parents"

Two persons with intimate knowledge of secondary

schools in Barbados \^/ere asked, quite independently, to
cl-assify the headteachers as ef f ective or typÍcaJ- after
careful discussion of the definition given above. one, a

senior officiat from the Ministry of Education works close-
ly with these schools, whi-le the other, a former high-rank-

ing Ministry officiar who had worked crosely with the

schools continues that close contact in his present post.
There was surprising agreement, armost unanimj-ty between
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them. The odd case of disagreement was easiry reso]ved.

A sampre of seven schoors (33.3 percent) from the pub-

lic sector lvas decided onr and furthermore it v¿as conven-

ient to select three of the nine grammar (33.3 percent).
of the nine grammar schoors, three headteachers were

excl-uded because they \dere invorved in litigation with the
Ministry of Education and it v/as fert that this wourd get

in the way of the research. of the six remaining schools,

two effective and one typical head were randomly d.rawn from

a hat to form the sample from the granmar schools.

From the ne\^/er secondary group three schoors \dere al_so

omitted. rn these schools, there were acting headteachers

because the incumbents had just retired. rn this group, by

the same random means, two effective and two typical head-

teachers \dere sel_ected. Altogether, there \,rere three
grammar and four newer secondary school_s in the sample com-

prising four effective and three typicar heads. There hrere

four female and three mare Ïreadteachers, The distribution
is shown in Table I "
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TABLE 1

D]STRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS IN THE SAMPLE

The Respondents

Alr the respondents were over 45 years at the time of
the study and al-l had extensive teaching experience. Brief
individuar profires of each respondent are given below.

Headteacher A is female and unmarried. she holds a

B"A" degree, a certificate in Educational Administration

and a certificate in Education from the locar teachers,

correge. she began her career as a primary schoor teacher

and has had considerabl-e experience in this area. she held
the post of Deputy Headteacher in another seconclary school

for some six years before being promoted to the headship in
her present school. Her schoor is a ne\^¡er secondary co-

educational institution situated in a suburban district.

Grammar

Effective Tvpical
TotaI
SampIe

Total
Popu-
Iation

?of
Popu-
l-ation

M F M F

3 9 33.32 I

Newer
Secondarv I l 1 I 4 L2 33.3

TOTAL I 3 ? I 7 2L 33 .3
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Founded in 1961, it has a ror-r of L227 students and 65

teachers. she was deemed. a "typical" principar by both

ASSESSOTS.

Headteacher B is a married man. He has a B.A. and

¡4"s. degrees, and a certÍficate in Education from the local-

teachers' colrege. He v/as a primary schoor teacher for
many years and then became an Education officer before
taking up his present post as headteacher" His school_ is a

rural, co-educationar one with a rolr of rrBO chirdren and

61 staff members. There was some hesi-tation as to whether

he might have been considered effective, but he was evenL-

ually placed in the typical category.

Headteacher c holds the degree of B.sc. and a Diploma

in Educational Administration. His wide experience has

been at the secondary l-evel- onry but Ïre has worked in dif-
ferent isrands in the caribbean. He has been deputy head

and a headteacher for many years, arthough at the time of
the study, he had been in the present school for just over

two years" His school i-s a grarnmar school- in the city. rt
has a roll of 800 boys and girls, and a staff of 50.

Headteacher D is the head of an urban co-educational_

grammar school. she is unmarried, with a rong career in
secondary schoor teaching. she has been deputy head for
many years and a headteacher for some nine years in the
same school-" She holds the B,A degree and a post-graduate
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certificate in Education. This headteacher is very active
in professional and cj-vic life. The schoor- has a rolr of
800 and a staff of 43.

Headteacher E is a married h/oman who reads a smalr

girls grarnmar schoor in a country town. she has had a long

career in teaching, most of it at her present schoor where

she became deputy head before assuming the headship. she

has a certificate in Education from the local- teachers,
colrege, a B.sc. and an Advanced Diploma in Guidance coun-

selring. The schoor has a ro11 of 543 and 29 teachers. At

the time of the study, extensions v¿ere being carried out in
preparation for the introduction of boys i-n the forlowing
academic year.

Headteacher F has

tional school from its

and has a B"A. degree

Management. There are

school- "

been head of this rural, co-educa-

inception in L97L" He is married

and a Certificate in Educational_

60 teachers and 1109 pupils in the

Headteacher G is an unmarried femal-e with wide teach-
ing experience at primary and secondary revers. she \Mas a

deputy headteacher in another secondary school and became

head from the inception of her present school in L978" she

holds the degree of B.A. and a post-graduate certificate in
Education from a scottish institution. Her school- has a

rol-r of B0o boys and girrs and 43 teachers. rt is in the

city.
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Research Design

The study is descriptive and exploratory. ft was con-

ceived as what owens (1982;r5) terms an "interactive pro-

cess". As data \,vere corl-ected and anaryzed they informed

the further corlection of data, suggesting "what to check,

when to seek confirmation and how to extend the data col-
lection". rt was recognized ttrat there are tremendous

variations in the activities, pace of professional life and

the nature and frequency of encounters in the work of head-

teachers over time Although all- these variations could

not be furly captured in a study of this nature, every

effort was made to get as near as possible to the true
essence and flavour of their world.

Studies that limit themselves onJ_y to very short
periods of observation and nothing erse have limited val_ue

as refrections of the reaJ-ity of the work-worrd of the

headteacher. Rist (rgzs¡gl-) is critical of studies of
schooling that "utirized a single time-frame approach, more

closely resembJ-ing the description of a stirr--tife paint-

ing, than an on-goi-ng activity".

Owens, too, stresses the importance of collecting data

over a period of time because it. al-rows the investigator to

enter more fully into the situation so that s/ne is abre to

spot what is atypical, and distinguish ttre signifi-cant from

the passing event. Owens (p. 14) asserts;
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Time is essential to permit the researcher to
shift from predispositions, through early impres-
sions to a deeper level of understanding.

The study used a variety of techniques for gathering
data--self-accounts,

interviews.

s el- f -monitoring, obs ervat.i-on, and

Data Collection and Analysis

Self-Accounts

cohen and Manion (1980) observe that we see the world
differently, yet we are able to exprain our experiences and

behaviour so as to share them and make them intelligible to
others. The ethogenic approach of accounting is based upon

a view of a person as a plan-making, self-monitoring agent,

a\^/are of goars and deriberatery considering the best ways

to achieve them.

Each respondent was asked to write about 4-6 pages on

the topic "A Typicar year in my Experience as a Head-

teacher" (Appendix f) " This invited the respondents to
give their perception of their work over a typical year.

rt required them to describe those aspects and periods of
their work which require a great dear of tj-me and energy as

well- as those which they find satisfying or frustrating"

rn composing the instructions for the topic care was taken

to be as neutral and brief as possible in ord.er to avoid
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guiding the respondents in any \day.

rt was fel-t that the essay wourd provide useful in-
sights into what principars felt they did in their work in
the schools. As they refrect on their work to provide a

perspective, they would remember and highright those things
(actuar or projected) ttrat haa some significance for them.

This would provide useful insights into their perception of
their world.

The anarysis of their writing was essential-ly quarit-

ative. categories were developed from the data and simir-
arities and differences among the respond.ents explored"

The results of this analysis supplied some of the areas for
investigation in the interviews.

SeIf-Monitoring

The study recognized the need to get a fuller and a

truer picture of the headship ttran woul-d come from depend-

ing on the heads' perception alone. rt was deemed unwise,

al-so, to use a short period of observation as the sore

support for the essay in making judgements and coming to
conclusions about the work of the treadship. The device of

"seIf-monitoring" was introduced to fiff the gap and

supplement the data.

Each respondent \Mas provided with self-completion

forms and asked to enter under the specified headings, the
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details of each activity or event however brief or triviaÌ,
as soon as it occurred. This was done over a period of one

week " Based on the findj-ngs of the "observation', and

"diary-format" literature on the principalship, the form

\,vas designed to have the headteachers record the time and

nature of the actívity as well as the other actors invol_ved

in it, whether it was schedured or not, the medium of the

interaction (i.e. phone carr, face-to-face) and the place

where it took place. A specimen form is given in Appendix

rr.

Observation

Direct observatíon has been gaining popularity in
studies of the school headship. Many writers support it as

a legi-timate research technique. Rist (L9752 92) says:

I believe that direct observation can make posi-
tive contributions to the study of the control_ of
human behavior. Granted the problem of bias or
preconception may be critical to the interpre-
tation given in the data, nevertheless there wiIl
exist an account of the behavior relatively inde-
pendent of the interpretation drawn from that
account "

Rist further draws attentj-on to probrems of bias due to
preconceived notions and selective perception that one must

Lry to guard against.

The structured observation technique popularized

Mintzberg's (1973) study of business executives and used

by

by
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others (Casey 1980, Martin l9BO, pitner LgTg) in the study

of educational- settings v/as emptoyed.

Mintzberg (r975: 23r) discusses the operation in these

terms:

Each observed event (i.e. a verbal contact or apiece of incoming or outgoing mail_ ) is categor-
ized by the researcher in a number of ways (for
example, duration, participants, purpose) as in
the diary method but with one important differ-
ence. The categories are developed during the
observation and after it takes place" In hj_s
coding process, not by standing literature, or
his own past experience but by the simple event
taking place before him.

This \¡/as the approach of the present study as welr. Martin
notes that Pitner in her study separated out managerial

from non-managerial behaviour. He himserf rejected this
separation since his study had as its centraf theme the
nature of the principal's work" Similarly, the present

study was concerned to discover how headteachers spend

their time and therefore did not make this distinction.

rt j-s stressed that the non-participant observer must

maintain a neutral- posture and. make every effort not to
have an impact upon the social- system he is investigating.
Martin (1980; B0) explained his own efforts j-n his study
thus:

Every effort, short of blatant violation of
social- etiquette was made to adhere to the neu-
tral role and avoid entering into an activity and
thus risk structuring the very behaviours that
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were the subject of the investigation.

This researcher had very simirar experiences " on many

occasions the respondents tried very hard to draw him into
the activity. His resistance v/as, however, never miscon-

strued.

The observation covered a period of three days " rt
\^/as generarly carried out during the first, second and last
days of the same week" rdentical forms to those used for
the sel-f-monitoring stage were used in the observation as

the information was corlected for the same purpose. Al_-

though the analysis was informed by the findings of the
literature, different categories had to be established to
fit the experiences encountered.

Interviews

Cohen and Manion (1980) cite three purposes for which

the interview as a distinctive research tectrnique may be

used, and each of these was appried j-n the present study.
Firstry, it may be used as an information gathering device,
providing insight into what a person knows, rikes or dis-
likes (ttreir values ) and thinks (attitudes and bel-ief s ).
secondly, it can be used in testing or generating hypoth-
eses or as an explanatory device. And thirdly, it may be

used with other methods or to probe more deeply into the
reasons and motivations respondents have for responding as

they do.
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The structured interview with open-ended items was the

technique emproyed in this finar section of the research"

Kerlinger (f970) has suggested that open-ended items simply

supply a f rame of ref erence for respondent.s ' ans\^rers, but

put a minimum of restraint on the ansv/ers and their

expressions. The use of the open-ended questions al-lows

some flexibility, permitting the interviewer to probe more

deeply, to seek clarification as he proceeds, and sor to

make a truer assessment of what the respondent realIy

believes "

Informed by the findings of relevant literature and

more particularly by an initial- analysis of the data from

the earlier stages of this research the researcher prepared

a set of questions for all the respondenLs. He was able,

however, to make full use of the flexibility and freedom

that inhere j-n the technique.

The ínterviews \¡/ere recorded on cassette tape but the

researcher also made full notes on the interview schedule

(Appendix II ) .

Presentation and Analysis of the Data

Naturalistic studies are concerned with what Geertz

(1973) calls "thick description"" Thick descriptJ-on is not

merely informative or descriptive data. It represents an

attempt that figuratively takes the reader there, right
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into the situation with a feering of insight and under-

standing of the facts, events and contacts the participants

experience. rt takes account of the personal- and sociar
values that infruence behaviour and therefore helps to
explain it.

rn the interest of faithfurness to thick descripti-on,

the data have been presented as furJ-y as possibre. The

essays have been given compretely and in their original
form (except for Principar E whose submission of over fifty
pages instead of the requested four to six pages was deemed

unusable). rnformation from the interviews is presented

under two major headings--part A--what a principar shoul_d

Do, and part B--The Principarship As s/ge Experiences rt.

Part B is further broken down into the four sub-secti-ons,

namely:

1. General- Description of the princípalship;

2. Leadership and Decisions;

3. Educational Leadership Issues;

4" Reactions to the principalship.

The data from the serf-monitored and observation

phases were separatery analyzed by putting the activities

into categori-es that arise out of the data themserves. For

each set of activities, the total number of times it was

performed and the amount and percentage of time devoted to

it \^/ere calcu-lated. It was, thus, also possible to
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determine the average time per day spent on the job and the

average duration of each activity the principat performed"

A further anarysis of the data was carried out along

three other dimensions " Firstly, the number of activities
and the amount and percentage of time spent on scheduled

and unschedul-ed activities \^/ere caruclated and compared. A

simirar exercise was carried out for those activities
performed in Lhe office and those av/ay from the office.
Finally, the activities and times were analyzed to strow

when the principal was arone, and when s/he was interacting

with other members of the schoor community or with peopJ-e

not directly connected v/ith the school.

Following these individual presentations on each

principal, an attempt has been made to bring together the

information on the principals as a group. This anarysis is
done by drawing on all data-sources employed to answer the

basic research question on which the study was focused.

The report is carefully documented, providing

corroboration from multipre sources as a basis for its
judgements and conclusions " scrupulous care has been taken

over issues of confidentiarity and trust both in obtaining

information and in reporting it " Thick descriptj-ons of the

respondents as wel-r as similarities and differences have

been provided" Patterns and trends in the work world of

the secondary head have been discussed and avenues for

further invest.igation have been opened up"
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PRESENTATION OF DATA ON EACH HEADTEACHER

HEADTEACHER A

The Self-Account

My experience as a Headteacher is very rimited since r
have only had one full year as a Headteacher.

That year was a very trying one since I was not only
taking up a new post but in a prant that was compJ-etely new

to me.

First thing r had to do was trying to rearn the staff

both teaching and non-teaching that I had to work with"

This entailed havJ-ng formar introductions through a

series of meetings set up very earry in the year" Through

these meetings the opportunity was afforded to rearn of any

traditions and phirosophy which \^/ere establ-ished. This was

further enhanced by informar meetings and chats as r move

around the schoor compound and chatting with persons whire
doing so.

I too had my philosophy and it was a matter of making

this known and then working out strategies whereby this
philosophy could be executed"

Thís led to having a series of meetings and discus-

sions regularly"
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Meetings

These take up a great proportion of the year's activ-
ities " These meetings can be divided into internal meet-

ings and external meetings.

rnternal meetings are those with the Administration

staff which consist of the Deputy Head, senior Teachers and

Heads of Department who are the persons that advise me and

with whom r discuss ideas and they in turn are responsibre

for executing these ideas and feeding back to me any

ideas.

Then there are the meetings with the furl- teaching

staff whj-ch take place once per month during each term.

Meetíngs are also held at least once per term \^/ith the

Casual Staff and Jani-torial Staff "

These meetings are usually planned and therefore

everyone can be prepared for them, but there are internar

ad hoc meetings which arso have to be calred when it is

noticed that there are problems which may be the concern of

a majority of persons or there may be individual problems

and hence the need for having meetings with individuals

from ti-me to time.

In addition to these meetings, there are meetings

with Board of lvlanagement either in fult or in various

committees " The committee that meets fairly frequentry is

that of the discipline committee. This committee handled
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serious disciplinary problems of students.

other meetings are Parent-Teacher's Association Meet-

ings which are hel-d every third sunday in the month with
committee meetings coming before the Generar Meeting.

Then there is a number of external meetings: --Meetings
with the Mínistry of Education on various matters, meetings

of All-ocations committee for selection to secondary school,

and ottrer association meetings of one sort or another.

As said previously these meetings take up considerabre

time and hence crassroom visits are very minimal-. Hence

the opportunity is lost for rearly being in contact with
the teacher and student in the teaching/learning situation
which one may consider very vital"

Invitations

Over the course of the year

are received for various kinds of

Graduations, Official Openings,

These al-so are an integral part of

a serÍes of invitations

functions:--Speech days,

Seminars, Lectures etc"

the year's activities.

Disciplinary Problems

students probrems: Although senior TeacTrers are

assigned to each year group with the responsibirity of
assisting with students problems and discipline, yet a

great many of these probrems find their way to my office.
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This at times leads noL onry to tarking to the student but
having to invite parents to come in and see me on some

matters " fn addition there are those parents who come in
without previous appointments to see me on matters related
to their children and f have to try to fit them into my

scheme of things.

Correspondence

There are various

into school that have

taken or commenL i:o be

only from the Ministry

schools both locally

tutions "

Then there is the Outgoing

Incoming MaiI or correspondence

within the institution on a number

types of correspondence which come

to be read and some action to be

made" This correspondence comes not

of Education but from parents, oLher

and overseas and private insti-

Mail either in reply to

that is generated from

of matters.

Visits

The Headteacher finds herserf having to accommodate a

number of visitors to the school in addition to the parents

which \¡/ere mentioned previously.

The vj-sits al_so may be planned or not planned. It is

the unpranned visits which rearly can be frustrating, for
then you find that your schedure may have to be read.justed
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or some other things are left undone.

There are other routine things which the Headteacher

also does " she conducts full assembry of students every

Monday morning. This gives her the opportunity to tark to
the students on a number of matters that are of concern to
them or which she may be concerned about

In addition, the Headteacher has a

which can really be interrupted by

Managerial problems with which she may

time to time.

teaching timetable

Admínistrative and

be confronted from

These things mentioned so far are ongoing throughout

the whole year, but there are ottrer things that are done

during specific periods of the year.

The first term of the year which begins in september

is arways one of imprementing new ideas and adjusting time-

tabres which were previously done. New teachers may join

the staff and it means having an orientation period with

them in a general manner before passing them on to the

various Heads of Departments and senior Teachers who will

brief them in their specific areas.

New students are also comj_ng in and they too may be

having difficulty and hence teachers and students may want

to have the Headteacher's opinion.

This is the term when some examination entries have to

be in and educational statistj-cs have to be done" Although



the Headteacher does not do these

she has to see that the guidelines

and the final signature of these

done.
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things personally, yet

are there to be followed

thi-ngs are there to be

The second term of the school- year is one where sports

of one kind or another take prace" This entairs pranning

for disruption of the regular timetable and making arter-
native arrangements. The Deputy Headteacher actuarty does

the arternative arrangements but this is done after consur-

tation wíth the Headteacher.

During the third term all kinds of planning for the

following school year has to be done.

This term is referred to as the examinaLion term since

externar and internar examinations take place during this

term"

The first examination that one is confronted with

during this term is the Common Entrance Examination.

It is during this term al_so that planning for the new

school year takes pIace.

Therefore there are a series of discussions which take

place with Heads of Departments both collectively and

j-ndividually and with senior teachers in order to get cur-

riculum and organization for the ne\^/ year prepared.

The above account as listed may seem to be very simple

and one may get the j-dea that the life of a Headteacher is
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simple, but this does not terr of the horrors and confricts

that are encountered as you are in discussion" rt does not

teII of the frustration when plans have been made and the

implementation of these plans are thwarted in one way or

another by persons whom you least expect.

There are some redeeming features though, when you see

achievement in goals set or when you are comprimented for

some job well done.

The Observed and Self-Monitored Phases

During the three day observation period Headteacher A

spent L294 minutes (2L.6 hours) on the job giving an aver-

age day of 431.3 minutes (7 "2 Ïrours ) . During this time,

trowever, only LL47.5 minutes (f9.1 hours) were devoted to

behaviour that was observabre and thus courd be recorded

and analyzed. This period of II47 "5 minutes was deemed

"engaged" time to distinguish it from "on-the-job" time,

and al-1 calculations were based on "engaged" time.

The average working day \À/as theref ore 382. 5 minutes

(6.4 hours, and during this time L42 distinct activities

took place. These activities !üere classified under sixteen

different sets of tasks. Five types of tasks--adminis-

tration ( 31.9 percent ) , teaching (L7 "2 percent ) , personal

matters (10 percent) student disciplinary matters (9"4

percent) and staff meetinp (7.8 percent)--accounted for
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the major portion--76 percent of the headteacher's time.

On average, each activity lasted B minutes. Table 2 gives

the full details of the tasks and activities performed, and

the time devoled to them.

TABLE2-HEADTEACHERA

DETAILS OF TASKS AND ACTIV]TIES (OBSERVED PHASE)

TASKS
NO. OF

ACTIVITIES
TIME

( [,irmurss )

z
TIME

Administration*
Exchanges
Assembly
Phone
Teaching
Monitoring
Tour
Correspondence
Visitor
Instructional
Student Discipline
Personal
Staff Meeting
Planning
Ancil lary
Student lVel-fare

66
t0
)

I6
4
7
3
6
2
3

13
4
I
I
2
2

36 I
2I
45
3B

r97.5
35.5
35
IB

5
II

IOB
r15

90
40
L4

6

32 "Ur"9
?o
3"4

L7 .2
3.1
3"r
r.6
o"4
1.0
9.4

lo.0
7"8
3.5
L"2
0.5

l6 L42 LL47 "5 roo.0

AVERAGE TIME PER ACT]VITY 8"1 M]NUTES

+ see Appendi-x 4 for explanation of the categories used in
analyzi-ng the data

Table 3 shows how the headteachers' time was spent

when anaryzed according to type (scheduled or unschedured),

rocation (office vs. non-office), and interaction with the
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school community¿ the outside world, or when she was alone.

TABLE 3 - CLASSIFICATION OF HEADTEACHER A'S WORK TIME

(oesenveD PHASE)

TYPE
FRAME

LOCATION
FRAME

INTERACTION
FRAME

Sched
uled

Un-
sched
uled Office

Non
Office

School
Com-
munitv

Out-
s ide Alone

Ti-me 740"5 407 824 323"5 675"5 6l 4LL

6 64.5 35"5 71"8 28"2 58"9 5.3 35.8

Acti-v
ities

45 97 L22 20 IO0 B 34

z 3r.7 68"3 85"9 r4"1 70 "4 5"6 23 .9

TOTAL TIME = IT47 "5 MINUTES TOTAL ACTIVIT]ES = I42

rt is crear that this headteacher spent more than harf of
her time on tasks that she had planned, even though she

performed more than twice as many activites of an unsched-

ul-ed nature. she spent more than 70 percent of her time in
her office and found herself in an interactive situation
for more than 64 percent of the time. Most of her inter-

actions invol-ved members of the immediate and extended

school community. contact with the outside community was

limited to just 5 percent of her time.

During the self-monitored period the average daily
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time on the job was recorded as 497.4 minutes. However,

the analysis of the record demonstrates that the average

"engaged" tj-me was merely 344 minutes (S"l trours). Thir-

teen different types of tasks were performed and these re-

quired only 93 separaLe activities on the headteacher's

part" The average tj-me per activity \^/as therefore tB" 5

minutes. During this period meetings and administratj-on

accounted for 67.4 percent of the Ìreadteacher's time and in

addition, only j-nstructional matLers (9"7 percent), teach-

ing (4.9 percent ) , student discipline (4.8 percent ) , and

personal matters (4"7 percent) featured in any reasonable

way. The fuII details are given in Table 4.

TABLE 4 -HEADTEACHERA

DETAILS OF TASKS AND ACTIVITES (SELF-MONITORED PHASE)

TASKS
NO. OF

ACT]VITI
TIME

(MINUTES )

á
TIME

As sembly
Administration
Phone
Tour
Student Discipline
Teaching
Correspondence
Meeting
Personal
Monitoring
Anci I lary
Student Wel-fare
Instructional

I
43

B
I

L2
4
3
5
1
I
3
t
B

37
497

2B
37
B3
B4
IO

663
BI
L2
t0
L2

r66

2"2
28 .9
L"6
2"2
4.4
Âa
0"6

38.5
4"7
o.7
0.6
o"7
9"7

13 93 L7 20 100
AVERÀGE TIME PER ACTIVTTY 18.5 MINUTES
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whire the Ìreadteacher was invol-ved in an equar number

of schedured and unscheduled activities, over Bl percent of
trer time \das spent on schedul-ed tasks. For over 70 percent

of the activities and 65 percent of the time, she was

located in her office and the definite inside focus shown

during the observed period continued, and in fact increased

as over 65 percent of her time and 72 percent of her activ-
ities centred on persons within the school- community. As

Table 5 shows, there is a noticeabre increase in the head-

teacher's contact with the wider community.

TABLE 5 - CLASSIF]CATION OF HEADTEACHER A'S WORK TIME

( snr,n'-uoNrroRED pHASE )

TYPE
FRAME

LOCATION
FRAME

INTERACTION
FRAME

Sched
uled

Un-
sched
uled Office

Non
Office

School
Com-
munitv

Out-
s ide Alone

Time r390 330 II25 595 r132.5 372"s 2r5

z BO"B L9 .2 65"4 34"6 65"8 2L .7 L2"5

Activ
itíes

47 46 74 t9 6B l0 I5

6 s0.5 49 .5 79 "6 20 .4 73"r 10. B r6"1

TOTAL TIME = 1720 MINUTES TOTAL ACTIVITIES = 93
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The Interview

What a Headteacher Should Do (Items I - 4)

A headteacher must operate wi-thin both the adminis-
trative-manageriar and the educationar readership dimen-

sions of the rore, without attempting to separate them or
emphasize one at the expense of the other. He shourd have

and use a phirosophy of educatj-on derived from his exper-

ience, in determining how the schoor shourd be run, but not

to the extent that it creates probrems and conflicts. A

headteacher should not be burdened with routine classroom

teaching but should visit classrooms and observe teaching

in order to understand and appreciate the probrems teachers

face.

The Headship As She Experiences It

Part I General Description (ltems 5 - f5)

For her, the headship centres on directing and guiding

the general body of the school, advising personnel, the

disciprining and controlring of students, the supervisi-on

of staff and the management and maintenance of the buirding

and prant" There was no substantive difference between the

reality of the headship and her vision of it prior to her

being a headteacher. she had anticipated that teachers

woul-d have been more resistant to ideas and pupils would

have refused to accept discipl-ine. she interacts regularry
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with senior staf f ( i . e . Deput.y Headteacher, Heads of De-

partment and Year Heads), students, junior staff and ancir-
lary staff. The tasks she finds herserf having to perform

on a regurar basis are handling correspondence, dearing

with student disciplinary matters, compiring statistics and

reports for the Ministry of Education and supervising
ancirrary staff. rt is the latter, the supervision of
ancirlary staff, that she would unhesitatingly give üp, but
courd think of no new tasks she would want to take on.

student disciprinary matters, cl-assroom supervision,

and the supervision of ancirrary staff were seen as the

areas that took up most of her t,imen and the supervision of
ancirlary staff v/as considered the reast important aspect

of her work. on the other handr providing educationar

leadership i.e. planning and imprementi-ng ideas and sug-

gestions so that the school courd achieve satisfactorily"

was perceived to be of paramount importance. unfortun-

ately, however, other demands on her ti_me, Iack of re-
sources and lack of space made it very difficurt to impre-

ment ideas and operate in the sphere of educational leader-
ship.

rt is precisely because of these difficurties that her

planni-ng is short-term. rf rong-term projections were made

they wourd fail. short-term pranning is very necessary in
the circumstances and quite a lot of it is done.
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Part II - Leadership and Decision (ttems 16 t9)
she describes her teadership style as a mixture of the

democratic and authoritarian. Sometimes she discusses

matters with staff and sets up committees to examine issues
and make suggestions; but there are also times when she

makes decisions and issues orders \,vithout either discussion
or explanation. Her major decisions are made in the area

of organizational planning i"e" the use of limited re-
sources, establishing priorities, the content of the school
curricurum and the deployment of staff. Her minor deci-
sions rel-ate to forms of punishment; she has to ensure that
the punishment matches the misdemeanour and that staff,
student and self are satisfied that there was fair treat-
ment. she also has to make changes in the daily schedul_es

to meet the exigencies of the circumstances e.g. rain. Two

problems that surface sufficientty frequently are student
disciprine problems and "teachers not presentj_ng themsel_ves

at classes for whatever reason".

Part rrr - Educational Leadership rssues (rtems 20 24\

staff deveropment was the concern of the Heads of
Department who Ìrad the responsibirity of identifying prob-
l-ems and herping wherever possibre. staff were arso en-
couraged to attend meetings and seminars. The tone and

general crimate of the schoo] was far from what was desired.
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The children tended to be very boist,erous and

dif f icult to control. Though the noise l_eve1

faII during actual teactring, it was still too

especially in practical lessons.

this v/as

tended to

high, and

Her expectations for her students are that they will
take pride in themserves, that they wilr deverop correct
at.titudes to life (work, study and play) and that each wilr
strive to reach the goals for which she/he Ìras the poten-

tial and aptitude. she pointed out that the students v/ere

not strong academicarry and that their attitudes in partic-
ular v/ere bad. These factors made achievement of expect-

ations a difficult task. The main forum for communicating

her expectations to the school was through talks at the

schoor assembly, but she al-so expected staff to pass them

on as they came into contact wj-th pupirs in different
spheres of activity. Judging from their attitudes and

reactions, she was persuaded that she was not succeeding in
making these expectations understood by the majority of
students "

with respect to the staff, her hope is that they woul-d

take pri-de in their work and translate it into concern for
the welfare of the chirdren" staff meetings and individuar

discussions !ì/ere the means used for communicating these

expectations to them and she fel-t she had succeeded with
the majority of them.
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To cater to the various needs of the students there is
a general curricurum f.or atl students in the first two

years. After that, students choose from a wide range of
subjects, those that fit into their future prans and for
which they have shown some aptitude. parents and students

are given guidance by the staff in making their choices.

The responsibility of ensuring that the teaching-
learning process is properly carried out is given to the
Heads of Department, but there are no set structures or
provisions for doing this.

Her score on the perceived importance of the fifteen
items of questions 24 was 4.o7 compared Lo that of 2.6 for

the perceived emphasis she herself manages to give them in

her work. fn arl but two instances where the rating is the

same she rated her performance below the perceived impor-

tance of the item. rt is interesting to observe the items

she rated below 4 ín importance:

5" Observing staff to learn their strengths and weak-

nesses for positive action;

6" Trying out ideas and suggestions put forward by

others;

Attempting to involve parents in their chil-dren,s

education;

Actively undertaking classroom observation of

lessons;

7"

rl.
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15. Promoting discussion on various teaching methods

and approaches.

Part IV--Reactions to the Headship

she confidently asserted that she was abre to run the

school- as she wanted and felt supported by a core of coop-

erative staff, and a Parent reachers' Association (p.r.a.)

that \^/as working in the interest of the school. There

were, however, some inhibiting factors" Many students and

some staff consistently faj-led to meet standards of dress,

work and behaviour which the school tried to set, and the

home often did not back up the schoor. There \^/ere agencies

outside the schoo.l- that impinged on education and inhibited

the work of the schoor. rn this regard the Education Act

\^/as cited but no elaboration was of f ered.

Anything that improved the image of the school (e"g.

some achievement in the fierd of sports, a word of praise

or a thank you from a parent or student) was a source of

satisfaction to her. student failure to attempt to improve

theír behaviour and general standards, as wer-r as the fair-

ure of staff to carry out decisions, caused her dissatis-

faction and frustration. she pointed out that she experi-

enced more feelings of frustration than satisfaction.

Headteacher A claims she spends on average 54 hours

weekry on school and schoor-rerated matters. she felt that
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whether this was due
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time on school matters and wondered

to bad planning or bad delegating.

HEADTEACHER B

The Self-Account

My experience is very limited, having appried for the
post in 19Br early and being appointed in september, 1982.

The deputy had also appried and he too was considered for
appointment" He acted for over one year in the position of
Headteacher of the school.

During this one year experience, the ,new, Ed.ucation

Act was procraimed and new Boards of Management of nine

members replaced the Governing Bodies (of varying sizes) of
secondary schools.

The task which r consider of greatest i-rnportance is;
the defining, teaching and evaluation of the prograrnmes

taught. This r conceive as being done in conjunction with
the Heads of Departments. Thj-s presumes that these Heads

have given deep and serious thought to the reasons \dhy

prograrrmes are taught and have defined these (maybe after
discussions with teachers in their subject area(s) These

discussions, too, wirr herp in the weighting to be given to
the sub jects on the timetable. obviously r bel_ieve that
occasionaJ-ly each school shourd start with a crean slate
and arrow Heads of Departments to justify the inc.l_usion of
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their subjects in a compursory list or an optional list of
subjects. This justification should be d.one in the pres-

ence of al-1 other Heads of DepartmenLs and senior teachers "

Arso included in the justification shoul-d be suggestions

for;

(a) aims of programme;

(b) methods of achieving the aims;

(c) methods of evaluating the degree of achievement

aims;

(d) opportunity (specification) for review of pro-

gramme in the light of (a) to (c) above where

success /tailure could be identified and the way

ahead redefined,

Other areas of great importance are those which spring

from the above. For instance, the Education Act r9B1 under

which we operate, does not specificarry define the priority

areas listed above as the Headteacher's domain" Hence,

this cannot be done if the Board of Management is not in

agreement with it" This then impries that the interpreta-

tion of duties by the Board and Headteacher as written into

the Education Act is of paramount importance.

During this past year the new Board which came into

existence and under a chairman who had not been chairman of

the earlier governing body (though she v/as a member) was

feeling its \May forward and \¡/as not willing to give any
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power which it foresaw as its own to the Headteacher" This

made it necessary for the Headteacher to tread cautj_ously

in the "grey" areas.

The areas of activity of the Board and the Headteacher

must be defined by the parties for smooth working and to
avoid waste of time.

structures for the improvement of staf f to real_i_ze

goars set is an area too of importance which must be taken

care of if functioning of the institutj-on is Lo follow the

l-ines defined earlier. This too wirr involve participation

of Heads of Departments and senior teachers " Arr staff
have persons who courd be used as resource persons for

such. Training and assistance could then be sought from

other sources in the community. This of course carls for

an approach which espouses the need to appreciate the

skills availabre and maximize their use (fulry werr noting

the skirl-s do not necessarily reside with the senior admin-

istrators of the institution).

The time spent on activities for the year shows dif-

ferent emphasis from that defined as desirabre. Those

activi-ties which took inordinate time are:
(i) Meeting parents

(ii) DiscipJ-inary matters with students

(iii) Administration--responding to tetters,

collecting data
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(iv) Supervisj-ng ancillary staff

(v) Encouraging teachers to do their tasks.

t may be necessary to expand on (i) (v) above;

( i ) Meeting parents. This may be parents' request

because of dissatisfaction of student progress,

or student behaviour, or student interpersonal

rel-ations with staf f/pupils " It may also be at

the request of the school to discuss the stu-

dents' progress, behaviour, attendance or

other. In this school, f find teachers, senior

teachers, heads of departments too unwj_tting to
proceed to invite parents to discuss student

problems. They rather would ask ttre head to

invite the parents in to discuss a matter of

(ii)
which he may be totally ignorant.

Disciplinary matters with students. As (i)
above teachers are prone to send students to

the office for matters which could be resolved

at the teacher or senior teacher level or even

Deputy level. At one stage, the deputy had to

be requested NOT to send students to the office

for the head to deal_ with them" Indeed some

students have stated that the deputy is afraj-d

to administer corporal punishment.

When the deputy is requested to perform certain(iii)
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chores he excuses himself, e.g. although he was

chief person in making timetabtes, if a change

is to be made where a teacher is to teach

another period he requests the head to alert

the teacher--even though this teacher may be

teaching less than 30 periods a week. Some

teachers when asked to reply to a request (by

tetter/circul-ar) will not write the letter of

reply but wil_1 jot down the data for rep1y.

The letter then has to be written by the Head-

teacher/Secretary. This is usually done as orìe

way to involve the persons more fu1ly in the

operation of the institution.

(iv) Supervising ancillary staff . I woul_d wish to

hand this one to the deputy or other senj_or

teacher but before I came here these persons

have been taking much time (because of their

disagreements--some personal) and I do not wish

to hand them over to another with this state of

af fairs still- operative.

(v) Encouraging teachers to do their tasks. I find

that many teachers here are not alert to a

higher Ievel of operation--we see other schools

as better than ours and we do not see ourselves

as being responsible for this. We see the
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studentsr pârents, board, physical facilities,

support staff, anyone else as being responsible

for our unsatÍsfactory condition and perform-

ance, ê " g " \^/e agreed in staf f meetings that

students should stand whenever a teacher enters

a room, but then tv/o v¡eeks later one teacher

complains that apparently others have not acted

on that decision and so he wonders if he should

insist on this behaviour. This teacher is a

trained graduate teacher of 20 years experi-

ence l I see this as a method of giving a

teacher an opportunity to control his class

from the time he enters the class as children

tend to talk less when they stand. Again

teacher reporting on students has to be very

specific as it may be the only communication

parents have from the school for a whole term!

This is not seen as very important!

As I said at the beginning, this is the result of

very Iimited experience--1 year" I hope you find

usefuf "

The Observed and Self-Monitored Phases

This treadteacher spent a total of I47O minutes on the

job in the three days of observation" However, the actual-

a

ir
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engaged time amounted to I356.5 minutes (22"6 hours), giv-

ing an average working day of 355 " 7 minutes 5.9 hours but
it must be noticed that he took no personar time during the

worki-ng day.

He performed 161 activities and carried out twerve

dj-fferent types of tasks. on average he spent 8.4 minutes

on each activity" Administrative tasks accounted for 79 of
the activities and required 42"2 percent of his time. over

23 percent of the time \^/as taken up with student discipri-
nary matters which arso v/ere responsible for 43 percent of

the total number of activj-ties " The third highest propor-

tion of time v/as used in teaching activities, with 'tour-
ing' being a cfose fourth" Tabl_e 6 provides a picture of

the tasks, the number of activities and the time devoted to

them.

As shown in Table 7, scheduled tasks took up 66"7 per-

cent of the headteacher's time but only just over 37 per-

cent of his activities" By contrast, unschedured tasks re-
quired 62 percent of his activities but only about one

third of his time. comparativeÌy very few tasks took the

headteacher a\'vay f rom his of f ice. He perf ormed 82 percent

of his activities there and used up some 60 percent of his

time. Most of his time \À/as spent interacting with person-

nel within the school- community (67.2 percent) or arone

(23"7 percent), with only 9 percent with persons not con-

nected to the school-.
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TABLE 6 HEADTEACHER B

DETA]LS OF TASI(S AND ACT]VIT]ES (OBSERVED PHASE)

TABLE 7 - CLASSTFICATION OF HEADTEACHER B'S WORK TIME

(oBSERVEo psasn)

TASKS
NO. OF

ACTIV]TIES
TIME

( urxurns )

o_
'o

TIME

Administration
As sembly
Student Discipline
Phone
Travel
Tour
Teaching
Instructional
Exchanges
Anci I Iary
Teacher Appraisal
Di scus sion

79
I

42
I2
t
5
3
3
7
6
t
I

572
2)

313
27
50

ro4
l-44

34
10
33
22
24

5
5

42 .2
1.6

23 "L
2.O
3"7
7 "7

10.ç
2.5
0.8
2"4
l_"6
1.8

L2 16I r356.5 100.0
AVERAGE TIME PER ACTIVITY 8.4 MINUTES

TYPE
FRAME

LOCATION
FRAME

]NTERACTION
FRAME

Sched.
uled

Un-
sched-
uled Office

Non
Office

SchooI
Com-
munitv

Out-
s ide AIone

Time 905 451"5 825 53r.5 9r2 L22"5 322

z 66 "7 33.3 60; B 39 .2 67 "2 9.0 23 "7

Activ-
itíes

61 100 r33 28 I2B l3 20

z 37 .9 62.r 82.6 r7 "4 79 "5 8.1 12"4

TOTAL TIME = 1356.5 MINUTES TOTAL ECTTVTTTNE_=_rEr
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TABLEB-HEADTEACHERB

DETA]LS OF TASKS AND ACT]VITIES (SELF-MONITORED PHASE)

TABLE 9 - CLASSIFICATION OF HEADTEACHBR B'S WORK TIME

( snr,¡'-¡loNrtoRB¡ pliesr )

TASKS
NO. OF

ACTIVITIES
TIME

(¡¿rNurns )

ó
TIME

Administration
As sembly
Tour
Teaching
Student Discipline
Phone
Correspondence
Anc j-1lary
Staff Meeting
Planning
Student Wel-fare
Interview
Monitoring
Instructional
Teacher Appraisal
Budget

L9

I9

223
45
60

273
335
r0B

23
95

230
10
66

r55
L7
10
23

L20

12 .4
2.5
3.3

L5.2
LB.7
6.0
I.3
5.3

L2 "a
0.6
3"7
8.6
0.9
o.6
1.3
6"7

t6 83 L793 99 "9
AVBRAGE TIME PER ACTIVT IY 2L .6 MINUTES

TYPE
FRAME

LOCAT]ON
FRAME

]NTERACTION
FRAME

Sched
uled

Un-
sched-
uled Office

Non
Office

Schoof
Com-
munitv

Out-
side Afone

Time rr71 622 1170 623 L352 r90 25L

6 65.3 34.7 65 "2 34 "7 75 "4 10"6 14. o

Activ
ities

43 40 5B 25 63 5 l5

z 5r.8 48 .2 69.9 30.1 '7É, O 6"O IB.I

TOTAL TIME = 1793 MINUTES TOTAL ACTIVITIES : 83



During the self-monitoring phase Headteacher

corded an average on-the-job day of 430 minutes and

gaged average day of 358.6 minutes. Again, there

record of personal- time. During the totaf engaged

1793 minutes he recorded 83 activities, giving an

time per activity of 2L.6 minutes"

LO4 "

B re-

an en-

was no

time of

average

He vùas engaged in sixteen different types of tasks.

Four of these tasks accounted for more than hal-f of the

headteacher's tj-me. At the top of the rist is student

discipline, using up 18.7 percent of his time. The other

three are teaching (L5"2 percent), staff meetings (12.8

percent), and administration (I2"4 percent). The ful-1

details are given in Table B "

Headteacher B spent substantiarty more of his ti-me on

schedured (65.3 percent) than on unscheduled (34.7 percent)

activitj-es " similarly, some 65 percent of his time was

spent in the office as contrasted. with 34"7 percent in

activities a\day from the office" Again, in this period he

had very fittle contact with non-school personnel, the

concentration being heavily internal. Table g gives the

full details "

The Interview

What a Headteacher Should Do ( Items I - 4)

No, the definition did not adequately cover the tasks

of the headship. He f el-t that a headteacher shoul-d have a
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large say in determining the direction his teachers s}.ould

go and in molding their growth accordingfy. However, taken

as they are, he considered the tasks complementary and

therefore that neither one should be considered f.or greater

emphasis than the other. It goes without saying that a

headteacher would have a philosophy and a set of varues

that would determine the \day his schoor is organized.

This, however, must be in harmony with the general position

of the community and also other agencies, for example, the

Ministry of Education would have inputs to make. He was

definitely in favour of a headteacher teaching at set times

and places on the timetable, because it was the only way of

keeping in touch with reatity. Heads shoul-d be required to

visit and observe cl-assroom teaching so that they can co1-

lect their own evidence for the purpose of reporting. They

should visit particularly those teachers who have given

cause for concern to the Heads of Departments.

The Headship As He Experiences It

Part 1 - General Description (ttems 5 - 15)

He saw himsel-f as a manager of plant and resources,

whose role was essentially to coordinate these human and

material resources for student growth and Iearning. fn

essence, the job in actuality is not really dj_fferent from

the way he had envisaged it, except that he had thought

teachers would be easier to reason with. Teachers were
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cruciaf to the teaching-rearning situation and shourd

therefore be willing to change if approached properly. He

was disappointed at the lack of professional- behaviour on

their part. His regular interactions were with his secre-
tary, the Deputy Head, the Heads of Departments and the

Year Heads, the secretary-Treasurer of the Board of Manage-

ment, students, teachers and the ancj_1lary staff. He

inLeracted with parents only occasionarly outside of the

P.T"A. monthly meeting. These apart, he met occasionatly

with Ministry officials and the Board members.

Correspondence, meetings and discussions with the

administrative staff, teaching, and student discipJ_ine

matters were the tasks he performed on a regular basis "

correspondence and testimoniars and transcripts, reports

and statistics for the Ministry, letters to parents, Board,

Ministry etc., re student discipline--drew exceptional

reaction " The supervision of ancillary staff and the

handling of triviat student matters are two functions he

feels he should not have to perform. Infhile there are no

new areas he feel-s as headteacher he should undertake,

there is a strong desire on his part to see some uncertain-

ties in the roÌe clarified"

Teaching, correspondence and attending meetings ac-

counted for most of hj-s time" It was not surprising that

the supervision of ancillary staff, deaJ_ing with trivial

student matters and attending most Board of Ivlanagement
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meetings \^/ere deemed to be the least important aspects of
the job" Tasks related to student deveropment--both in-
struction and traj-ning--v/ere seen as of paramount import-
ance to the headship" unfortunately so much time and en-

ergy had to be expended on 'things not nearry as important'

e.g" ancillary staff, trivial disciplinary matters and. re-
sorving staff conflict, that he v/as quite unabre to devote

time to this important area. Nor was it possible to find
the resources either, because the plant was in such a run-

down, unsanitary state and tacking in furniture and equip-
ment that valuabl-e funds had to be turned. in this direction.

Planning tended to concentrate on the short-term

because "trying to put things right requires attention on

the short-term, the now".

Part II Leadership and Decision (Items L6 19)

The staff would describe him as an autocratic reader,

but he considers that he leaves it to them to do things

their \dâ1zr especiatly the administrative staff. He dis-

cusses issues with them but leaves matters in their hands.

He however, reserves the right to question, to change

decisions if he feels a posj-tion cannot be defended" often

after leaving matters to them he discovers that they have

refused to make decisions, to take action and the ball is

then thrown right back into his court.

His most important decisions are in the areas of staff
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appointments (selectíng the right person), curricular mat-

ters, allocation and use of resources and the sel-ection of

prefects. The assigning of rooms and classes, the deploy-

ment of teachers and parent counselling are among his minor

decisions " The frequent problems he has to deal wj_th are

student disciplinary problems, ancillary staff problems and

teacher attitudes " Matters relating to parents, the func-

tioning of the administrative staff and problems relating

to security of the plant are occasionat probJ-em areas.

Part III - Educational Leadership Issues (ltems 20 24)

Staff development is catered for in 3 ways:

Some staff meetings discuss the characteristÍcs of

a good teacher

Teachers are observed in their teaching and hetp

is offered as needed

Departments are encouraged to discuss issues and

problems and set up relevant programmes to deal

with them.

The school is noisy even during class time. Movement

about the school between changes of periods, after morning

assembly and at break times is noisy and ragged" But this

is a f riction area. lVhile the Ïread considers it a matter

of grave concern about which something should be done, the

staff is complacent, considering it of no importance. He

wants orderly movement" He tries to get the prefects to
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help but they do not get the support of the staff.

His expectations for his pupils are that they wÍlI

develop as people fit to take their place in society,

demanding respect by virtue of who and what they are.

Acquiring academic qua]ifications is secondary. Through

the sctroor rules, occasional notices and reminders, tarks

at morning assembry and tarks to groups and individual-s, he

tries to keep ttrese expectatj-ons constantry before them.

rn his opinion the pupirs have begun to understand and to

respond positively.

lvith regard to staff he would like to see them become

more professional, and more cooperative and move in the

same direction in the interest of the school. He discusses

these issues at staff meetings and with j-ndividuars and

though some progress has been made many of them do not see

the value of what he is trying to do.

The curricu.l-um is constantly discussed and reviewed.

and students' desires are taken into account when options

are being considered. I{eads of departments are required to

supply programmes for all forms in alf subjects and to use

conmon examinations in paralrel forms " The head examines

the end of year mark sheets and raises issues with the

relevant persons "

His rating of the items on question 24 was as follows;

Perceived importance 4, Percei-ved performance 3 "



On 6 of the items, headteacher B's perception of the

importance and that of his performance were equalry rated..

on the other t his performance ferr below the perceived

importance" He did not value the following items very

highly:

Attempting to invol-ve parents in thej_r children,s

education;

Viewing parents as possible source of help in

achieving the goals of the school;

Seeking to create and maintain good interpersonal

relations between the various elements of the

school community;

10" Defining the situation, rather than leaving it to

others to do so;

tl "

7"

B.

o

1r0

classroom observation ofActively undertaking

lessons "

Part ]V--Reactions to the Headship (Items 25-28)

Headteacher B v/as not able to run the school the way

he wanted because of opposition from groups within the

staf f . In some cases the persorìs invol_ved símply held a

different perspectl-ve but in many cases, it was simple

opposition to the Head"

When students react positively to what the head is

trying to do, when teachers give support, when parents cal_l
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to express appreciation or the vj-ew that there have been

changes for good in the schoor, then he experiences satis-
faction. On the contrary, negative student reactions,
teacher unwilringness to cooperate and. carry out the rules,
teacher double standards, all brj-ng dissatisfaction and

frustration "

His estimated weekÌy time on work and work-related
activities \^/as 48 hours.

HEADTEACHER C

The SeIf-Account

For the purpose of this exercise r shalr start at the

beginning of the first term of the academic year, the

Michaelmas term.

The most important staff meeting of the year is con-

vened at which policy for the ensuing year is discussed.

cxc and Cambri-dge examination resul-ts i-nvariably

arrive late j-n August. staff opinions are sought so that
pupils who shoul-d repeat 5th and upper 6th f orms may be

identified. Examination results are analyzed.

The first few weeks are devoted to ensuring, in colla-
boration with senior staff and Department Heads that first
Formers settle satisfactoriry, that the Time Tabre presents

no problems and that nev/ staff find their feet. The pre-

fect body is also moni-tored.
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Extra-curri-cular activities are discussed with staff
involved "

Fifth-formers ancl Lower 6th Formers are enjoined to be

diligent "

f n the Michael-mas Term, appreciabre numbers of 6th

formers appry for entry to universi-ties in the u.K., the

u.s.A", and canada" A considerable amount of time is spent

in the preparation of transcripts and recommendations and

there is a significant carry-over into the Hirary Term.

rn the Michael-mas Term also, the financiar estimates

for the coming financiar year must be carefurly prepared in
collaboration with the Secretary-Treasurer.

fn the Hilary Term, trial examinations for CXC, 'O'

-l-evel and 'A' level examinations must be organized. The

examination entries having been compteted earlier.

In the Hilary Term, the Common Entrance examination

must be organized"

completed earlier.

The examination entries having been

rn the Hilary Term, the common Entrance examination

must be organized and in the Trini-ty Term when resurts are

available, interviews with prospective First Formers must

be arranged"

In the Hilary and Trinity Terms planning for the fol-
lowing academic year musL be put in hand. staffing needs

must be considered along with curricul-um changes and Time
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Tabre modifications. This planning is done in cor-fabora-

tion with Heads of Department.

Maintenance of the physical_ plant must be planned. In
general throughout the year an attempt is made to ensure

that the staff realize that they have support in cliscipJ-i-

nary matters "

Chj-Idren with learning disabilities and special disci-

plinary problems are identified and attempts made to take

appropriate action often with Board of Management and

Ministry of Education collaboration"

Staff meetings are held not Iess Lhan twice a term and

more often if it is thought necessary.

Regular meetl-ngs of the Board of Management and of its

sub-committees are he1d.

There i-s at .l-east one Speech Day and prize-Giving

ceremony.

Cl-ose liaison with parents is

meetings and Form-level meetings "

to come by arrangement to discuss

may arise.

attempted through P.T.A.

Parents are al-so invited

special problems which

A considerable amount of time is spent in preparation

of information of one sort or another by the Ministry of

Education.

My major frustrations arise from the poor condition of

the physical plant, including inadequate facilities for

girls.
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I am disturbed by the time-wasting on the part of tal-

ented students some of whom are on drugs and r am plannj-ng

strategies to deal- with this situation.

The Observed and Self-Monitored phases

Headteacher C showed an average engaged day of 355"7

minutes (5.9 hours) from an average on-the-job time of

396"7 minutes. As shown in Tabte ro, he performed a total-

TABLE ]O - HEADTEACHER C

DETAILS OF TASKS AND ACTIVITIES (OBSERVED PHASE)

TASKS
NO. OF

ACTIVIT]ES
TIME

( urnures )

z
TIME

As sembJ-y
Student Wel-fare
Teaching
Administration
Phone
Moni-toring
Exchanges
Student Discipline
Tour
Correspondence
Staff Meeting
Anc j- lIary
Personal
Budget
Meeting
Instructional

3
3
4

25
Õ

I
3
4
I
1
I
3
2
2
I
I

4B
50

L97
420

20
2B
10
4L
30

6
25
11
BO

39
3B
24

4.5
4"7

rB. 5
39 ,4
r.9
2"6
0.9
3"8
2"8
0"6
2"3
r.0
7.5
)1

3.6
2.2

16 63 LO67 100. o
AVERAGE TIME PER ACTIVITY 16"9 I'1II.JU IES
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of only 63 activities over the total engaged time of 1067

minutes (fZ.A hours) for an average time per activity of

L6.9 minutes " His activities ferr under sixteen separate

task areas" More than half of his tj_me, however, was spent

on two tasks only--administration 39"4 percent and teachinq

18.5 percent. It is interesting to note that time on

personal matters ranked third with 7 "5 percent.

During the period of observation headteacher C spent

just under three-quarters (73 percent) of his time in

scheduled activities and just over hal_f (55.9 percent) in

his office. He interacted with school community personnel

for over 58 percent of the time, found himself alone for

over 39 percent, and spent L.7 percent in contact with

people outside of the school community (See Table fI).

Recording his own activities during the self-

monitoring period, this headteacher showed a total on-the-
job tj-me of 22OO minutes, but the total recorded activities

account for only L922 minutes (gZ hours). this gives him

an average on-the-job day of 44O minutes against an engaged

day of 3A4.4 minutes (6"4 hours), an average difference of

56.6 minutes.

For this period a total- of 92 activities were recorded

giving an average time per activity of 20.9 minutes.

Sixteen different tasks \^/ere carri-ed out. Administration
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for more than half of his time,

views also occupied a good bit

"9 percent) again

but meetings and

of time. These
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accounted

job inter-

and other

details are given in Table 12.

TABLE ]-I - CLASS]FICATION OF HEADTEACHER CIS WORK TIME

(oesnRvno pHasn)

TYPE
FRAME

LOCATION
FRAME

INTERACTION
FRAME

Sched
uled

Un-
sched-
uled Office

Non
Office

School-
Com-
munitv

Out-
side Alone

'-L'ame 779 2BB 596 47L 629 1B 420

z 73 "O 27.O 55 " 9 44"I 59 .0 L.7 39 .4

Activ-
ities

30 33 49 L4 43 4 L6

o- 47 "6 52"4 77.8 22 .2 68. 3 6"3 25"4

TOTAL TIME = 1067 MINUTES TOTAL ACTIVITIES = 63

The trend that manifested itself in the observer's

records is maj-ntained in the analysis of the type, loca-

tion, and interaction frames. As can be seen in Tabl-e f3,

he spent large amounts of time in scheduled activities, in

his office and interacting with members of the schoor com-

munity.
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TABLE L2 HEADTEACHER C

DETAILS OF TASKS AND ACT]VITIES (SELF-MON]TORED PHASE)

TABLE 13 - CLASSIFICATION OF HEADTEACHER C'S IVORK TIME

( s¡r,r'-irloNrroRED pnass )

TASKS
NO. OF

ACTIVITIES
T]ME

(urmur¡s )

o6
T]ME

As sembly
Class Observation
Anci I lary
Administration
Phone
Student Discipline
Personal
Budget
Teaching
Meeting
Student Welfare
MonitorinÇ
Tour
Correspondence
f nstructional-
Interview

4
l
')
J

46
IO

A

I
I
6
I
4
2
3
4
l
I

75
15
') ')JJ

BBl
79
51
39
I5

2LO
IBO

54
35
75
75
l5
90

?o
0.8
r"7

45"8
4"r
2.7
2.O
0.8

10.9
9.4
2.A
1.8
?o
3.9
0.8
4"7

16 92 L922 100.0
AVERAGE TIME PER ACTIVITY 20 "9 MJÑÙTES

TYPE
FRAME

LOCAT]ON
FRAME

INTERACTION
FRAME

Sched-
uled

Un-
sched-
uled Of fi ce

Non
Office

School-
Com-
munitv

Out-
s ide AIone

Time L47 5 447 L2B6 636 r230 2r5 477

z 76.7 23"3 66.9 33"1 64 "O IL "2 24"8

Activ
ities

59 33 73 19 5B L2 22

z 64.O 35.9 79.3 20.7 63"O r3"0 23 .9

TOTAL TIME = L922 MINUTES TOTAL ACTIVITIES = 92
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The Interview

What a Headteacher Should Do--(Items L-4)

He was satisfied that the definition was adequate in

our context. He pointed out however, that the Secretary-

Treasurer of the Board of Management was assuming greater

responsibility for budgets and finances and the Ïreadteacher

would gradually have Iess responsibifity in this area.

Vühile accepting that staf f evaluation shoul_d be a ma jor

responsibifity of the headteacher, he observed that older

members of staff resented it" He expressed the view that

community involvement v/as a difficult and tricky matter.

He could not see how the two dimensions coul_d be separated"

Both aspects !ì/ere part of the headteacher's job and one had

to guard against neglecting one in favour of the other. He

had no hesitation in saying that a headteacher shourd have

developed and must use hj-s personal phitosophy of education

in making decisions about how to organize and run the

school" He acknowledges the fact that a headteacher may be

at variance with the staff and/or tradition. If this

occurs the headteacher should try to persuade staff to his

way of thinking. Personally, he liked teaching for itself

and because it gave him the opportunity for wider dialogue

within the school community. However, he feels it should

not be imposed but left to the discretion of the individuat

head. Visiting and observing classroom teachi-ng is a vital
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part of the headteacher's rofe especially with nev/ and

inexperienced teachers. There should be regular vj_sits not

for the purpose of criticizing, but rather to support and

help" These visits should be across the board and not only

in the incumbent's area of specialization.

The Headship As He Experiences It

Part I--General Description--(Items 5-I5)

For a description of his job this headteacher referred

to the "projection you had me read at the beginning of this

interview which covers it all pretty well". He simply

singled out the i-mportance of record-keeping and reporting

on staff and students, his role in mal-ntaining good rela-

tionships between staff and pupils ín the interest of the

pupils, and his part in extra-curricular bodies like the

P.T.A. and the Past Scholars Association which worked for

the good of the school-. Having been a senior member of

staff and a Deputy Headteacher for quite some time before

assuming a headship, there v/ere no surprises in the head-

ship for him. He interacts regularly with his Deputy Head-

teacher, Department Heads, new inexperienced teachers who

need support and guidance, House Masters, and senior pre-

fects who have some responsl-bility for the tone and disci-

pline of the school, the Secretary-Treasurer of the Board

of Management, and his personaÌ Secretary" The tasks that
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are performed on a regular basis \^/ere given as:

I " Office routines--transcripts, testimonials for

students, seeing students with excuses for l_ate-

ness, or absence, as welI as those seeking permÍs-

s j-on to leave the premises etc. i

Serious discíplinary matters i

Touring the school- at least once a day to check on

ancillary staff, and that certain jobs are being

done;

4. Seeing staff on professional_ or management matters.

He feels that as headteacher he should not have to

monitor the work of ancillary staff. rt irks and requires

a lot of time" Routj-ne maintenance jobs to the buílding

are also tedious and wastefur of time, and. shoutd be passed

onto someone more competent to do them. There were no new

tasks he could think of that a headteacher shourd nolv be

seeking to undertake. His work is spread f airty well-

across the spectrum and there was nothing that demanded

more time than any others. rf pressed however, tre would

opt for the compi-lation of statistics and information for

the Ministry of Education, which often asked for informa-

tion that v/as already sent in. Again he was unable to

single out any aspect of his work and relegate it to an

unimportant status. On the other hand, he was quick to

poi-nt out that the most important task was to get the staff

2"

3.
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vúorking cooperativery in order to achieve set. objectives.

This v/as not easy but it is vitaf that it be done j_n the

interest of the smooth and effective running of the school.

communication between headteacher and staff should be easy.

As one gains experience ttre job becones easier to

manage and organize" He is therefore able to find time and

energy for the task above. Resources, both human and

material v/ere more problematic however, especially at the

present time of restrictions.

Long-range planning was very important especially in a

VI form school and with the change over in recent years to

co-education" Projections have to be made on a long-term

basis. But strort-term planning was also important as it

facilitated dealing with problems as they arose and changes

that occurred from time to time"

Part II--Leadership and Decision (Items I6-19)

'Leading from a distance was not his style'. There

must be easy dialogue between leader and Ied. A head-

teacher must be approachabl-e and accessible to staff and

students. He must be flexible but must equally be able to

overrule when necessary, to lay down the law" His major

decisions are in the following areas:

1" Staffing--recruiting and deployment;

2" Curricul-ar--timetabling, and creating options;
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3. Discipline, and;

4. Promotion policJ_es .

He v/as particularly conscious of the need to exercise
great caution in the area of punishment because of possible

repercussions throughout the school. Decisions concerning

requests to use the sctroor buirdings, or whether groups

should be alrowed to go on trips--l-ocal or abroad--are seen

as minor ones.

Problems encountered on a fairly frequent basis were

mainly rel-ated to staff and pupir personner. with staff
there are problems of rack of cooperation, durr teaching,

absence mainly through illness and pregnancy and staff
turn-over. with respect to pupils, there are difficurties

of bad attitudes to work and life, bad behaviour, some

drug- related problems and pupils with psychological

problems. Ancirlary staff also posed probrems with bad

work habi-ts and bad attitudes "

At a general level_, he found that selecting pupj_Is for

the VI form was a very difficult and problematic area.

Part III--Educational Leadership Issues--(Items 20-24)

There are no formal programmes or arrangements for

staff development in the school. Department Heads are

urged to help less experienced staff but there are no

checks to see if anything is being done. The headteacher
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encourages staff to attend such semj-nars or courses that

are organj-zed by IocaI groups or institutes (e.g" The

Ministry of Education, The caribbean Examination council
(CXC) and the University of the West Indies (U.W.f.)

On the whole there is a serl_ous attitude to work on

the part of both students and staff. There are, of course,

some teachers for whom crass control- is a probrem but the

pupils are mature and tend not to get out of hand. For

pupils, his hope is that the school will prepare them for

the world of workr or tertiary educatj-on and that they wirr

do well. He hopes that staff woufd be happy on the job and

find it rewarding, that their efforts would be rewarded. and

they would want to stay on" Staff meetings and face to

face discussions are used as a means of communicating his

expectations to staff and he feers they are understanding

and responding positivery. with the students the morning

assembly, form meetings and the rules of the school were

the means by which his expectations were communicated. By

and J-arge the messages had been understood and students

!üere striving towards their fulfillment"

The invitation to describe the steps taken to ensure

that the curriculum is adequately meeting the students,

needs brought the f olJ_owing response: "The school is

strongly academic, extremely exam-oriented and with a

strong bias to the sciences and a drift-away from the
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humanities, arthough none of thj-s is officiar policy.

There are a number of subjects that are useful even perhaps

needed j-n the school but they \^/ere not offered. The school

is rel-uctant to introduce subjects \,,/ithout the necessary

research to show what v/as required" rn order to ensure

that the teaching-learning process is properly carried out

the various departments vet the students' records and

reports and the headteacher himserf monitors students'

reports and follows up cases as he deems necessary,'.

Al-I the items on question 24 \^/ere given a high rating

on both the perception of importance sca.l-e and the perfor-

mance scafe" The mean scores v/ere 4.9 on the importance

scale and 4.7 on the performance scale.

Part IV--Reactj-on to the Headship-- ( ltems 25-28)

He was regretably unabl-e to rurì the schoor as he would

l-ike to. There \^/ere a few unsatisfactory teachers he wourd

Ïrave to get rid of first but unfortunately he had no power

to remove them. He al-so felt handicapped with respect to
student discipline. He was not able to remove stud.ents

from the school, the power to expel havíng been removed by

the recent Education Act. The headteacher should be given

greater control_ over the management of the school.

Satisfaction came when the objectives set for the

school- are achieved. The source of di-ssatisfaction was the
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lack of autonomy, the f eering of powerressness t}-at \^/as

part of the headship. The headteacher is in a secondary

role to the Board of Management and can do nothing of sig-

nificance without the approval of the Board" Decision-

making in important areas !üas a function of the Board

chairman and not of the headteacher. This was irksome in a

school situation.

Estimated weekly time on work and work-refated activi-

ties was gi-ven as 48-50 hours "

HEADTEACHER D

The Sel-f-Account

The work of a Headmistress is a blend of constant

hard work, satisfaction, irritation and frustration, but

the satisfaction in my opinion far outweighs any other

effects.

It is difficutt to single out any particular periods

of the year that take a great deal of time and energy since

a Head's job is an absorbing and ceaseless one.

The First Term j-s long and arduous and includes new

admissions, selection of Fifth Form pupils clamouring for

re-admission, deadlines for Ministry Statistics and the

preparation for Speech Day.

The Second Term is long

examinations and again Mínistry

Testimonials and Transcripts "

and hectic with early CXC

Statistics and never-ending
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rt involves teaching--al-beit a rimited number of peri-
ods. This, however, requires preparation.

Then there is administration--not just the dairy
duties such as correspondencer pralers and other routine
matters, but seeing pupils, parents and. members of staff--
teaching, office and domestic and sometimes members of the
public, and planni-ng 

"

There is the constant supervision--visiting crasses,

monitoring the work of teachers, inspecting the building
and herping to see that a high standard of work and disci-
pline is maintained.

The incessant ptrone call-s are another f eature--ca1l_s

from parents, old girls, correagues, members of the public,
business community and the Ministry. These include
queries, complaints, requests for the use of the schoor and

sometimes for help about educational- matters or points of
EngIJ-sh.

Much time is devoted to counselling. chird.ren are

sent to the office about disciplinary matters or schoor or
home problems.

This is very time-consuming for it entairs one to one

sessions wíth the children themserves, and often sessions

with their parents and sometimes friend.s, relatives or

their peers and dialogue with doctors, social workers and

occasionally cJ-ergymen.
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There are frequent meetings--Staff Meetings, Depart-

mental Meetings, Planning sessions, staff seminars, pre-

fects Meetings, student council Meetings, Form captains
Meetings, P"T.A. Meetings, and meetings at the Ministry of
Education--not only ex-officio but as representatj-ves of
the Heads' Association on educational committees.

rn additi-on, there are subject Association meetings

and occasionalry, attendance at schoor extra-curricurar

activities.

Even in the evenings, parents may caII, some apologiz-

ing (others not) for bothering you, but explaining their

failure to contact you at school. sometimes they arso carl-

on weekends or visit your home. After the common Entrance

Examination resurts and the ordinary Level and cxc results

the telephone carls and visits i-ncrease tremendously. How-

ever sympathetic one may be, these can be very harassing.

Chíldren with problems--some of them past students--

often get in touch with me either to talk t oy seek hetp or
advice "

The Third Term is usually the most taxing as it is

short and very busy. There are many examinations--conmon

entrance, i-nternal and external exams" There are promotion

meetings, meetings about subject options, evaluation meet-

ings, interviews with parents and chil-dren and finalizing

of plans for the next school_ year.
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During the vacations, especially the summer vacation,
work continues. The time table has to be done, there are

severar testimoniars to be written and interviews con-

ducted "

Meanwhile, one must find time to read in order to keep

up with current affairs and new educational- trends.
There is arso intermittent communication wi-th my depu-

ty outside of school hours and even on weekends.

on a few occasions r have even got out of bed to jot
down ideas which had come to me and which f considered
would be of benef it to the school_.

Questionnaires and visits by l-ocal and overseas educa-

tionarists and stud.ents have become another regurar pattern
of school- rife and incrude interviews which although we"l_-

come can be time consuming"

Break and lunch hours are just as full. Frequentry,

the schoor maid has to calr me several times for refresh-
ment and sometimes has to bring it to my desk and stand by

while r take a drink. There are many interruptions and

demands on my time during the runcheon Ïrourr so that r only
have time to eat quickly and return to my desk.

r try to arrive at school about thirty to thirty-fÍve
minutes before the first bell- rings, in order to have a

little tj-me for pranning and preparing for the day,s acti-
vities " r al-so remain at school- about at l-east an hour
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after school ends " very often it is much more because of
after-school meetings" This too gives me a tittl-e respite,
although there again there may be interruptions.

The Annua-l- Speech Day and Founders' Oay/earents, D-y

service to resser extent require good organization and

pranning and sub-committee meetings. r have to give much

thought to the pranning and writing of the speech Day

Report. r al-so have to discuss other arrangements with my

Deputy and those to whom r have delegated authority for
this function. Moreover, r must view the entertainment

which r would of course have been cognisant of beforehand

and make sure that it is of an excellent standard.

I also assist in choosing books for prizes and this
involves a number of shopping expeditions.

Since I have been asked to give a bird,s eye view and

since r have many other pressing matters to attend to r

shall- conclude this essay at this stage with the hope that

r have not omitted any vital information which may have

been of help to you in your research.

The Observed and Self-Monitoring phases

Headteacher D's average on-the-job day of 492 "3

minutes showed littre dj-fference from her engaged average

of 467"7 minutes (7.8 hours) in the observation period.

Her total engaged time was 1403 minutes (23"4 hours) and
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during this time she was i-nvolved in l-56 different activ-

itj-es. She therefore spent an average of 9 minutes on each

activity" She carried out fourteen dj-fferent tasks. As

can be seen from Tabl-e L4, administration (40.5 percent),

phone (L2.L percent), personal (10"7 percent) and meetings

(9.6 percent) accounted for over 72 percent of her time.

Less than 28 percent of the time was left to be shared

between Lhe other ten tasks.

TABLE L4 HEADTEACHER D

DETAILS OF TASKS AND ACTIV]TIES (OBSERVED PHASE)

TASKS
NO. OF

ACTIVITIES
T]ME

( ¡¿rNur¡s )

o-

T]ME

Student Discipline
Administration
AnciIlary
Exchanges
Teaching
Tour
Personal
Student lrlelfare
Correspondence
Phone
Visitor
fnterview
Meeting
Di scussion

I2
6t
L2

4
J

2
6
6.-)

39
3
I
1
I

79
568

4L
B

BI
22

r50
45
3B

L69
IO
26

L34
31

5.6
40. 5
2.9
0.6
5.8
1.6

r0.7
3"2
2.7

12"I
o"7
L.9
9.6
2.2

T4 r56 r403 100,l

AVERAGE TIME PER ACTIVITY = 9 M]NUTES
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As shown in Tabl-e 15 Headteacher D spent over 75 per-

cent of her time in scheduled activities and did virt.uarry

all- of her activities in her office. More than one third
(35"8 percent) of her engaged time v/as spent alone but her

interaction within t}- e schoor community \^ias more than twice

that of her contact with the wider community.

TABLE T5 - CLASSIFICAT]ON OF HEADTEACHER D!S IVORK TfME

(oesnnvno pnasn)

TYPE
FRAME

LOCAT]ON
FRAME

INTERACTION
FRAME

Sched
uled

Un-
sched-
uled Office

Non
Office

SchooI
Com-
munitv

Out-
s ide Al-one

Time LO62 34L rl57 246 609.5 29I.5 502

z 75.7 24.3 82 .5 17 "5 43 "4 20 "B 35"8

Activ
ities

73 83 L48 I B6 31 39

z 46.8 53 "2 94 "9 5"1 55.1 19.9 25 "O

TOTAL T]ME = 1403 MINUTES TOTAL ACTIVITIES = ]56

Againr às for the period of observation

little difference between the average time

(442"4 minutes) and the engaged time (+ZO

, there v/as

on the job

minutes ) as
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recorded by Headteacher D hersel-f during the self-monj_tor-
ing period. As Table 16 shows, she was invol-ved in 83

separate activities over a period of 2l0o minutes at an

average of 25 .3 mj_nutes per activity . EIeven separate

tasks were performed with administration arone accounting

for more than half of the time and just over a third of the
actj-víties " The next high-rating tasks were correspondence

8.9 percent, personal- matters 6.3 percent, stuQent discip-
l-ine 5.7 percent and phone conversations 5 "2 percent which

required 26 percent of the headteacher's time.

TABLE 16 - HEADTEACHER D

DETAILS OF TASKS AND ACTIVITIES (SET,¡'-¡TONITORED PHASE )

TASKS
NO. OF

ACTIVITIES
TIME

( prrmurns )

6
TIME

Student Discipline
Student Welfare
Administration
As sembly
Phone
Personal-
Correspondence
Ancillary
Tour
Teaching
Planninq

T]
I

29
5

ll
9
B
3
4
I
l

r19
6

I2L5
94

110
l-32
I87

31'
B1
50
75

5"7
0.3

57.9
4"5
5.2
6.3
8.9
I.5
3"9
2"4
3"6

11 B3 2LOO 100.2

AVERAGE TTME PER ACTIVTTY 25 "3 MINUTES
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rn the anarysis of the type, rocation and interactÍon
frames the same pattern that developed ín the observation
phase continued to manif est itsel-f here in the sel_f-

monitori-ng phase" Large proportions of time were spent in
scheduled activities that took place in her office.

There was a sl-ight increase in the proportion of time
spent alone and in interaction with members of the school

community at the expense of contact with the wider commun-

ity. Table L7 gives the details

TABLE 17 - CLASSIF]CATION OF HEADTEACHER D'S WORK TIME

(SELF-MONITORED PHASE)

TYPE
FRAME

LOCATION
FRAME

INTERACTION
FRAME

Sched-
uled

Un-
sched
uled Office

Non
Office

Schoof
Com-
munitv

Out-
side AIone

Time 172r"5 378.5 L7 49 35r_ 115 7 64 879

o_ø 82 "C 18.0 83.3 16 "7 55.l 3.0 4L .9

Activ
ities

49 1A
J= 65 1B 51 6 26

6 59 " C 4I "O 7A "3 2r "7 6L"4 7.2 3r.3

TOTAL T]ME = 2100 MINUTES TOTAL ACTIVITIES = B3
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The fnterview

VJhat a Headteacher Should Do - (Items I - 4)

This headteacher fert the definition \^/as adequate but
ex,oressed some reservation about budgets and f inances " she

questioned the order of priority, however, being convinced.

that the educational leadership rore was the major one, far
more demanding and important than the other. crearry this
\¡/as the one to be emphasized" with respect, a headteacher

must realize that she cannot run a schoor alone" The phil-

osophy on which a school- is run must be a shared one.

Though the headteacher must initiate and guide, she must

compromise as well and ensure that all positions are con-

sidered carefully. Through teaching a headteacher gets to
know the children but there are many factors in a school_

that will determine if a headteacher can teach or not.
This should never be laid down. She, however, cannot

escape observing crassroom teaching for this is an "essen-

tial role of the headship". How e.l-se can she know what is
going on? To rely totally on Department Heads is an

abdication.

The Headship As She Experiences It

Part I - General Description - (Items 5 - 15)

For her it was a vocation, not a job, and consisted of
the following important elements ¡
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Ensuring that v¿orthwhile

are set and accomplished;

educational objectives

Moral leadership--through prayers and.

morning assembly, by the rules and the

are enforced and above all, by example,.

CounsellÍng and pastoral care;

Setting and mai-ntaining high standards

pline;

talks at

way they

of disci-

3"

4"

Regular and meaningful

general administration.

dialogue with staff, and

As she had been a Deputy Head for many years who had

al-so acted as Head on severar occasions, the headship was

not new. rt offered no surprises and in this way her con-

ception matched the rearity. And yet, during her headship

there was rapid expansion; the schoor became coeducational_

and this brought a completely new perspective.

rn her work she interacts reguì-arly with the Deputy

Head and senior staff, the office staff, teachers gener-

all-y and anciltary staff" And she regurarry undertakes the
following tasks or activities--correspondence, student dis-
ciprine, counselling, J-nterviewing parents and children,
inspecting grounds and buirdings, visiting classrooms,

meeting with staff and communicating with the public mainry

regarding permission to use the school for pubric
functions.

5"
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The one task she fel_t she might like to give up re-
lates to the maintenance of buitdings, and there was none

that she courd think of wanting to add" she identified

three areas that accounted for most of her time. These

v/ere, counselling students wj-th problems , communicating

with her deput.y and staff generally and handring student

disciprinary matters " Handling correspondence that made

excuses for student lateness, absence etc " \^/as considered

the reast important aspect of the job and one which courd

easily be handled by the Deputy Head"

Organizing and ptanning so that the school can run

effectively and efficiently !üas considered the most impor-

tant task for the headteacher. This required long hours of

thinking and planning and much invorvement and communi-

cation with senior staf f and staf f generalJ-y. It al-so

required being involved in the community so that its think-

ing could be ref l-ected in the plannj_ng of the school " She

was able to do this through long Ïrours of work, being a

person who needed l-ittre sleep" she could on]-y succeed j-n

running the schoor the way she did by carefur planning both

long- and short-term. She therefore did a lot of long-term

planning but always v/as prepared to make adjustments as

circumstances demanded. Flexibility \^/as essential- to meet

challenges as they arose"
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Part II - Leadership and Decision - (Items 16 - 19)

she reads by exampre first and foremost. she believes

in invol-ving people in the affairs of the school and treats

them humanely She consults, which implies listening,

modifying and compromising. Yet, when the situation re-
quires it she is firm and strong and will no longer com-

promr_se

areas:

Her major decisions are made in the following

2"

3"

The deployment of staff in the best interest of

the school;

How much information to give staff and even par-

ents about pupils;

What to leave to the discretion of staff as a

whol-e and to individual- teachers,.

llhen to act and when to forebear; and

When to go to a higher auttrority rather than act-

ing on her own initiative"

4"

5.

Minor decisions relate to such issues as changes j-n

the schoor schedure to fit circumstances that may arise,

e.g, having an early break to accommod.ate an event planned

for the day or deciding whether a chil-d who is not feeling

well should be given permission to go home.

On the question of problems that arise, she remarked

that " so many problems crop up nowad.ays that you don' t

think of them as probtems but as part of the day's work,'.
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She, however, was abte to supply the following--medical

problems that the school has been abl-e to draw to parents'

attention and often to offer herp, chirdren not meeting the

required standards of work or behaviour, chil-dren werfare
problems, accidents, and Lo a lesser extent .oregnancies and

sexuar problems " security of the prant was al-so a problem

area with occasional thefts, break-ins and vagrants causing

disruptive behaviour. There were no adminj-strative or

staff problems that came to mind"

Part III Educational Leadership Issues (Items 20 24)

In describing the provisions for staff development in
the school-, the headteacher v/as quick to point out that

most of the staff had seen the need for professionar train-

ing and had been given every encouragement and support in

this respect" she had instituted staff seminars which were

organized around topics and needs identified by staff them-

selves " staf f \^/ere encouraged to join such professional

organizations as existed and arrangements v/ere al-so made to

faciritate attendance at workshops or short courses. she

monitored the performance of staff with Heads of Depart-

ments and offered help and advice"

She descri-bed the tone and climate as busj_ness-1ike,

with obvious but not undisciprined activity" chirdren \¡/ere

happy, and classes were fairly quiet, harmonious places
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!üith activity and participation. Teachers \^/ere in contror
but students were not subdued. steps were taken by both

the Head and Deputy Head to ensure that both students and.

staff got to classes promptly and that students moved

around in an orderly and business-l-ike fashion. clearry,

there were moments of lapses but things v/ere to her liking

although there could be no room for complacency.

Her expectations for her students are that they wirr
pass their examinations and leave schoor equipped to earn a

living and lead a furr life" They must be abre to think

for themselves" To achieve these things, she tries to

ensure that there are things in place to foster the sociar,

morar, cultural, intell-ectuar and acad.emic deveropment.

The morning assembly, the form meeti-ngs, the school rures

and discuss j-ons with groups and indj-viduals are arr

occasions for getting these positions over to the students.

on the whole, the students seem to understand and apprec-

iate her aims and to work towards their futfillment.

As far as staff is concerned she would like them to

find fulfirrment in their job through the success of their

students " she would rike them to feel- invorved and apprec-

iated and to gain promotion in time. Staff meetingsr good

interpersonar relations, and face to face discussions \,úere

her means of communicating these views to her staff" she

felt, however, that though most staff were aware of her
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objectives she could perhaps, do more to have them gener-

aIly understood"

A number of practical steps are taken with respect to

keeping the schoor's curriculum up-to-date and in tune with

the needs of the students. The headteacher is very active
j-n the communj-ty and is abl-e to assess its need.s and trans-

late them wherever possible into practicar action in the

school. The curricul-um is constantly being reviewed by

hersel-f and her staff, and the various needs and levels of

students are kept in mind" Students and parents have

inputs into the options pupils take, aJ-though the f inal_

word rests with the school.

In order to keep a check on the teaching-Iearning pro-

cess, the headteacher visits classes and monitors what is

going on. She uses the staff meetings to air, in a general

\a/â!r issues related to teaching and learning. There are

analyses and examj-nation of al_I results of public examin-

ations, and departments give accounts of themselves and

their performance. The headteacher studies the reports of

all- chirdren at the end of the term and seeks explanations

for all- dramatic changes. She uses the P.T.A" "to talk to

parents and without letting it get out-of-hand you can

learn quite a 1ot about what is going on in this area".

The average rating given to the perceived i-mportance

on the fifteen items of question 24 was 4 "A and her own
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performance was rated at 4.4 . OnJ-y one item (no. 5 ) --
observì-ng staff to rearn their strengths and weaknesses for
positive action--was rated below 4 on both scales. on arr

other ítems there is both a high value and. a high per-

formance.

Part IV - Reactions to the Headship - (Items 25 - 28)

She had no hesitation in affirming that she \A/as able

to run the school- as she fert it strould be run. Her Board,

through the chairman ai-rowed her to use her initiative and

gave her ful-l support. Her staff and herself enjoyed good

reratíonships; they \^¡ere abre to speak their minds f reely

and participated in the runnj-ng of the school. The stu-

dents too, fert invorved in the schoor and committed to it.

she was accessible to them and there was easy communication

between them.

A combination of love for children and love for teach-

ing made her happy in her work, and seeing children grow

into worthwhile adults and achieving different forms of

success were her sources of satisfaction Ín the headshj-p.

She had her causes for dissatisfaction too, but preferred

not to discuss ttrem at that moment.

Her estimated average worki-ng week was 45 48 hours.
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Headteacher E*

The Observed and Self-Monitored phases

Headteacher E had an average on-the-job day of 513.3

minutes and an average engaged time of 4Bl minutes (B

hours ) Over the three days of observation, she partic-

ipated in 156 activities at an average rate of one activity

every 9.3 minutes. Her activi-ties ranged over eighteen

separate task areas. Administration and meetings accounted

f or al-most hal-f of trer time. There was a f airry even

spread of time between teaching (6"9 percent), phone con-

versations (6"7 percent), personal- matters (6"4 percent)

tours (5.5 percent) and student disciprine matters (5"4

percent) which between them required 30"9 percent of her

time. Table 18 shows how this headteacher's time was

spread across the various tasks undertaken.

Table r9 i-ndicates that Headteacher E spent most of

her time on planned work, even though she performed more

unscheduled activi-ties. of the 156 activities undertaken,

133 were carried out in her office and these v¡ere respon-

sible for over 65 percent of her time. rn the interaction

frame analysis, there was a fair distribution of time

across the three areas arthough, not unreasonabry, more

time was devoted to contact within the school- community.

*this
requirements

respondent's essay did not meet
for this study.

the stated
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TABLE IB - HEADTEACHER E
DETA]LS OF TASKS AND ACTIVTT]ES (OBSERVED PHASE)

TABLE 19 CLASSIFICATION OF HEADTEACHER E'S I/'IORK TIME

TASKS
NO" OF

ACTIVTTIES
TIME

( uruurns )

o,
'o

TIME
Administration
Monitoring
Phone
As sembly
Staff }4eeting
Visitor
Di scussion
Tour
Ancillary
Correspondence
Student Discipline
Personal
Student Welfare
Instructional
Teaching
Exchanges
Detention
Meetinq

ba

32

6

4 25
I7
97
50
40
60

BO
9

52
7B
92
29
11
99
I7
45

235

¿9 .5
I.2
6"7
3.5
2"8
4.2
0.5
5.5
0"6
3.6
5"4
6"4
2"O
0.8
6"9
r.2
3.r

r6.3
IB 156 L443 r00.2

AVERAGE TIME PER ACTIVITY 9.3 MTÑÙTES

OBSERVED PHASE

TYPE
FRAi\4E

LOCATION
FRAME

]NTERACTION
FRAME

Sched
uled

Un-
sched
uled Office

Non
Office

School
Com-
munitv

Out-
side Al-one

Time r037 406 943 500 583 359 501

z 7 L.9 28. 1 65.3 34.7 40 .4 24 "9 34 "7

Activ-
ities

70 86 I33 23 94 22 40

á 44 "9 55.1 85.3 L4.7 60"3 r4"1 25 "6TOTAL TIME = L443 MINUTES Tb
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Turning to the self-monitored phase, it is noted that

Headteacher E shows very rittle difference between her on-

the-job average time of 570 minutes and her engaged average

of 536 minutes (9.9 hours). During her engaged time of

2680 mj-nutes she carried out LB7 separate acti-vities. Her

average time per activity was therefore 14.3 minutes. Here

too, administration and meetings headed the list of tasks

that she was engaged in, and between them, consumed over 60

percent of her time " Teaching (B " 2 percent ) , phone cal-Is

(6"7 percent) and student discipline (4.4 percent) were

again at the top of the second-ranked tasks " See Tabl-e 20

for full details. WhiIe she continued to spend substan-

TABLE 20 HEADTEACHER E

DETAILS OF TASKS AND ACTIVITIES (SELF-MONITORED PHASE)

TASKS
NO. OF

ACTIVITIES
TIME

( iqrmurns )

9o

TIME
Monitoring
Ancillary
Administration
Personal
Phone
As sembly
Correspondence
Student Discipline
Tour
Meeting
Exchanges
Student Welfare
Visitor
Teaching
Staff Meeting
Detention

7
4

73
9

4I
1
AT

L2
7
4
5

11
2
5
I
I

60
37

77r
57

rB0
26
55

IIB
75

860
40
74
20

219
53
35

2"2
r"4

28. B
2"L
6"7
r_ .0
2.L
4.4
2"8

32"L
1.5
2"8
o"7
8.2
2.O
1.3

16 LB7 26BO 100. r
AVERAGE TIME PER ACTIVITY L4"3 T4INUTES
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tiatly more time on scheduled than on unschedured activ-
ities, there is a shift away from office to non-office
time. rnterestingly enough, the number of office activ-
ities continues to out-strip the non-office ones by far.

TABLE 2I - CLASSTFICATION OF HEADTEACHER E'S WORK T]ME

( s¡r.p-¡roNrroRED pHASE )

The Interview

What a Headteacher Should Do - (Items I - 4\

l{hile the definition was

that it was somewhat overdone.

done by the headteacher al-one

adequate, there was a

These things are not

even though they may

f eel-ing

always

be his

TYPE
FRAME

LOCAT]ON
FRAME

INTERACTION
FRAME

Sched-
uled

Un-
sched
uf ed Office

Non
Office

School-
Com-
muni-tv

Out-
side Afone

Time 2069 6II L248 L432 L345 746 589

z 77.2 22.8 46"6 53.4 50 "2 27 .8 22.O

Acti-v
ities

9I 96 r40 47 105 34 4B

7õ 48"7 5r.3 74"9 25 "L 56. r LB "2 25 "7

TOTAL TIME = 2680 MINUTES TOTAL ACTIVITfES = IB7
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overall responsibility. Furthermore, there were two areas

she had doubts about, namely the questions of comrnunity

invol-vement and student government. In our society today,

with the increase in the size of schoo.l-s, the of f ice of

headteacher is almost entirely administrative--managerial

and that is where the emphasis would have to be. Personnel_

administration alone in a big school takes up a fot of

time. IdeaIIy you should have a proper mesh of the two

dimensions "

Whether a Ïreadteacher's phj-Iosophy of education should

be used in running a school depends on whether it promotes

growth and causes no Ïrarm. The length of experience in

education and how up-to-date she has kept herself would

help to determine the issue"

She would not want to see headteachers teach on a

routine basis, but they should be avail-able to give help in

teaching when necessary. For example, a headteacher should

take over classes in her area of competence so that

teachers could be set free for other important matters from

time to time.

She feels a headteacher should

rooms and observe teaching in order

and develop professionally" This

val-uab1e f or al-l- concerned. These

pattern, with the knowledge of the

be free to visit cl-ass-

to help teachers grow

practice is extremely

visits should follow a

teacher and with due
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warning. There must be no "barging-in" or else the stud-
ents wilr wonder what has gone virong to occasion the visit

and the Head wirl be regarded as a spy" Headteachers shoul-d

not be required to visit, for this implies laying down a

law, telling one what to do whether one likes it or not.

The Headship As She Experiences It

Part I - General Description - (Items 5 - 15)

She hastened to make it clear she is not a one hundred

percent administrator" She stil1 regards herself as a

teacher and teaches a fair bit. she interprets the head-

ship as a role which must provide guidance and help to
pupils, staf f and parents . She sees it as a decisi-on-

making role, one in which decisions have to be made aII the

time " It is a role that stresses human rel-ationstrips; a

headteacher relates to people rather than thj_ngs. The

headship is a high-calibre job in spite of the v/ages paid"

rndeed it is a dedicatj-on. The headteacher herps to v/eave

the fabric of society.

She v/as not sure whether the job was different or

whether her perspective had changed" One thing she lvas

sure of was that stre fel-t she coul_d have done the job with-

out giving up her fult commitment to teaching, but she no\^/

found this not aI1 possible. The people with whom she

interacted on a regular basis were the office staff, Deputy
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Head, ancillary staff, teachers, pupils and parents and the

chairman of the Board of Management" And the tasks or

activities performed regurarly \^/ere school- assembl-ies,

staff meetings, ancillary staff meetings, discussing

student matters with parents, student welfare j_ssues,

student attendance matters, student discipline, dealing

with student reports and student progress and. preparing

information and statisti-cs for the lr{inistry of Educati-on.

There are some aspects of accountability that bother

her. For example, she does not feel a headteacher should

have to look after toilet paper and other utitities. This

should be handled in another way. She also dislikes re-

porting to the Ministry on teacher-progress.

She woul-d like to have discretion to make judgements

and take decisions without having to wait on the Ministry

or the Board. She feel-s that littl_e discretj_on is given to

headteachers Lo do things and this is a handicap.

Handling personnel--staff, pupils, parents--takes up

most of her time and the large amount of paper-work re-

quired by the Ministry of Education and the writing of a

large number of testimonials and transcripts were consid-

ered the l-east important aspects of the job. By contrast,

holding the institution together so that its major func-

tion--that of fitting the children for l-ife--is carried

out, \Mas seen as the most important aspect" This entailed
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a number of things such as planning, securing resources and

above aI1 maintaining good standards, examples and good

interpersonal relationships .

The job is not a nine-to-three onei she spends a 1ot

of time on the job and yet there is never enough time. She

feels she has improved her manageriar skirls and techniques

and yet the work is too much.

A great deal of long-range planning is done, but one

has to proceed v¡ith caution. One cannot ptan too long in

the light of the many rapid changes in society. I,úith the

expansion in the school she had to projecL two to three

years ahead. Short-term planning is also important to meet

given situations "

context.

There tras to be a mesh in the school

Part II - Leadership and Decision - (Items 16 - 19)

She tries to understand and accept people for what

they are and use their potential and strengths to good

advantage. This requires initiative, understanding of

Ïruman nature and an alert mind. You must be abl_e to

sympathize with people"

The major decj-sions with which she is faced revolve

mainly around the staff. There are important decisi_ons to

be made j-n the area of recruitment, deployment and the

general area of the handling of the staff. A major concern



of this headteacher is to maintain and improve the image of
the schoor and therefore any decisions that rel-ate to this
are seen as very major. Decisions relating to minor ad-

justments in the school time-tabre, to excusing chirdren

from the schoor assembly on religious/conscientious

grounds, arlowing staff some time off during the schoor day

are among the more minor decisíons.

unpunctuarity in arriving at school- and tardiness in
getting to classes were two very frequent problems in the

schoor. Parental irresponsibirity with atl its attendant

consequences, littering, and staff changes, especially the

recruitment of staff, were among occasj-onal problems.

Part III Educational Leadership Issues (Items 20 24)
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iden-The following staff development structures were

tified:

1"

2.

A short orientatj-on programme for new staff .

Regular departmental_ meetings are held to deal

with professional issues and probl_ems identified.

Professional staff meetinqs--different from rou-

4.

5.

tine, administrative meetings.

Headteacher chats with teachers from

about difficulties and success.

Staff are encouraged and facilitated

courses, and on returning they arrange

time to time

in attending

seminars to
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share information and knowledge with colleagues.

5. Staff are encouraged to keep up-to-date.

The tone and climate were considered as healthy. The

children are happy, quiet and business-like. There was a

fow, tol-erable noise level and the atmosphere v/as one con-

ducive to learning and growth. Clearly the headteacher was

pleased although she feared that the increase in size would

change all that"

Her expectations are that her students will_ be well_-

developed adults who can hold their o\^/n in fife, and that

they witl be proud of the school that has offered them a

chance in Iife. Though she held no specific academic

expectations she hoped there would be a blossoming in Maths

and Sciences in the coming year. She communicated by

example, by guidance and counselling and by character-

building. She uses the school assembly to tal-k to the

students, to highlight successes in whatever field and to

commend effort. She is persuaded that the school for the

most part understands and appreciates her expectations and

strives to achieve them.

She hopes the staff will continue to be cooperative

and that they will continue to enjoy teaching at the

school-, and to this end she shows her appreciation of them

in many different ways "

Seeing that the curriculum was meeting the needs of
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the students v/as not at arl an easy task. she checked the
responses of the classes to the curriculum, and requj_red

staff to review the syllabuses from time to time" with
respect to the teaching-learning process, the first impor-

tant step is to trust the staff and she had confidence in
her staff.

Heads of Departments give guidance and initiate new

staff and help to identify the strengths of teachers so

that they can be used in the best way in the department.

All the items \^/ere given a high rating in terms of
perceived importance. The average rating was 4.6" The

average rating for her performance v/as 4.3 " There was a

match between perceived importance and performance on all
but four items" These items are:

3. Enjoy being in charge and ensurj_ng that tasks are

performed.

6. Trying out ideas and suggestions put forward by

others.

I1. Actively undertaking classroom obvservation of
lessons "

12" Ensuring that rel-evant personnel regularly carry

out classroom observation of teachers.

Part IV - Reactions to the Headship (ttems 23 2g)

She felt that she had no real_ power to do things in
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her schoof Policy !üas laid down from outside by people

not necessarily competent to do so and heads \^/ere expected

to carry it out. There was too much interference and head-

teachers had l-ost the authority t.o make effective decis-

ions " There was too much red tape to be gone through be-

fore action could be taken and when approval is given the

momentum has already passed.

Yet, seeing children pass through different stages of

development and feeling you had a part in contributing not

only to this, but by so doing, to the development of the

instÍtution and the wider society, v/as the main source of

satisfaction. Dissatisfaction and frustation vsere never

absent, however. Sl-e v/as frustrated and angered. by the

reaction of the general public to school children. They

!üere constantly criticising and provoking students and then

complaJ-ning about them. There were constant comments and

criticisms of teachers re their vacations, salaries,

alleged attitudes etc"--but no serious consideration was

given to the burdensomeness of the job" She \^ias unhappy

about the lack of appreciation of teachers on the part of

the public.

Her estimated average working week was 45 hours "
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Headteacher F

The SeIf-Account

As the beginning of the school year approaches, cer-

tain matters criticat to my function as a headteacher be-

come a preoccupation.

chief among these wilr be the question of whether the

basic phirosophy of the schoor, the raison d'etre of its

existence, and the resul-tant goals and objectives arising

thereform, are adequatery refl-ected in the curricufar and

academic organization of the schoor and in its programmes "

of equal importance will be the matter of staffing to make

sure that there is competent manpower to execute the plans

and programmes successfully. All- these must be neatly and

economically programmed into the school_'s timetable in a

\May that refrects the most efficient use of atr avairabre

resources--human and material"

Provision of a sound organizational framework, compe-

tent staff deployment and good time-tabling in an eighL-

form-entry co-educational school constitute a formi-dable,

time-consuming, and exhausting exercise which usually

begins months before the beginning of the schoor year and

invorves consurtation of a very wide range. This task is
perhaps one of the most forbidding and where the process is

completely manual requires long, tiring hours over a period

of months" These, however, are the major instruments
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which, if viell done, wirl make dairy administration and.

supervision a lot simpler.

Even where the academic and curricular organization,

staffing and the timetabre are suitabre and adequate,

several- other systems, structures, and strategies must be

put in place to ensure the effectiveness and success of the

varj-ous programmes.

The beginning of the school year happens to be a

period of re-adjustment for everybody in the schoor commun-

ity, including all pupi'ls and. teachers who are adapting to
a number of new situations.

Perhaps the most significant adjustment invorves the

admission and orientation of 24o 25o new pupils and their
parents into the school community.

Before the school can settl_e down to its normal rou-

tine, several- other systems and. structures have to be put

in p1ace. The Pastoral System, wheLher on the House or
Year basis, and the Guidance and counselring programme must

be reviewed and realigned" The prefect System, Discip-

linary Process, Grading and Evaruation system as well as a

v j-brant Extra-curricular Programme have got to be !üoven

into the fabric.

when arl the necessary supporting systems and services

have been put in prace, there remains the exacting daily

task of ensuring that al-l- systems are f unctioning ef f ic-
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iently and effectivefy. Daily administration and super-

vision of a large school plant requi-re management skitrs of

the highest order. Proper evaluation is of critical j_mpor-

tance but in most cases evaruation invol-ves the assessment

of many variables which cannot be measured wj-th the desired

degree of precisj-on and accuracy"

At the beginning of the school year, care has to be

taken to ensure that the settling-in process is as short as

necessary so that maximum use can be made of teaching time

before qualifying examinations and entries for C"X"C" /
G.C.E. examinations at the end of the term.

The second term is almost dominated by athletic com-

petitions not the least of which is the school's own Inter-

House Championship. Care must be exercised to prevent

neglect of academic pursuits and to ensure that C.X"C"/

G.C.E" course work progresses smoothly and satisfactorily.

The focus sharpens on the third years and the non-C"X.C./

c.C.E. pupils at the 4th and 5th year leve1s as entries for

B.S.S.C. dictate certain adjustments,

The third term can hardly provide adequate opportunity

for revision and examinatj-on preparation as weII as ptan-

ning and preparations for the nelv academic year before the

headlong rush and mad scrambl_e to the end of the school

year is beclouded with examination scrípts, corrections,

and collation of all kinds of marks, statistics, and other
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bits and pieces of vitat information needed to comprete the

records.

In short, from beginning to end of the school year,

there is one endless exercj-se of meeting deadline after

deadline with scarcely any time for relaxation or ease.

The forces converging on the headteacher in the school

situation tend to arrange themserves in a concentric for-

mation within which the maintenance of a steady balance by

the headteacher seems to defy all- the laws pertaining to

density and specific aravity. rn the inner circre are the

constant daily pressure of a staff of approximatety seventy

(ZO¡ and the student body of over one thousand (IOOO) adol_-

escents, in addition to the controlling interests of Board

of Management and Ministry of Education. In wider orbit

are Examining Boards, P.T"A., Emptoyers and the Job Market,

and the Union.

Beyond this field Iies support services like proba-

tion, Wel-fare, ChiId Care Board, School Medical Services

including dental and opthalmi-c, and professional organ-

izations like the Association of principats "

Last but by no means insignificant in influence are

the public at large and tradition whether established or

being established.

AtI of these forces bear directty or indirectly on the

headmaster's decision-making role in the short period of
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one school day. The impact can be colossal and sus-

tained--and when at the end of the day the headteacher

feels completely worn down and out, it is because the

stress of converging forces was dísguised or he was too

busy to observe it untíI the moment of rerief came" but

the next day wirr armost be the same or worse except that

the different forces will combine in different degrees and

formation.

The head's arertness wi-Ir to a large extent influence

the level of development and progress since these wirl-

determine whether the institution is a dynami-c agency of

change or a mere static routine- and tradition-bound organ-

ization. The head's daily evaluation of persons, systems,

structures, strategies, programmes and events will l_ead in

many cases to review, reorganization, realignment and

greater effectiveness. This is a much more charì-enging and

creative task than the writing of scores upon scores of

testimoniars and schoor records, not to speak of the drud-

gery of investigating and signing hundreds of progress

reports of pupils at the end of each term.

The head' s rol-e in the maintenance of good tone and

discipline and his public rerations responsibirity are ever

present, and wj-ll be reflected in some measure on the red

l-etter days of the school_'s calendar like Sports Da1r,

Prize-Giving, Graduation, Open Day, Founders' Day. The
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success and qual-ity of the school can only be refrected

through the success and quality of its pupils and. the

public image of the school wiII be determined to a targe

extent by public expectation and evaluation of such per-

formance.

Perhaps one of the greatest needs is the time, scope

and facilities for the head to intensify the professionar

leadership of his management staff. There is too tj-ttle

scope if at aII for the head and administrative staff to

consul-t educational journars and pubrications and discuss

recent research findings and current issues or to elicit

empirical data f rom studies within their own school. I{uch

more of this activity is requi-red if the probì_ems of the

particular school are to be diagnosed correctly, scientif-

ically treatecl and remedied. This kind of exercise can

scarcely be expected within the context of existing pupil-

teacher ratios and the low l-evel of educat j_on technology

within the classroom.

Free and compulsory secondary education presupposes a

very high degree of technical proficiency and profession-

alism. Where such is lacking as is the case j-n too many

instances, many problems may appear insurmountable and

frustration will beget cynicism. Vtrhen the degree of

cynicism exceeds the degree of satisfaction that comes from

the success of one's initiative, creativity and ingenuity,
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work becomes stressful" But patience, perhaps the tea-

cher's greatest virtue, will often show j-n the end-product

that none of the teacTrer's ef forts was total-ly rost or in

vain "

The Observed and SeIf-Monitored Phases

From an average on-the-job day of 443 " 7 minutes the

researcher recorded an average engaged day of 406 minutes

(6"8 hours) During the three days of observation, the

Head executed L47 separate activities and these took L2LB

minutes As shown in Tabl-e 22, his work v/as classif ied

under seventeen different task areas " Administration head-

ed the list both for time and number activities, and

accounted for over 35 percent of his time. six other tasks

that feature fairly noticeably are student disciplj_ne ( 7.0

percent), tour (6.5 percent) and phone calls (5.1 percent).

Together these used up 43 " 6 percent of his time "

Planned work took up most of this headteacher's time,

and he was mainly confined to his office. He spent more

than half of his time interacting with members of the

school community but had little contact wj-th the wider

community. This is il-lustrated in Table 23"
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TABLE 22 - HEADTEACHER F

DETATLS oF TASKS AND ACTrvrrrES (ossnnveo puesn)

TABLE 23 - CLASS]FICATION OF HEADTEACHER F'S WORK TIIU1E

(oespRvnt pnese)

TASKS
NO. OF

ACTIVITIES
TIME

( MrNures )

z
T]ME

Administration
Student Discipline
Assembly
Tour
Phone
Student lVelfare
Personal
Correspondence
Monitoring
Cl-assroom Observation
Visitor
Instructionaf
Anci I Iary
Teacher Appraisal
TraveI
Discussion
Meet inq

9I
t3

15

/l

428
B6
52
79
62

LL2
TL2

5
t5
40

2
1B
24
50

B
45
BO

35.I
7 "r
4.3
6.5
5"r
9"2
9"2
o"4
L"2
3"3
o"2
1"5
2"O
4.r
o"7
3 "7
6"6

L7 L47 I2LB roo .2
AVERAGE TI},IE PER ACTIV]TY B. 3 MINU'TES

TYPE
FRAME

LOCATION
FRAME

INTERACTION
FRÀME

Sched
uled

Un-
sched
uled Office

Non
Office

SchooI
Com-
munitv

Out-
side Alone

Time 778 440 LO22 L96 665 L70 383

o_ 63 .9 36.1 83"9 16.1 s4 .6 14.0 31.4

Activ-
i-ties

61 B6 r36 11 97 19 31

2^ 4I"5 58"5 92 .5 7.5 66.O L2.9 2L.L

TOTAL TIME = 1218 MINUTES TOTAL ACTIVITIES = L47
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In the self-monitored period, there is a fairly wide

gap between the average on-the-job day and the engaged day.

The on-the-job day averages 5o8"2 minutes as against the

engaged average of 4r5"8 minutes, a difference of 92"4 min-

utes. fn this phase, the headteacher carrj-ed. out 98 activ-
ities at an average of 2r"2 minutes per activity. Meetings

(gl.Z percent) and administration (31"8 percent) vied keen-

1y for this time and between them accounted for some 65

percent of his engaged time. If personal time (9.3 per-

cent) and tours (6.3 percent).are added to the above it be-

comes clear that littre time \^/as left for any of the other
ten tasks undertaken or anything erse. Tabre 24 gives the

fuIl picture of how the headteacher's time was spent.

The headteacher was again abre to devote a substantial
portion of his time to planned activities" rn fact, there
I¡¡as rittre that \¡¡as unplanned " Though he did not spend

proportionatery as much tÍme in his office as he did during
the observation period, he stirl managed to be there for
more than half the time. I-Ie spent less time interacting

with the schoor community than on any of the other two

areas in the interaction frame

seen in Tab1e 25 "

This information can be
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TABLE 24 HEADTEACHER F

DETAILS OF TASKS AND ACT]VITIES ( STT-T'-¡¿ONITORED PHESC )

TASKS
NO" OF

ACTIV]TIES
TIME

( urxurrs ) TIME

Administration
Assembly
Tour
Student Welfare
AnciIIary
Personal-
Correspondence
Student Discipline
Phone
Discussion
Classroom Observation
Budget
Instructional
Ivleetinq

47
3
9
2
2
4
6
7
9
I
2
)
I
3

66r
60

131
9
9

r93
93
63
53
20
50
37
IO

690

3r"B
2.9
6.3
o"4
o"4
9"3
4.5
3.0
2.5
I.0
2"4
r"B
0.5

33 "2
L4 98 2079 roo.0

AVERAGE TIME.PER ACTIVITY 2T.2 MÍÑÜTES

TABLE 25 _ CLASS]FICAT]ON OF HEADTEACHER F'S WORK TIME

( snr-r-¡¡oNrroRED eHASE )

TYPE
FRAME

LOCATION
FRAME

INTERACTION
FRAME

Sched-
ul-ed

Un-
sched
uled Office

Non
Office

SchooI
Com-
munitv

Out-
s ide Al-one

Time L792 2A7 r063 t 016 560 780 739

o- 86"2 13 .8 51.1 48"9 26 "9 37 "5 35 " 5

Activ
ities

64 34 7B 20 55 11 32

o-
'o 65.3 34.7 79 .6 20"4 56.1 II "2 32"7

TorAL TrME = 2079 MTNUTES TõTffi
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The Interview

What a Headteacher Shoutd Do - (ttems I - 4)

The definition was adequate but here again attention
\,\ias drawn to the fact that budgets and finances had become

less of a task for the headteacher, as the Boards of Man-

agement had taken over most of the responsibility for them.

He did not f eel- that either dimensi-on should be stressed.

over the other. He, hovrever, observed that educational

leadership was a paramount function of the headteacher, and

while other areas--personner management, discipline, sched-

uling--could be shared out among the other administrative

staff, it v¿as to the headteacher that everybody turned for

definite action in educational leadership"

The extent to which a headteacher should use his per-

sonar philosophy depends on Ïrow well it. coincides with the

consensus from the staff and others. This shoul-d not rule

out initiative and the breaking of nev,/ ground by the head-

teacher but he cannot run a school if he hords one position

and the majority of the staff hords another" Headteachers,

especially in large schools, are so often call_ed away and

find it so difficult to stick to routines that they shoul-d

not be required to teach on a routine, timetabled basis.

Clearly the ctrildren will- suffer. He should, however, most

definitely be expected to visit crasses and observe teach-

ing. How el-se can he speak of what is going on and suggest

changes?
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The Headship As He Experiences ft

Part I - General Description - (Items 5 - 15)

The job has to do with managing, controlling, eval_u-

ating what is happening and attempting to find remedj-es or

strategies to overcome those aspects that seem not to be

effective. rn a large organization like his, personnel

management and interpersonar relationships become very

import.ant aspects of the headteacher's role as well. Dere-

gating i-s important too, but in the final_ analysis the

headteacher has to be able to assess how werl the strat-

egies, functions etc. that have been put in prace are work-

ing and achieving the purposes.

His view of the headship when stilt a teacher was that

of a teacher who simply coordinated the work of others.

Now he realizes it is far more comprex--he assesses, evar--

uates, watches trends,- he develops worthwhil_e things, and.

arrests those that are not so worthwhite.

Those wj-th whom he interacts on a regular basis are

hj-s administrative staff, Heads of Departments, year Heads

and Deputy Head, teaching staff, non-teaching staffr prê-

fectsr pâr€rits, the Board chairman and for serious matters,

the students " He pointed out that students had other chan-

nels to pass through before a matLer reached him and so

only a few filtered through to him.

The tasks he performs on a regular basis are those
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that arise out of the organization and administration of

the school- and the daily clerical ones--checking on staff

and pupil attendance, making arrangements to cover staff

who are absent, handling personnel matters with staff and

students e.g. herping students with problems" A great deal-

of time is spent looking after children wi-th heal-th, wel-

fare and discipline problems and these encroach on his

time as wel-l- as on the time of other teachers. This is a

position that can and shoul-d be changed. someone shourd be

appointed to rerieve the headteacher of some of these bur-

dens " He courd think of no additionar area which he woufd

like to see added to ttre functions of the headship"

student disciplinary matters and monitoring what v/as

going on j-n the school accounted. for most of his time. The

physicar layout of the plant mad.e it impossibre for him to

contror and know what v/as going on without investing a

great deal- of time in the project. It was, however, cler-

ical jobs--recording teacher attendance, preparing endless

information and statistics for the Ministry of Education,

keeping the log book--that were deemed the reast important

aspects of the job. Upgrading the performance of the stu-

dents and catering to their growth, academic and general,

was without doubt the most important task of the head. It

was the main function of the school and he put a great deal

of emphasis on it and had structures in place to rook j-nto
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all aspects of it" He \,vas, however, not in a positj_on to

say Ïre was able to devote to it all- the time, energy etc"

he felt it deserved" There were far too many other demands

on tri-m from other aspects of the job"

Both long-range and short-term planning play a very

important role. They both have their place for different

things and neither can be ignored"

Part II - Leadership and Decision - (Items 16 - 19)

He describes his leadership style as interactive. He

works closely with people and gets them to introspect, to

assess and evaluate themselves and their actions " He

throws out challenges to people and lets them work things

out and get back to him His major decisions fe1I into

three broad areas; firstly, organizing children into groups

for learning and determinJ-ng what progranmes to offer them;

secondly, assessing and dealing with the attitudes of

staff and students and thirdly, how to assess the effect-

iveness of teachers and report on them as required" He

could think of no decision he would classify as minor" A

set of rules and standards are laid down for dealing with

certain issues and these are done without reference to the

head "

Problems that come up very frequently tend to centre

on the chil-d and have to do with social and economic
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matters , student \irel- f are matters , and student discipline
problems. These are numerous and have very serious reper-
cussions in the schoof. Less frequent but none-the-ress

important are problems of confrict and cleavages within the

staff. The head's concern is to have a cooperative workj-ng

unit and these interpersonal- probrems bother him. viorent
behaviour on the part of students and very uncooperative

attitudes on the part of parents are issues that surface

from time to time"

Part III Educational_ Leadership (Items 20 24)

The school- has establ-ished a nurnber of structures to

herp staff to do their work wel-r and to improve themserves

professionalry. First, there is a handbook for teachers

that covers a wide area of operations and makes suggestj_ons

about things rel-ated to teaching, marking, crass control

etc. There are orientation programmes for new members of

staff. Department meetings are herd regularry, not only to
plan but to examÍne and evaluate the fulr operation of the

Department; rerevant riterature is provided and drawn to

the attention to staff. seminars are organized on a regu-

lar basis throughout the year to deal- with i-mportant issues

and problems that arise. Regular professional staff

meetings also address issues of concern

The school- atmosphere \¡/as described as quiet and
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studious during class time and the movement between crasses

\Á/as deemed tidy. Though children ptayed and enjoyed them-

selves vigorously during recreation time they were not
rowdy or boisterous " on the whol-e the headteacher was

satisfied with the tone that prevaired, arthough there is
always room for improvement.

The expectations for students were expressed. in the

motto, "Every talent to its greatest use". He wants to see

students do the best they can in atr areas, but the schoor

accepted their weaknesses and tried to help them overcome

them. The schoor rules and code of cond.uct issued to arr,

the guidance programme, the pastorar care system organized

on a year group basis, tarks at school assembì-y and fo110w-

up from individual subject teachers v/ere the main means of
communicating these expectations to the students, and the

Head \^/as persuaded that the stud.ents understood and v/ere

working towards achieving them. rt is expected that teach-

ers will- uphord the school poJ-icy and standards and. be pro-

fessionar in al-l their doings " structures are set in prace

to help in this regard and teachers respond.ed wel_I.

Some parts of the curriculum are given, determined by

external- agenci-es. Apart from this, there is much discus-

sion with staff and. the reaction of students is sought so

that their needs can be assessed and catered for. The

structures l-isted under staff deveropment al-l contribute in
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this respect. Over and above this, the Head observes

classes and discusses his findings wj-th the teacher in
order to help" Heads of Departments and year Heads are

also expected to observe lessons and discuss strengths and

weaknesses with the teacher. There is a.l-so a scheme f or

monitoring the scheme books which project pJ-ans and rater
assess performance on a weekry basis. carefur scrutiny of
students' term reports also serve as a check.

Al-1 those items on question 24 were highry valued and

in most cases his perceived performance matched the value

he attached to tl.e items " onry on item 6--trying out ideas

and suggestions put forward by others, did he rate his
performance lower than 4. His average ratings \¡\¡ere 4.9 on

percej-ved importance and 4.7 on perceived performance.

Part IV - Reactions to the Headship (ltems 25 2g)

He was not free to run the school_ as he liked. He

wourd l-ike a freer hand, a bit more discretion to act. For

example, there are some staff with whom he was dissatisfied

because of their performance. WhiÌe he would not want to
have them dismissed he would l-ike to be able to act, to do

something to effect change. He would rike to be abre to

reward people for good contribution to the work of the

schoof in order to encourage them and others. rt was the

powerlessness of the post in some respects, the inability
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to act without the consent of a higher authority that

impeded him. Satisfaction came from the success and devel-

opment of students. He lvas often fascinated by the pro-

gress made by some students and rejoiced that he had a hand

in moulding people along the right path. On the opposite

side, was the stress and depressl-on that came from overload.

and frustration. There \^/as too much to do and not enough

tíme or resources to accomplish it" He felt surrounded by

the job, totally unable to get away from it.

He estimated his working week at 50 hours and com-

mented he had stayed too long in the same place.

Headteacher G

The SeIf-Account

It is extremely easy to believe that the school_ year

is divided into three terms with certain activities occur-

ring at a given time in each one. But in reality, some-

tj-mes what is seen as an activity in September or October

of Term I really began twelve months before. But since a

beginning must be found, I shall use Term I as a suitable

point.

As soon as school is settled, that is, a staff meeting

has been hel-d, the staff is working according to schedules,

accommodation is settled, all timetable clashes have been

resolved, and all- new students are beginning to look less
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bewildered, the time is opportune for studying projections

for the next academic year.

This exercise i-nvolves discussions first with the

Deputy Head foll-owed by meetings of the Management Team

which is constituted thus; Headmistress, Deputy Headr 1rêä.Í

Heads, Departmentar Heads and Teacher in charge of Examin-

ations. The agenda for these meetings includes: The pro-
jected intake, school leavers, Financial Estimates which

must reflect the needs of specific departments and the

school generally, and the Text Book Loan scheme which must

be based on the projected rolls "

Since this school is young, and is stitl developing

organizational policies, there is the need to evaluate

frequently the methods of allocation to forms, the rele-

vance of subject groupings, the suitability of texts etc.

and methods of instruction. Thus planning/Aiscussion ses-

sions are an important activity througtrout the year, but

feature very highly during the first term, since decisions

and changes, if ânlr must be studied in preparation for the

new academic year.

In the first term, when nev/ members of staff are

assigned, it is necessary to observe them at work in order

to assess their performance and to give guidance where

necessary

fiThe rst form students also command attention during
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this term of orientation, and much of this is done infor-

maIly and unobtrusively while they interact with their

form-teachers, subject teachers and school mates"

Fourth Formers, who choose thei-r programmes at the end

of the third year are in focus because this is their first

year of studies for external examinations, and for them and

the staff, it is a period of coping with more demanding and

serious approaches to study" Parents, just a few, have

second thoughts about the prograÍÌme which they accepted the

previous term, and this demands some consultation to sort

out the probl-ems.

The fifty Formers write qualifying examinations for

entry to external examinations before the end of this term.

Although the organization of this activity is the resonsi-

bility of the teachers in charge of examinations and the

Departmental Heads and their subject teachers, the Head-

teacher j-s involved j-n the signing of individual entry

forms which is very time-consuming, but which enables her

to be informed of the performance of the students "

Speech Day, Christmas activities--form parties, staff

parties usually add a touch of enjoyment and festivity to

this long term.

UsuaIIy the first four weeks of the second term herald

in a period of calm and serious study; but this is short-

lived as the sporting activities begin and bring with them
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excitement which tends to alter the tone of the schoor and

the study patterns of several students " Failure to pay

attention to academic studies usualry produces confrict

between teacher and student, thus more disciplinary prob-

lems are reported.

However, sports days are usually enjoyable and adds to
the life of school.

The final- term of the school year is short but packed

with much activity. The first is the supervision of the

common Entrance Examination, usually taken in one da!, but

lasted two days this year. This day is long and tense, and

the vorume of work and its nature tend to make one wish it

coul-d be structured differently.

External examinations follow immediately and Iast for

approximately two months " During the period it is neces-

sary to remind students of the importance of revision and a

serious approach to their examinations, since too many of

them appear to adopt a very casual_ attitude to their

studies, while others panic when faced with the pressures

of writing examinations " Much moral support must be given

at this period"

fnternal examinations provide a comparativeJ-y quiet

period when work in the office can be most fruitful. A

list of projects started, continued or finalized are:

staffing, timetable summaries, the maintenance of furnj_-
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ture and the school building (estimates of work to be done

in the vacation). rt is necessary to ensure that Depart-
mentar Heads present all rel-evant information for the
arl-ocation of staff to each form in their subject areas,

and those responsibre for furni-ture suppty rel_evant statis-
tics on furniture repairs " rf this is not done before the
end of term, the vacation period wil-l present problems

since such persons are likely to be unavairabl-e when such

information is required.

Promotion meetings are not very rerevant in our situ-
ation at the moment. At present they are seen as a forum

for exchanging information on students " rf the system of
promotion through merit is introduced, the character of the

exercise wiII certainly be changed.

Students' Reports are important, and in addition to
the comment of the Form Teacher and year Head, the Head or
Deputy checks and signs. This provides the opportunity to
note not just the grades obtained but the comments made by

the individual subject teachers.

while the majority of students are preparing for an

enjoyabre horiday, some Fifth Formers are bidding farewell_

to their school-. The Graduation Exercise for these stu-
dents is a very speciat moment in their lives, and the rast
four weeks are spent in preparation--dancingr practising

speeches, planning prograrrmes and shopping" one cannot
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avoid being involved in this activity, and the night of
Graduation is usually very enjoyable.

The summer vacation must be carefulty planned or every

day can easily be spent interviewing new studentsr prosp€c-

tj-ve members of staff and parents, and chatting informalry

with some staff members who find time to "drop in". The

school timetabre shourd be ready at the beginning of the

new term. This assists immensely with the smooth and quick

settJ-ing of everything that is new, since for some staff

and pupils it is a ne\^/ school, and for the remainder of the

pupil population ttrere are new forms, texts etc.

The making of a timetable is complex and cannot be

easily done without assistance. Thus arrangements must be

made in advance to assure that adequate help is avairable.

This exercise, although very time-consuming and difficurt,

is one aspect of my work which brings satisfaction.

Guidance and Counsel_ting is becoming increasingfy

necessary, and there can be no timetabled programme which

can meet the needs of this vital area " rt is imperative to

deal with each problem according to its nature and circum-

stances " Thus, some can be settl-ed in school between the

regular hours of 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., but for others,

sometimes it is necessary to contact parents/guardians

early j-n the morning, late at night and even during the

week-end and holidays " It is very rewarding when
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solutions to some of the problems are found. But f must

state that thís approach and the amount of time spent in

this area is very devastating to one's health. It will_ be

very helpful when assistance is given to each schoo] in the

form of truly devoted Guidance Offj-cers, who are prepared

to give of their best in this field.

Personally, I feel that headteachers should find time

to observe students and teachers at work. Knowledge would

then be first hand:--how pupils respond to oral questions;

their attitude to other students; slow responsesi al-ert

students; those who appear informed; sitting and standing

postures and several- other points which can help with the

general assessmenL of both students and teachers " If pos-

sible, the Head shoul-d teach for limited periods (5-6), but

instruction tj-me is so often interrupted by unscheduled but

urgent business that the students tend to suffer as a

resul-t "

Activities of the school year include attendance at

the monthly meetings of the Parent-Teacher Association,

active participation in the annual school faír and other

fund-raising and social events and attendance at Speech

Days and functions organized by other educational insti-

tutions.

School administration,

interesting and rewarding.

though complex, can be very
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The Observed and Self-Monitored Phases

There is a remarkably wide gap between the recorded

on-the-job time and the engaged tj-me of this headteacher.

Her total on-the-job time for the three-day period of

observation was 1640 minutes, but only during II32 minutes

of this time v¿as there observable behaviour on her part "

Her average on-the-job day was 546"7 minutes as opposed to

an engaged average of 377.3 minutes (6.3 trours).

As shown in Table 26 over the three-day period, she

TABLE 26 _ HEADTEACHER G

DETAILS OF TASKS AND ACT]VIT]ES (OBSERVED PHASE)

TASKS
NO" OF

ACTIVITIES
TIME

( urNur¡s )

z
TfME

Administration
As sembly
Student Welfare
Exchanges
Phone
Budget
Di scus sion
Planning
Vi s itor
fnstructional
Personal
Student Discipline
Monitoring
Correspondence
Meeting
Tour

53

6
4

L7
6

L2

379
24
69
L2
42"

L67
2I
52.

5
23

L44
34
16
T4

r20
9

33.5
2"r
6"r
r.1
3"8

r_4. B
1.9
4.6
o.4
2"O

L2.7
3.0
r.4
I"2

10.6
0.8

I6 119 LL32 100.0
AVERAGE TIME PER ACTIVITY 9.5 MINUTES
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performed sixteen different tasks that lnvorved her in l19

activities " Her average time per activity was 9,5 minutes.

Four of these sixteen tasks accounted for over 7L percent

of her time. These areas are administration (33.5 per-

cent), budget (f4.8 percent), personal- matters (L2"7 per-

cent) and meetings (I0"6 percent). As can be seen from

Tabl-e 26, when these areas are accounted. for, there was not

a great deal of time left for the other activities.

Headteacher G spent more than harf her time in planned

activities which v/ere carried out for the most partn in her

office. For most of her time, too, she v/as either inter-

acting with members of the school- community or alone,

reaving onry just over 3 percent for contact with members

of the wider community.

There was again a wide gap between the on-the-job and

the engaged time of this headteacher in the self-monitored

phase. The engaged time worked out at an average of 4L2

minutes in contrast to the 534.6 minutes for the on-the-job

day. As shov¿n in Table 28, Headteacher G had an engaged

time over the five days of 2060 minutes and did 67 activ-

ities at an average of 30.7 minutes per activity" She per-

formed 14 sets of tasks of whj-ch administration (38 per-

cent) , meetings ( 16.3 percent) , teaching ( 14. B percent) and

correspondence (10.7 percent) accounted for more than 79

percent of the time.
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TABLE 27 _ CLASSIF]CATION OF HEADTEACHER G'S WORK TIME

(OBSERVED PHASE)

TABLE 28 - HEADTEACHER G

DETAILS OF TASKS AND ACT]VTTIES (STT,¡'-¡IONITORED PHESN)

TYPE
FRAME

LOCATION
FRAME

INTERACTION
FRAME

Sched-
uled

Un-
sched
uled Office

Non
Office

SchooI
Com-
munitv

Out-
side Alone

Time 744"5 387.5 94L 191 64r.5 40 450"5

6 65. B 34"2 83 .1 16.9 56.7 3.5 39. B

Activ-
ities

3B B] LO7 L2 79 11 29

31.9 68.I 89"9 r0.1 66 "4 9.2 24,4

TorAL T]ME = LL32 MTNUTES T'orAL ACm

TASKS
NO. OF

ACTIVITIES
TIME

( urNures )

z
TÌME

Administration
Correspondence
Phone
As sembly
Tour
Student Welfare
Exchanges
Student Discipline
Budget
Teaching
Detention
Monitoring
Meeti-ng
Planninq

23
1t

/42
220

33
30
20
75
50
95
40

305
20
45

335
l0

38.0
10.7
I"6
t.5
1"0
3.6
2.4
4"6
I"9

l4"B
1.0
2.2

16 " 3
0.5

L4 67 2060 100.1
AVERAGE TIME PER ACTIVITY 3O;7I]NÙTES
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Planned work occupied most of this headteacher's time

during both phases. The office was the rocatj-on of a great

deal- of the activity" There was a more equitable time dis-

tribution over the three elements of the interacti-on frame.

Table 29 gives the fuII details "

TABLE 29 - CLASS]FICATION OF HEADTEACHER G ' S VüORK TIME

( snr,¡'-trtourronnt pnesn )

TYPE
FRAME

LOCAT]ON
FRAME

INTERACTION
FRAME

Sched
uled

Un-
sched
ul-ed Office

Non
Office

School-
Com-
munitv

Out-
side Al-one

Time 17 34 326 I 340 720 97l- 4L9 670

o-6 84"2 I5 " B 65.0 35 .0 47.L 20"3 32"5

Activ-
ities

47 20 54 l3 33 6 2B

o, 70.1 to o 80.6 L9 .4 49 "3 9.0 41 .B

TOTAL TIME = 2060 MINUTES TOTAL ACTIVITIES = 67
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The Interview

What a lleadteacher Shou1d Do - (Items I - 4)

The defÍnition presents a very clear perspective on

the headship" However, there are some missing el_ements,

she suggested. A headteacher cannot escape the personar,

and emotionar invorvement with the students in the local

context. she often has to be mediator and referee between

the adults in the home and the chiId" Taking the social

factors j-n this society into account, this aspect of the

role is inevitable. I^/ith respect to emphasis, there was no

doubt that the educational leadership rol-e should be the

main concern but the other shoul-d not be ignored.

A headteacher shoul-d proceed with caution in terms of

using her ov\in philosophy to run the school. She should be

sure that it woul-d benefit the school-, that it would not

produce confl-j-cts. For this, she should be wel_l informed,

well read A headteacher should not be time-tabted to

teach because there are too many occasions on which she

wirl- be cal-l-ed away, too many uncertainties and the child-

ren would suffer. However, there are many opportunities

that she should use for getting into the classroom and

teaching e"g" when a teacher is absent, for demonstration

purposes, to set a teacher free for some useful purpose.

On the other hand, there is no doubt that she shoul_d be

required to visit and observe cl-assroom teaching It is
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the one sure means of informing oneserf of v¿hat is realÌy
going on in the classroom. And this shourd be done across

the subjects, not only in the area of specíalization.

The Headship As She Experiences It

Part I - General Description - (Items 5 - f5)

The definition given in the extract was referred. to as

an apt description. she summed up her rore as "Managing

the entire schoor i.e. the human, the physicar plant and

the resources". she had been in administration for so rong

she courd hardly recall Ïrer reactions. she did observe,

however, that she was surprised., on becoming a Deputy Head-

teacher, ât the amount of work that v/as invofved in admin-

istering a school.

Though she interacted mainly with her senj-or teachers

i.e. Deputy Head, Department Heads and year Heads, she

tried to have regular contact with al-r teachers, however

junior. As far as the pupils are concerned, she keeps an

open office so pupils can come and go freeJ-y. There is a

l-ot of contact with parents, especially those with problem-

students, and members of the Board of Management--

especially the chairman and the secretary-Treasurer"

l.{embers of the pubric seeking permission to use the schoor

for functions, and travel-agents promoting package tours

have become quite regurar visitors in recent years " The
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fol-lowing were given as tasks whj-ch she found herself per-
forming or engaged in on a regular basis: disciplinary
matters, cornmunication and correspondence within and with-
out the schoor, compiling statistics, reports and. other
information for the Ministry of Educatíon, touring/monit-

oring the school- to keep an eye on things, staff meetings,

assemblies and dealing with parents.

There was no need in her view to require a headteacher

to submit termly reports on some classes of teachers, to
have her responsibre for the security of the plant and for
the repair of furniture etc. The first is varueless and

wasteful- and the others should be given to peopre more com-

petent to handre them. on the other hand, there are some

far more meaningfur ways in which a headteacher could be

involved. For example, they should be making an imput in
the formuration of po]-icy and herp to obivate those that
are irrelevant; they should be given greater discretion in
matters of discipline (spontaneous action is more effective

than referring matters to Boards and higher authorities )

and they coul-d be given greater academic freedom to make

decisions about public examiniations and curricurum. vühile

the time devoted to various tasks varied at different times

of the year, the forrowing were identified as taking most

of her time--planning for the year and beyond, correspond-

ence, time-tabling and staff (dÍscipline, welfare etc").
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compiling statistics f or the l'{inistry seems meaníng-

less, especially as the same information was demanded at

different times, during the course of the year, and was

deemed the least important aspect of the job" Motivating

staff and students to reach the highest standards pos-

sible, securj-ng necessary materials, ensuring that the

methods used were sound and suitabre to the schoor and that

children v/ere shown the varue of education was the most

important task of the headteacher. These required lots of

time and tremendous hard work and the emotionar strain of

being a moder at al-l t j-mes. she regretted not being abl-e

to do arl she would like in this area" she was not always

able to find the time because of the many small, but impor-

tant j-ssues that got in the way " Young teachers need.ed

more help than time and other pressures wourd al]ow her to
give.

fn her view, and in her practice, there was a place

for both long- and short-term planning" Both were i-mpor-

tant for different purposes.

Part II Leaderstrip and Decisions (ltems 16 19)

She describes her style as "non-authoritarl_an, but she

prefers to lead by interaction". She a1lows people to
grow, to show initiative and share ideas, but she "retains

that which is mine".
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some of the major decisi-ons she makes are in the area

of student discipline, timetabring and the use of re-
sources " The minor decisi-ons s}- e makes rerate to granting

students or teachers permission to l_eave school during the

working day for good cause, and the sort of punishment to
mete out to students for minor infringements.

Among her frequent problems are:

I . Discipline problems--f ight.i.g, rud.eness, f ailure

to do work;

2" Dress reguration infringement--incorrect uniform,
painted naiIs, etc. i

3. Ancillary staff problems;

4. Lack of equ j_pment and materials.

occasionalry, she has to deal with parents who refuse

to make their children conform to the regulations of the

school" There are those who encourage them to break

regulations "

These problems crop up from time to time;

1. Staff recruitment probfems--difficulty is in find-

ing staff or making the wrong choice;

2. Staff absenteeism--mainly through ill-heal_th;

3. Pupil social welfare problems "
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Part IIT Educational Leadership fssues (ltems 20 24)

She admitted that there were not very many structures

or provisions for staf f development in the schoo.l-. She

did, however, encourage staff to undertake further trainJ_ng

and she made a point of making it possible for al-l_ those

who applied for traininq or retraining programmes to

attend. Departments are encouraged to hold meetings and

relate to relevant professional issues that arise. Only

occasionally does the headteacher herself organize staff

seminars to deal- with issues that interest the staff.

During class time, there is an aj-r of meaningful

activity. Sometimes as she moves around the school, she

notices a tendency for some children to crowd the teacher

whil-e others appear to be neglected. During recreational

time there tends to be a lot of noise, but the space is

very limited and children have to play in a very restricted

space. She is not fuIly satisfied with the general tone.

She would like to see different approaches in the classroom

and more general student involvement and participation.

Her expectations for pupils are very high but not

restricted to gaining rrorr Ievels" Her hope is for them to

reach the very best of which they are capable. They shoul_d

have good moral standards and be able to distinguish right

from wrong. She talks to students in the general assembly

and in their year groups. She highlights the achievements

of those who do wel.l-.
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She would like her staff to be devoted and to recog-

nize that they have a responsibility to all students. she

holds staff meetings, Department meetings and chats with

staff on an individuar basi-s. Neither the staff nor the

pupils furry understand and consequentty there is much room

for improvement. some pupils frustrate themserves over

academic work and negrect areas for which they have poten-

tial" Staff tend to ignore the non-academic.

The curriculum is constantly changed to fit the type

of chird in the school. Every effort is made to assess the

needs of the society and the job market. Subjects are

added f rom ti-me to time.

Responsj-bility for the teaching-learning process is

delegated to the Heads of Department and fol-lowed by both

the Head and the Deputy Head. They check the termly re-

ports of students carefulry and investigate where neces-

sary. The Head and Deputy observe teaching and hol_d dis-

cussi-ons with the teachers "

Her reactj-on to the items on euestj-on 24 was interest-

ing. she omitted items 6--trying out ideas and suggestions

put forward by others, and 1O--defining the situation,

rather than leavj-ng it to others to do so. A1l other items

had a high rating for importance except for number Il--

actively undertaking classroom observation of lessons.

Thj-s v/as rated at three. Her perceived performance matched
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it on six. What

emphasis on the

to it.

Part IV - Reactions to the Headship (Items 25 28)

She was not able to run the school as she would fike

because there was too rittre freedom, and many restric-

tions. she felt. headteachers stroul-d be free to advertise

and recruit staff with the approvar of the Board of Manage-

ment. Heads shoul-d be abl_e to reward staff in simple \^/ays

at l-east and they should be given greater discretion over

discipl j-ne and other areas.

Teachj-ng she discusses as her one and only l_ove, and

seeing children achieve and make something of their lives

\^/as a bressing to her. she also derived pleasure at seeing

her staff grow professionally. She found the uncertainty

and the lack of power in the job very dissatisfying and the

amount of red tape j-nvolved in the job frustrating.

She averaged about 50 working hours per week"
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE DATA

What The Headteachers Think They Ought To Do

A paraphrased version of Roe and Drake's (L974) dual

perspective on the principalship was put before the head-

teachers in the interview ( see Appendix 3 ) In this, the

administrative-manageriar dimension charges the principal

wíth tasks normally associated wj-th organizational mainten-

ance (e.g. record.-keeping, discipline, personnel and build-

ing administration, the contror and. management of finance

and resources), and which require skitl-s and competences of

a technical and human relations nature. The educatíonal

leadership dimension, on the other hand, requires among

other things, that the principal motivates hj-s staff to

perform at thej-r highest levels, that he develops with them

a realistic system of accountability for learning, and

procedures for assessing staff, students and on-going pro-

grammes in an effort to ensure that teaching and 1earning

are enhanced. In this dimension are the tasks and activ-

ities from which will- flow relevant and meaningful change

and which are essential for effective headship and effec-

tive schools Operating at this level demands profes-

sional, analytical and conceptual skills and competences

along with the earl- j-er technical- and human rel_ations ones.
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on the whore, the headteachers agreed that this defin-

ition of the principarship adequately fitted their concep-

tion of the headship in the l-ocar context " They therefore

conceded that these \^/ere the dimensions within which they

ought to operate" However, there was ress agreement on the

question of emphasis. Five of them fert that equal atten-

tion shourd be paid to both aspects because they both

represent the legitimate and comprementary tasks of the

rol-e" The other two headteachers insisted that the educa-

tionar leadership rol-e was the more important function and

should therefore be given greater emphasis "

No clear position emerged on the issue of whether the

headteacher shourd tet his/her own philosophy of education

determine how the school shourd be organized and run. of
the three who supported this view, two maintained that

where conflict arises over the matter, the treadteacher

ought to persuade the staff to accept his/her way and let

it work. Two Ïreadteachers stressed that the headteacher

must arrive at a shared position with the staff, since s/he

cannot run the schoor arone. For them, while headteachers

must use their inítiative and provide the lead, they must

give serious consideration to the vj-ews of thej-r staf f .

The other two had no strong viewsr onê !ùay or the other, orì

the matter.

Six of the seven respondents rejected the notion that
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headteachers be required to teach routinely on the time-

tabre. Their justifications ranged from consideration for

the headteacher ( it's too burdensome ) to considerations for

the student (ttre child will suffer because there are too

many interruptions). Two of them, however, went on to

suggest that headteachers should take whatever opportun-
j-ties presented themselves to get into the classroomi for

example, the absence of a teacher. Only one headteacher

felt very strongly that they should be required to teach

because "it was the only way of keeping in touch with

reaIity".

The cl-assroom observation of teachers was considered a

vital task of the headship. All seven of the respondents

had no hesitation in strongly and unreservedly putting for-

ward this vi-ew. Generally, the purposes advanced for

classroom visits related to aiding professional growth and

development in the interest of improved teaching and .l-earn-

ing in the schools. There was also some support for the

view that headteachers needed to know what was realJ-y going

on in their classrooms " The major concern of one head-

teacher was to collect evidence for the purpose of writing

his report on the individuaf teachers for the Ministry of

Education.

Two areas of activity that are currently perceived to

be consuming a great deal of their time and energy are the



supervision of ancirlary staff and the maintenance of

buildings and plant. There is a strong feeJ-ing amongst

them that these should not be part of their duties "

The headteachers indicated on a five-point scale
(5 high I low) ttre emphasis they felt principals should

attach to a set of items (See Appendix 3, euestion 24)

which v/ere designed to assess their conceptions of leader-

ship, staff development, the involvement of parents in the

school and the extent to which they fett principars should

exert themserves as leaders in the school-. As shown in

Table 30 below, these headteachers f el-t that these areas

should be emphasized. For no area \Mas the mean score ress

than four. rt is their view, therefore, that headteachers

ought to:
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in which they

in the running

of their staff

and learning

of

I"

2.

3"

A

Practise participatory leadership

and their staff work cooperatively

of the school (Items 2, 4, 6, 9);

Be committed to the developement

and the improvement of teaching

( ltems 5, 11, 12, 14, 15 ) ;

Seek to j-nvolve parents in achieving the goals

the school- (Items 7, B); and

Take a positive stand as educational leaders,

the interest of the school (ttems 1, 3, IO, 13)

l_n
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TABLE 30

SUGGESTED EMPHASES FOR SPEC]FIC AREAS OF THE HEADSHIP

Note: scores of 5 and 4 were considered high 3 average, 1
poor.

HEADTEACHERS
ITEM NO.

A B C D E F G TOTAI MEAN

AREA 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 34 4"8

I
É.
I.Il LUôo__t
<H>
uJ - l--
-J c.n (n

4 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 34 4.A

6 3 4 5 5 5 4 2B 4"O

9 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 34 4.8
4.b

t-
z.
lJ-l

=o-oJ
UJ

ulô
LL
LL

t-
(,/)

5 3 5 5 3 5 5 5 3t 4"4

1l 3 3 5 Â
= 4 5 3 27 3.9

I2 5 4 4 5 4 5 5 32 4.6

L4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 34 4"9

15 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 32 4.6
tl I

JI
< LrJ
l->ZJ
tlJ O l--É.>2.
<. z. u)
O-F{E

7 2 3 5 5 5 5 5 30 4"3

B 4 3 5 5 4 5 5 31 4.4
4.4

J<o-u)2.Å>o-
HHC/)
FF-g
d<trt
LJJ (J ôØ=<.(nãuJ
< I.JJ J

I 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 34 4"9

3 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 34 4.9

l0 4 3 5 5 4 5 26 3 "7

I3 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 33 4.7
4"6
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Summary

While unanimously endorsing the adequacy of the Roe

and Drake's perspective to the local- context, the head-

teachers in the sample had differing views on the emphasis

to be placed on the respective dimensions within it" Five

supported equal weighting, but two would give greater

emphasis to educational leadership, perceived by them to be

of greater importance. There was no clear-cut posi_tion

regarding the headteactrer running the school according to

his/her own philosophy, atthough the tendency \^/as to

support this idea " There is no place in their conception

of the headship for headteachers to teach according to a

fixed schedule, but they see the classroom observation of

teachers as an inescapable task for treadteachers. In their

conception of the headship participatory Ieadership, the

promotion of staff development, the involvement of parents

in the school and assertive educational- leadership feature

prominently.

!{hat The Headteachers Think They Do

Their description of their work shows Ïrow multí-

faceted the role is perceived to be. It covers a wide

range of duties and responsibilities and portrays the

position as one of power and infl-uence" On the whole, they

see themselves as managers, directi-ng and controlling al-1
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that goes on in the school-. while different aspects of the

role have been highlighted by different respondents, cer-

tain characteristics stand out. Firstly, the headteachers

see themse-lves as providing a service essentiarly to

students, but also to teachers and parents. They stress

the headship as a service position in which counserring and

advising are essential elements. Indeed, t\'r/o headteachers

refuse to call it a job, preferring to describe it as a

"dedicatiorì" or a "vocation". Secondly, they stress the

importance of good interpersonal relationships in the

school and project their role therein as pivotal. The

third major feature is their concentration on the discip-

line and control of students "

A particularly noticeable feature is the absence of

any significant el-ement of the educational leadership

dimension. fn the light of its own importance and consid-

ering the importance they claim to attach to it in their

role conceptions, this omission cannot be overlooked."

The main target of their interaction v¿as persons from

within the school- community. There lvas hardly any mention

of contact with persons from the wider society" AII the

headteachers j-nteracted frequently with their staff, âI-

though a hierarchial pecking order--deputy head, department

heads--was sometimes indicated" In some cases, junior

members of staff were hardly seen. onty three headteachers
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claimed they freeJ-y and unconditionally interacted with

students" In other cases, interaction with students v¿as

generally restricted to prefects and students with prob-

l-ems, mainly, though not only, disciplinary problems "

Regular contact wittr parents, support staff and members of

the Board of ManagemenL was also mentioned.

From a wide and varied set of tasks regularly per-

formed by the individual responderrts, emerged a smaller

group of common tasks. These relate to student discipline,

student attendance, correspondence (including transcripts

and testimonials), the preparation of information (reports,

statistÍcs etc. ) for the Ministry of Education, attending

meetings, interviews with parents, student or staff, and

conducting or attending school assemblies. These seven

colnmon tasks al-1 faI1 within the administrative-managerial

dimension of the role.

Some aspects of the job were considered wasteful- of

their time, distasteful or outside of their competence.

Though there \^/as no general consensus on these areas, they

are noteworthy in themselves. For some, the supervision of

ancillary staff and the handling of student problems de-

manded too much time and should be removed from the head-

teacher's sphere of responsibility. Others would relinq-

uish the area of building administration and security

because it did not fal-I within their competence. A few
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find the job of reporting on teacTrers to the t4inistry of
Education distasteful. On the whole, they expressed the

need for role clarification as they claimed to be exper-

iencing some ambiguity over their discretion to make decis-

ions in such matters as the admission of pupils, sanctions

for certain types of misdemeanours, staff appointments and.

personnel management.

In spite of different sets of words from each head-

teacher, there is crear agreement that the most important

tasks of the role centre around those factors that promote

student learning and development and therefore farl- in the

educationar leadership dimension. unfortunately, however,

only two of the seven headteachers fert they were abre to

devote the time, energy and resources they considered

appropríate to this important area. The others all craimed

that there was too much pressure on them from other rore

requirements and arso that the necessary resources v/ere not

avai-lab1e to them. The extent to which these may be

rational-izations wilI be discussed later. At this point,

however, one cannot avoid the observation that they seem to

think every duty within the headship must only be performed.

by themsel-ves or not done at al-l. The possibilit.y of

mobilising their staff and organizing their work different-

Iy so that important rol-es Iike providing educational_

leadership can be tackled, does not seem to have occurred

to them.
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Planning strategies utilized by most of the head-

teachers were both long- and short-term. These head-

teachers recognized the need for both, according to the

issue in hand, and stressed that a school cannot depend

entirely on either, if it is to function properly. It was

the two headteachers (e and B) whose schoolsr âs described

by themselves, seem to have many problems--conflict and

lack of cooperation between staff and head, noisy, unmoti-

vated and undisciplined students--that depend entirely on

short-term planning" They believed that long-term plannj_ng

would not. work in their circumstances " Perhaps this per-

spect j-ve is related to their l-ack of experi-ence in the

headship.

The headteachers had their own formul-ae for describing

the leadership style they perceived themselves to have and

practise. Terms such as "interactive", "non-authori-

tarian", "leading by example", "not leading from a dis-

tance" and "flexible and open" were used. One could gener-

alize their leaderstrip style by describing it as falling

nearer the participatory end on a continuum going from par-

ticipatory to authoritarian. While discussing their prac-

tice of sharing and involving their staff they coul-d not

resist the desire to tet one know who is in ctrarge "

Expressions such âsr "can overrul-e when necessary't, "dontt

give up that which is mine", \^iere often used.
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Attention is again drawn to Head.teachers A and B "

Headteacher A combines telling, ordering and sharing, whil_e

B, describing himself as one who shares and. invorves
people, opines that his staff would describe him as ,auto-

cratic' . one can only specurate on the relationship be-

tween these positions and the probrems in the school. one

wonders what coul-d lead a headteacher who genuinery shares

to the berief that he is seen as autocratic " rn the case

of Headteacher A, one wonders how much sharing is done.

she expressed her disappointment at staff making decisions

and then not carrying them out. one is now left to wond.er

to what extent staff feel- they are part of the decision-

making process. rt has Ì¡een observed that when decisions

are made by an administrator without the invol-vement of the

staff who must help to carry them out, they are seen as the

administrator's decisions and there may be little commit-

ment to them by the staff. when the desj-red outcomes are

not forthcoming, the administrator feels he has failed and

becomes frustrated (nrlandson 1976) .

The areas in which the headteachers claim to make

their major decisions appear to cover a disparate fierd,

embracing such areas as allocating resources, serecting

staff, timetabling, discipline and managing staff. Cl_oser

examination reveals, hovrever, that by and large, they lie

in three main domains, namely, curriculum management,
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personnel management and pupil order and control.

curricurum management is more heaviry subscribed than

the other two, and subsumes the following: aÌlocating

resources, determining curricul-um, timetabling, promotion

policies, deploying staff, organizing learning groups, and

assessing teacher-effectiveness " The decisions under per-

sonner management relate to the recruitment of staff,

assessing and dearing with staff and student attitudes,

dei-egati-ng and deciding what j-nformation to communicate to

staff. Fewer decisions are made in the area of pupil order

and control than in either of the other two areas.

The headteachers evidently found it much more diffi-

curt to think of decisions they consider minor. After much

hesitation they came up wj_th a curious collection. One

coul-d think of no decisions he would consider minor decis-

ions from others. For example, staff deployment v¡as seen

as a minor decision-making area by one headteacher but as

major by three or four" simirarry, counserring parents lvas

dismissed as minor by another. This wourd be quite alien

to the two or three who consider it of great importance.

The problems that have been sufficiently significant

to imprint themselves on the minds of the headteachers have

serious impJ-ications for the proper functioning of schools

and for what goes on in them. At the student Ìeve1, disci-

pline problems have been named by six headteachers, and is
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cl-early a thorn in their flesh" Social and wel_fare prob-

lems and attitudinal problems--bad attitudes to work, to

duties and to the rules of the schoor--constitute the

remaining problem area from the student body.

But, as if these problems \^/ere not already serious

enough, they are compounded by equally bothersome staff

problems. Delinquency (failure to carry out duties, €.9.

not showing up to teach a class), rapid staff changes, and

absenteeism were the major and frequent problems identi-

fi-ed, but conflict among staff, dull teaching and lack of

cooperation were also cited. Problems with ancillary staff

v/ere also frequently mentioned.

How widespread are these problems both among the staff

and the student body? To what extent do they permeate the

staff and student bodies of our school? These questions

can fruitfully be the subject of further study, but they

must be considered as serious ones in the fight of other

practices and experiences arising out of the study. l¡or

example, with respect to the issues and probÌems relating

to staff, one may ask what is being done. Staff develop-

ment and staff evaluation are generally accepted as part of

the role responsibifity of the principalship. The impli-

cations of this responsibifity are clearly enunciated in

the extract paraphrased from Roe and Drake and endorsed by

them. But what is the practice in their own operation?
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It is learnt that very littÌe is being done in this impor-

tant area. rt is learnt that generarry, this matter is the

responsibility of the heads of departments but there are no

provisions or sLructures raid down, rro frameworks estab-

lj-shed for their guidance. If anythj-ng positive is to

happen in this situation, it will depend on the drive, the

prof essional-ism and competence of the individuat Ìread of

department. And ttrere is no guarantee that if one depart-

ment is functioning properly, the others wil-1, because

there are no communication links established between heads

of departments or between them and the headteacher in this

area.

Where provisions for staff development were claimed to

exist, their description was couched in vague terms and

elaboraLions were hardly ever forthcoming. For example,

"professional- staff meetings" were cited as a means of

staff development but it proved difficult to find out what

these were, what was done in them, or even how often they

were held. What aspect of "performance" \r,/as "monitored"

with heads of departments and how, and what "he1p" was

offered also found no clear explanation. "Staff are en-

couraged to keep up-to-date" v/as also proffered as evidence

of staff development provisions, yet there was no indi-

cation of the availablility of professional journals or

texts in the school-s to make this possible.
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OnIy one school coufd offer a careful and meaninful-

description of an attempt at an articulated programme for

staff development. There is a well-prepared handbook given

to all- staff, that covers the objectives and operations of

the school. It contains suggestions supported by rel-evant

extracts, about teaching methods, class control and other

pertinent educational issues, and it explains certain prac-

tices and policies within the school. It is much used and

the heads of departments as well as the headteacher and

deputy Ïreadteacher often refer teachers to it, even discus-

sing sections of it with them" The orientation for ne\¡/

staff is carefully planned and carried out. Classroom

visits and follow-up appraisal- sessions with senior person-

nel are regularly undertaken. Training sessions and semin-

ars are regularly arranged by the school to constantly up-

grade the staff" These involve not only senior members of

the sctrool j-tself, but also personnel from other insti-

tutions in the country. During the observation period,

discussed later, this researcher was privileged to sit in

on an excellently conducted appraisal session following a

cl-assroom observation visit undertaken by the headteacher.

Althoughr âs pointed out earlier, discipline and order

seem to be a major concern of the headteachers, they \^/ere,

on the whole ( five instances out of seven), able to des-

cribe the tone and general climate of their schools as
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healthy and generally satisfactory. Whereas "tardiness"

and "unpunctuality" were earlier mentioned as student prob-

Iems with which the headteachers had to cope frequently,

terms like "business-1ike", "order1y", and "tidy" are now

being used to describe the atmosphere of the school-. Only

two schools were described as unsatj-sfactory in such terms

as "noisy", "boisterous" or "ragged".

The expectations held by the headteachers for both

staff and students are generally wide and imprecise, and

tend to be unrealistíc in the context of the schools in

question. The headteachers coul-d not explain in a convinc-

ing manner any means by which these expectations could be

met. Expressions such as "that they will develop as people

fit for society", "that they witl be adults who can face

life" may sound quite grand, but what do they mean? And

more importantly, how does a school attempt to translate

the wish into meaningfuJ- reality? Only two schools had

among their general notions some specific expectations and

were able to show how these might be realized. These two

schools held cognitive or academic expectations in contrast

to most of the others which specifically stated that aca-

demic expectations were unrealistic in their schools t or

simply bypassed them in the betief that general expecLa-

tions are more acceptable educationatly.

Only one Ïreadteacher hel-d expectations for his staff
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that coul-d be considered realizable and assessable in the

context of the school. He expected them to uphold poricies

and standards of the school and the profession" Since

these issues are clearry spelled out in the school's Ïrand-

book and regularly foll-owed up, these expectations appear

realistic. In the main, the headteachers seemed to be

merely expressing pious hopes r äs attested by these

examples: "that they will have pride in their work and

show concern for the pupils", "that they will be more pro-

fessionaf and cooperative", "that they will recognize their

responsibility to the children". Generally, talks at the

morning assembly and staff meetings were the means used to

communicate their expectations. But more concretely, the

school rules and good interpersonal relationships \^/ere

among the means mentioned"

Research has fairly well established that there is a

relationship between expectations and performance

(Rosenthal and Jacobsen, I968). And Leithwood's (1983)

survey has shown that effective principals constantly

articulate high expectations for both pupils and teachers.

Where expectations are Ïreld by those in authority-positions

for those under their dj-rection or guidance one should

reasonably expect to find concrete structures for ensuring

that these expectations have a reasonabl-e chance of being

met. Furthermore, there should be tangibJ_e, real_istic
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means of communicating these expectations to those at whom

they are directed. In the cases under discussion, it can-

not be affirmed that these conditions are being satisfied"

The evidence from this research suggests that the cur-

riculum j-n the school-s is somewhat static in that subjects

are hardly dropped or added except where there j_s national

demand or pressure. Curriculum change, it appears, very

rarely originates from within the school. Such change as

is brought about is normally in response to changes in the

syllabuses of the relevant pubJ-ic examination boards "

The curriculum tends to be organized around core sub-

jects and options. The core subjects are normal-ly fixed

for a.l-l students, whil-e the options are used to accommodate

the needs, interests and abitities of the individual

student. The schools generally provide students and par-

ents with guidance in the choices relative to projected

careers and present achievement. Apart from this general

picture, one or two positions stand out. Two headteachers

claimed that their currj-culum was regularly reviewed and

changed in the light of the society's changing needs and

the interests and levels of their students " They were able

to produce supporting evidence to justify their claims "

One headteacher admitted that the curriculum in his school

was very "academic" and in need of change" He pointed out,

however, that he coul-d not introduce new subjects \¡iithout
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the rel-evant research to show if they were necessary and

viable. A strange comment in a socJ-ety that has no trad-

ition of research before the formul-ation and implementation

of policy!

A major concern of all involved j-n education--parents,

teachers, children, tax payers--must be that of trow to

ensure that what is supposed to go on in the classroom is,

in fact, what is going on. The responsibility of running

the school is given to the principals and the onus is

therefore on them to ascertain that the schools' purposes

are being properly carried out. It was, therefore, discon-

certing to discover how Iittle, to al-1 appearances, is

being done in this area. Here again, this matter was gen-

erally left to the department heads and the headteachers

were equally unabl-e to describe any provisions or guide-

lines that v¿ere to be fol-Iowed. Nor could they tell of any

method by which the heads of department communicated with

them so that they v/ere kept informed about what was going

on. One headteacher seriously commented that she trusted

her staff and left it up to them to do their work. Yet, in

some of the very schools in the project, as reported by the

headteachers themselves, there were cases of teachers not

Lurning up to classes, not marking exercises done by the

students and not following the syllabuses for the public

examinations for which they were supposed to be preparing

the students.
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The review of students' reports is taken very ser-
iously by the headteachers. They claim that they scrutin-

íze the students' reports carefurì-y and ask questions where

necessary. one wonders hov¿ useful- this exercise is, what

it can tell- them about the quarity of teaching that goes

on in the classroom, especiarry where the teacher is set-

ting and marking his ov/n assignments. Another device used

to monitor the teaching-learning process is the careful-

anarysis and examination of the resul-ts of public examin-

ations, but is this not being wise after the event?

Apart from assessing the values the headteachers

attached to the items of question 24 on the interview sche-

dule (see Appendix 3) as discussed above, it was considered

useful to see how they woul-d rate their ovi/n performance on

the sai-d iterns. As can be seen in Tab1e 3I where the

detaj-ls are given, their performance in the four areas is

rated as high or firmty average. The headteachers may

therefore be regarded as assertive school- l-eaders who

practise a participatory approach to readership invorving

their staff in the running of the school. Though their

performance with respect to sLaff development and the

invorvement of parents in the school- is commend.able, there

is room for greater effort.
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TABLE 3I

PERCEIVED PERFORMANCE IN SPECIFIC AREAS OF THE HEADSHIP

Note: Scores of 5 and 4 were considered high 3 average, 2
and I poor.

HEADTEACHERS
ITEM NO"

A B C D E F u TOTAI MEAN

AREA 2 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 31 4"4

I
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4"2
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Summary

t. Four features stand out from the headteachers descrip-

tion of thej-r work, namely:

(a) The headship is portrayed as a service role;

(b) The headteacher's role in creating and maintaining

good interpersonal relations, so vital in the

school, is strongly stressed;

(c) of educationalThe omission of major elements

leadership.

2" The headteachers' contact is mainÌy with staff, stud-

entsr parents and members of the Board of Management.

Their interaction thus, has a strong inward focus, a

position found by researchers elsewhere (Casey 1980,

Martin I9B0).

The tasks they find themsel-ves performing on a regular

basis and which account for a good deal of their time,

all faIl within the admj-nistrative-managerial ro.l_e

dimensj-on. This finds general support in the 1íter-

ature too (WoIcott L973), the exceptions being those

effective principals who find \^¡ays of breaking out of

this confinement (elumberg and Greenfield I9B0).

Vfhile the headteachers saw the importance of their

educational leadership role, they could claim no posi-

tive action therein" They claim that pressure of work

in the administrative-managerial area made it difficul_t

to do anything e.l-se.

3"

4"
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Curriculum management, personnel management and pupil

order and control \¿vere their major areas of decision-

making" Curriculum change hardly ever originates in

the school-.

The major problems they encounter rel-ate to student

discipline and control, student socj-al- and welfare

problems, general attitudes and to staff delinquency

and absenteei-sm.

The expectations held by the headteachers for both

their staff and students seem vague and unrealistic and

furthermore are not fol-Iowed up by sLrategies and

structures that could aid their realization.

hlhat The Headteachers Actually Do

The data presented j-n Tables 32 and 33 represent the

sígnificant features of the chronol-ogicat records of the

seven headteachers in the observed and self-monitored

phases respectively. The difference between "being on the

job" and "working on ttre job" j-s immediately noticeable

from the tables " In the case of each headteacher and in

both phases there were periods of time for which no account

was given. In the observed phase¡ âs seen in Table 32,

this amount ranges from the relatively low figure of

seventy-four minutes (I.2 hours) recorded by Headteacher D

over the three-day period to the rather high figure of 508
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TABLE 32 - ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANT FEATURES OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD

OBSERVED PHASE - DURATION THREE DAYS

ACHERS

A B c D E F TOTAL ¡4EAN

ON-THE-JOB TIMI
( Hours )

ENGAGED TIME
( Hours )

D I FFERENCE

( Hours )

MEAN DA I LY

D I FFERENCE
( Hours )

DA I LY MEAN

ENGAGED TIME
( Hours )

ACÏIVITY TOTAL

DA I LY AVERAGE

ACTIVITIES

1294
(21.6)

1147 "5
fi9.1)

146"5
(2.4'

48.8

382.5
(6 "4'

142

47 .3

1 470
(24 "5'

1356 "5
Q2"6)

113.5
fi.9)

37 "8

452"2
(7 .5)

161

5i "7

1 190
(19"8)

l067
( 1 7.8)

123
(2"1)

41

355.7
(5.9)

63

21

1 477
(24 "6)

1 403
(23 "4'

74
(1 "2)

24 "7

467 .7
(7.8)

156

52

1540
(25 

"7 )

1 443

Q4"1)

97
(1.6)

32"3

481
(8.0)

156

52

1 331
(22"2)

1218
(20.3)

113
(1.9)

37 "7

406
(6.8)

147

¡a

1 640
(27 "3)

1132
( t8.9)

508
(8.5)

169 "3
(2.8)

377 "3
(6.J)

119

39 "1

9942
(165 

"7

8767

fi 46.1

1 175
( 19.6)

391 "6
(6.5)

2922"4
(48"7)

944

314.7

1 420 "3
(23 

"7 )

1252"4
(20 "9)

167 "9
(2"8)

55.9

417 .5
(7.0)

134.9

45 "0

ADMINISTRATION

66

367

5"6

79

572

7"2

4? "?

25

420

'16.8

39 "4

9"3

40 "5

6l

568

6B

425

e7

29 "5

91

428

4.7

i5.1

53

379

7"2

443

159.

63"3

451 "3

7"1

i6^ô

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

I Tft.4E

ASSEMBLY

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

I rtN4r

2

45

22"5

3"9

1

22

'))

1.6

l6

4"5

3

4B

2

50

25

3"5

2

52

26

4.3

2

aÀ

12

2"1

12

241

1"7

34 "4

20 "1

2.7
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TABLE 32 - ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANI- FEATURES OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD CONTID

OBSERVED PHASE - DURATION THREE DAYS

TEACHERS

A B c D F þ TOTAL MEAN

PERSONAL

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

fl rlvË

4

lt5

28.B

1 0.0

2

BO

40

7.

6

150

25

10"7

5

92

18.4

6.4

4

112

28

9.2

4

144

36

12.7

25

693

3"6

99

27 .7

7"9

STUDENT

DISCIPLINE
SESS I ONS

TOÏAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

fl TIME

l5

108

oz

9.4

Àa

313 "5

7"5

?3 "1

4

41

l0"l

5.8

12

79

6"6

5.6

9

78

o?

5.4

13

B6

6"6

7.1

12

34

2.8

j

105

739.5

l5

105.6

7.0

8"4

PHONE

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

ø TIME

16

JB.5

2.4

\.A

12

a1 É

a7

2.0

I

20

2"5

t.9

39

169.5

4.3

12 "1

32

97

J.0

6.7

15

4"1

Ê

17

42"5

2.5

?o

139

457

19.9

65.3

3"3

5.2

TEACH I NG

sEss I oNs

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

T IME

4

197 "5

49 "4

17 "2

3

144

4B

10.6

4

197

49.3

l B,5

3

B1

27

5.8

2

99

49 "5

6"9

16

718.5

¿"5

102"6

44 "9

8"2
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TABLE 32 - ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANT FEATURES OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD CONT'D

OBSERVED PHASE - DURATION THREE DAYS

HEADTEACHERS

A B t, D E F TOTAL N4EAN

TOUR

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

4 rtutr

3

35

11.6

3"1

5

104

20"8

7"7

1

t0

2.8

2

22

t1

1.6

7

BO

t1"4

5

15.8

6"5

I

9

9

o.8

24

359

3.4

51 "3

15.0

4.1

STUDENT

WELFARE

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

% T r,4E

2

6

3

0.

3

50

16 "7

4"7

6

45

7"5

3"2

6

29

4.8

2.0

5

112

22.4

9"2

6

69

11.5

r). t

1a

311

4

44"4

11.1

i"5

BUDGET

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

ø TIME

2

39

19.5

i"1

6

167

27 "8

14.8

B

206

l.l

29 "4

25 "B

MEET I NG

SESS I ONS

ÏOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

I TIME

I

JB

?o

3"6

1

134

134

9"6

I

235

235

1 6.3

I

80

BO

6.6

1

120

120

10"6

5

607

0.7

86"7

121 "4

6"9

Al I times calculated in Minules excepl where otherwise stated
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TABLE ]] - ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANT FEATURES OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD

SELF-MONITORED PHASE - DURATION FIVE DAYS

A B C D E F G TOTAL MEAN

ON-THE-JOB TIMI
( Hours )

ENGAGED TIME
( Hours )

D I FFERENCE

( Hours )

MEAN DA I LY

D I FFERENCE

( Hours )

DA I LY MEAN

ENGAGED TI¡4E
( Hours )

ACTIVITY TOTAL

DAILY AVERAGE

ACTIVITIFS

2487
(41.5)

1720

Q8"7)

767
( 1 2.8)

153.4
Q"6)

344
(5 "7)

93

I 8.6

2150
(55.8)

1793
(29 

"9',,

357
(6"0)

71 .4
(1"2)

358"6
(6.0)

B3

16.6

2200
(36"7 )

1922
(32.0)

276
(4 "6)

55.2
( "9)

384.4
(6.4'

92

18"4

2212
(J6"9)

2100
(J5.0)

112
(1"9)

22"4
(.4)

420
(7.0)

BJ

16 "6

2850
(47 "5)

2680
(44.1)

170
(2.8)

3"4
(.6)

536
(8.9)

187

37 "4

2541
(42"4)

2079
(34 

"7 )

462
(7 "7)

92.4
í.5)

415.8
(6.9 )

9B

19.6

2673
( 44 .6)

2060
(34.3)

613

fi0.2)

122"6
(2.O)

412
(6"9)

67

1i "4

17113
(285.2

1 4354
(239"2

2757
(46)

551 .4
e"i)

2870 "9
(47.9',)

703

140"1

2444.7
(40 

"7 )

2050
(34 

"2','

393"9
(6"6)

78"B
( 1.5)

410. 1

(6"8)

100.4

20"1

ADMINISTRATION
Â7

497

11.6

28"9

19

223

11 .7

12 "4

4c)

BBl

19.2

45 "8

29

1215

41 .B

57 .9

73

771

l0 "6

28 .8

47

661

14 "1

31.8

23

742

34

38

¿öl)

5030

40

718.6

1B

35.O

SESS I ONS

TOÏAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

I TIMF

ASSE[4BLY

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

1

37

3

45

4

75

5

94

1

26

3

60

2

30

l9

367

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON 71

a1

15

2.5

1B.B

3"9

1B.B

4.5

26

I.0T IME

19.3
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TABLE 3J - ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANT FEATURES OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD CONT'D

SELF.MONITORED PHASE - DURATION FIVE DAYS

ADTEACHERS

A B D E F TOTAL MFAN

PERSONAL

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

% rtME

1

B1

BI

4"7

1

39

39

2"O

9

132

14 ,6

6"3

9

57

6"3

2"1

4

193

48.3

9"3

24

503

3"4

71 "7

20"9

i"5

STAFF MEETI NG

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

% TIME

2

,an

115

1? "A

I

53

53

2.O

3

283

0"4

40 "4

94 "3

2.O

CORRESPONDENCE

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

I TIMF

3

10

3"3

0.6

3

23

7"7

1.3

4

75

1B.B

3"q

B

187

23"4

8.9

4

55

rJ.8

2"1

6

93

15.5

4"5

1l

220

20

10.7

39

663

5"6

94 "7

17

4"6

STUDENT

DISCIPLINE
SESS I ONS

TOTAL T I ¡4E

12

B]

19

335

4

)t

1t

119

12

tlB

7

63

4

95

69

864

9"9

123

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

I TIME

6"9

4.8

17.6

18"7

9.8

4"4

9

5"0

tz o

4.6
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TABLE ]J - ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANT FEATURES OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD CONT'D

SELF-MONITORED PHASE - DURATION FIVE DAYS

HEADTEACHERS

A B c D E F ÏOTAL MEAN

PHONE

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURATI ON

% TIME

10

¿o

¿.ó

1.6

B

108

13 "5

6.0

10

79

7.9

4.1

1l

110

t0

5.

41

180

4"4

6.7

9

53

5.9

2.6

6

33

5.5

1.6

95

591

13"6

aÁ À

6"2

4"1

TEACH I NG

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

% T'ME

4

B4

21

4"9

I

273

34.1

15 .?

6

210

35

1 0.9

1

50

50

2.4

5

219

43 "B

8"1

5

305

61

14.8

29

1141

4"1

163

39 "3

7"9

STUDENT

WELFARE

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TII4E

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

I r l¡¿E

1

l2

12

0.7

4

66

16.5

71

4

54

13 "5

2"8

1

6

6

0"1

1l

14

6"7

ao

2

9

4"5

0"4

4

75

IB.B

3"6

27

296

3"9

42"3

lr.0

2"1

MEET I NG

SESS I ONS

TOTAL TIME

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

ø T l¡4E

5

663

132"6

?o

I

180

180

9.3

4

860

215

320

3

690

ztu

33.2

2

335

161 "5

ttsl"1

15

2728

2"1

389.7

lBl.e

19.0
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TABLE 3] - ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANT FEATURES OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD CONT'D

SELF-MONITORED PHASE - DURATION FIVE DAYS

Al I times calculated in mînutes except where otherwise staled.

minutes (8.4 hours) by c In the five day self-monitored

period as Table 33 shows, the difference is more marked and

the range even more dramatic. Headteacher D again shows

the lowest difference of II2 minutes ( I " t hours ) and A the

highest of 767 minutes (12.8 hours). It is interesting to

note that A and B who have the widest gaps in both phases

are both unmarried femal-es. They may therefore find them-

selves spending long hours at school not doing anything in

particular" Headteacher D, with the narrowest gap in both

phases is also an unmarried female. She, however is so

heavily involved in civic and community activities t}. at she

may be forced to make more judicious use of time.

HEADTEACHERS

A B c t) E F TOTAL MEAN

TOUR

sEss I oNs

TOTAL TI¡4E

AVERAGE

DURAT I ON

TIl\4E

1

37

37

3

60

20

i"4

3

75

25

4

BI

20 "3

2"8

7

75

10.7

10

9

131

14 "6

6.3

2

20

l0

1.0

29

479

4"1

68"4

16"5

3"3

In the interview, the headteachers appeared quite
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unaware of these gaps that were devoid of activity and were

thus unable to explain them" This is a very important

observation because studies often depend on the princípals'

estimates of the time they spend on the job and conclusions

are drawn from them. It is strongly recommended that

estimates be used very sparingly and with the greatest of

caulion.

The daily mean engaged time of 4I7 .5 minutes ( 7 hours

approximately) set up during the observed phase is very

si-milar to that of 4LO"l minutes (0.9 hours) in the self-

monitored phase" In the observed phase, the headteachers

had engaged times that \¡/ere relatively close to the mean

and which ranged from 355.7 minutes (5.9 hours) for Head-

teacher C to 4A7 minutes (g hours) for E. A similar

pattern of closeness to the mean continued into the self-

monitored phase but with a slightly wider range" In the

observation period, C spent both less time on the job and

less time engaged in work than any other headteacher.

Although c spent more time on the job than any of her

colleagues, her engaged time v/as higher only to C's.

Clearly Ìong hours on the job must not be equated with

productive activity"

The di-fference between the number of

formed in the three-day observation period

activities per-

and the five-day

tlre former 944self-monitored period is striking. In
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activities were performed as compared with 703 in the

in part atlatter period. This dj-sparity may be due,

Ieast, to the approach the principals adopted in recording

their ov/n activities " Clearly an uninvolved observer is

better abl-e to write down the interruptions and the various

shifts from one activity to another more faithfully than

the actor hj-mself " Nonetheless, it seems quite cl_ear that

the headteachers' approach was not as meticuJ-ous as could

be expected or as was indeed requested. Headteacher E

alone seems to have made a serious effort to capture in her

records the pace of her work.

A daily average of forty-five activities in the period

of observation and twenty in the other phase v/ere carried

out. In the former phase, everyone except C whose twenty-

one activities were outstandingly different, had perform-

ances near the mean. In the latter, the mean activities

were again fairly even except for the two extremities of

L3.4 for c and 37.4 by E. Taking the observed records of

the researcher as more representative of the headteachers'

work-pattern, their forty-five daily activities still fall

far short of that recorded by Martin (1980). His princi-

pals had an average of I49.2 activities and changed activ-

ities every three minutes. By dividing the daily engaged

time of 4I7 " 5 minutes by 45, the daily mean activj-ties

(fabte 32), it will be seen that each activj-ty lasted for

9.3 minutes.
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Tables 32 and 33 al-so highlight those tasks carried

out by the headteachers which requi-red two or more percent

of their total time in each phase " Ten categories of tasks

met this criterion in the observed phase and eleven in the

self-monitored phase. Of these, there were nine that were

common to both phases and for the most part required rough-

ly similar proportions of time. Together they accounted

for about eighty-three percent of the total- time and total

activities in each phase. These nine areas* are "admin-

istration", "ry*Þf-y.", "-p=Ig9!4", "phone", "!Sggþig",
tttours"r t'@ttr t'@", and

"mee-!i!g"". of these only ".p=Igonal" and "@ingg" show

noticeably dj-fferent time requirements in the two phases.

In the observed phase "-g.Etg!" required 27 "7 minutes as

compared with 7L"7 minutes j-n the self-monitored phase, and

"meetings" accounted for L2L"4 minutes in the former and

18I.9 minutes in ttre latter. Al-1 but two of the head- tea-

chers performed these activities in one or both of the rel--

evant periods. Ttre exceptions are B who recorded no perso-

nal time in either phase and was not involved in any meet-

ings, and F wJro explained that he does not teach on a time-

tabled basis. Headteacher D who lays great emphasis on the

morning assembly was unable to take part in this activity

*See Appendix 4 for explanations of the categories
used in analyzíng the data.
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because the hal-l was out of commission during tÌ-re observed

ptrase.

The ttrree remaining areas which are not coinmon are

"Budget " in the observed phase, and "]þrrespondence " , and

"Staff Meetings" in the self-monitored period. As can be

seen from the tabl-es all- of these just failed to meet the

criterion in the corresponding phase. It is perhaps not

surprising that "Eu<þ.g!" does not fi_gure much since as the

headteachers explained, the control of finances is beíng

taken over by the Secretary-Treasurer of the Boards of

Management. lVhat is surprising is that "correspond.ence"

does not feature more prominently. It is named by the

Ïreadteachers as one of the areas that take up a great deal

of time and is done on a regular basis. One possibte

explanation for its lack of prominence may be the way the

data \^/ere anaÌyzed. Testimonials and transcrl-pts which

some principaÌs tend to term as correspondence were cl-assi-

fied under administration.

Apart from the activities qiven in Tables 32 and 33 as

discussed above, twelve other activities v/ere identified in

the research" These are "Monitoring", "Exchanges", "Pl-an-

'Visitor", "Instructional", "Intervielv",
t'Detentiofl", "Classroom Observation", "Travel", "Teacher

Appraisal" and "Discussion" Of these, all but "Classroom

Observation" and "Travel" occurred in both phases Al--
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though these twelve activities did not constitute an impor-

tant part of the headteachers' work at thj-s time, some of

them merit further examination.

The supervision of ancillary staff featured frequently

and unfavourably both in the essays and in the interviews

with the headteachers. It lvas, therefore, remarkable how

litt1e contact they had with the ancillary staff in a study

that represented fifty-six headteacher-days. Mention was

made by more than one headteacher of the interruptions

caused by drop-in visitors " The research found littte

evidence of visitors, planned or drop-in.

The virtual non-existence of classroom observation,

teacher appraisal and matters relating to instruction and

curriculum was, ho\nrever, the greatest disappointment of the

research. There was no evidence of any serious attempt

being made to concretize the views expressed in the ínter-

view rel-ative to these areas. "Classroom observation"

which did not feature in the self-monitored period only

required .5 percent of the time j-n the observed phase and

was carried out by one headteacher on1y. " Teacher

appraisal" featured in both phases but was responsible for

only .B and "2 percent of the time, while "instructional"

accounted for I"4 and 1.6 percent respectively of the time

in the two periods " These tasks that impinge on the effec-

tiveness of the institution and have clear implications for
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the educational leadership dímension of the headship were

given littte attention "

The data of the study \dere anlayzed to investigate

certain trends which manifested themsel-ves in the Iiter-

ature reviewed. For example Martin (fggO) and Casey (f980)

found that their principals dJ-sptayed a strong "inside

focus" in that they spent most of their interactj-on time

with persons within the school community. Casey (I980)

found her principals predictable in so far as more than

half of their time was spent on planned activities "

Wolcott (fgZ¡) reported that his lone subject performed

many of his tasks in places other than his office.

FoIIowing these directions arising from the liter-

ature, the data in the observation and self-monitored

periods of the study \^/ere analyzed firstly to discover the

nature of the headteachers' activities " To the extent that

their day could be deemed predictable in that they were

involved in Iargely scheduled activities, they would be

deemed to be in control of the situation. Secondly, the

f ocus of their activj-ties hias monitored and f inally the

analysis \^/as concerned with the interactive focus of these

activities to see how they were divided between persons

within the school community, persons not connected to the

school , ot to what extent the headteachers were alone,

Tables 34 and 35 show the results of these analyses
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TABLE ]4 - TYPE, LOCATION AND INTERACTION ANALYSIS (OBSERVED PHASE)

(n
H
U)

-J
z.

trJ
o-

t--

(/>
H
(n

J
z.

z.o
H
F
CJo)

HEADTEACHERS

TOTAL

MEAN

l^JEEKLY

¡4EAN

DAILYA B D E F tt

SCHEDULED

TOTAL TIME

I r t¡¡r

ACTIVITY TOTAL

ø ACTIVITY

740

64

45

JI

905

66.

61

37"

779

73 "l

t0

47.1

1062

1E

73

46"

1031

71"

70

44.

178

63.

ot

41 .

144.1

65

5B

31

6046
(100"8

hrs )

48'1.5

378

282.3

863"7
(1 4.4
hrs )

68.B

54

40.3

287 "9
( 4.8
hrs )

1B

UNSCHEDULED

TOTAL TIME

% r¡¡t:

ACTI V ITY TOTAL

Í ACTI V tTY

407

35.

97

68.

451

33

100

62

288

27"

33

341

24.

B]

53"

406

28.

B6

ÉE

440

36.

B6

58.

381.

34.

öt

68.

2721
(45.4

hrs )

218.5

566

417 .7

t88"7
(6"5

hrs )

31"2

B0 .9

59 "7

129 "5
(2"2
hrs )

26"9

OFF I CE

TOTAL TIME

Í TIME

ACTIVITY TOTAL

I ACTIVITY

824

7l .{

122

85.ç

825

60. {

133

82.(

596

55 "\

49

77 "t

1 151

aa

148

94.

943

65"

133

82"

1022

o?

136

92.

941

83"

107

89.

6308
(105"1

hrs)

503"4

828

605 "9

901 .1
(15

hrs )

71 "9

1 1B.l

86.6

500 .4
(5

hrs )

39 "4

NON-OFF I CE

TOTAL TIME

% TIME

ACTIVITY TOTAL

ø ACT|VtTY

323

2B

20

14

531 .

39.

28

17"

471

44"

14

aa

246

17,

B

Ã

500

34"

23

14.

196

lo.

11

7"

191

t6.

12

Itr.

2459
(41

hrs)

'l 96.9

116

91 .1

351 "3
(5 "9
hrs)

28.1

16 "6

13.0

117 "1
(2

hrs)

5.5
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TABLE J4 - TYPE, LOCATION AND INTERACTION ANALYSIS (OBSERVED PHASE) (CONTID)

(n
H
(n

J
z.

z.o
H
F(J
É.
LLIt-
z.

HEADTEACHERS

TOÏAL

MEAN

I{EEKLY

MEAN

DAILYA B c D F

SCHOOL COMMUN I

675 "

58.

't00

70.

912

67"

128

-t9.

629

58"

43

68"

609.

43"'

B6

EE

583

40.

94

60"

665

54

97

^Á

641

56

79

66

4115.5
( 78.6
hrs )

lB0. I

627

466

673.6
(1.2
hrs )

54"3

89 .6

66.6

224.6
(3.7
hrs )

29.9

TOTAL TIME

% tl¡'¡tt

ACTI V ITY TOTAL

ø ACTIVITY

OUTS I DE

TOTAL TIME

Í TIME

ACTIVITY TOTAL

ø Ânrtvtrv

61

5"_

B

4 -t

122

9

13

c

IB

1.

291

20

31

19

359

24.

22

14-

170

1.4

19

12.

40

11,.

9"

1062
(17 "7
hrs )

79.2

108

162

151 "7
(2"5

hrs )

11 "3

15 "4

'l 0.9

50.6
(.8

hrs )

5.1

ALONE

TOTAL TIME

% T,tfiE

ACTIVITY TOTAL

ø ACTIVITY

411

35"

34

)7^

322

aa

20

1)^

420

39"

16

)q^

502

ztr

39

)q,

501

34"

40

tq,

?o?

31.

31

?1 "

450

39

29

?A

2989 "5
(49"8

hrs )

240"6

209

1 57.R

427 "1
(7 .1

hrs )

29.9

?? -a

142"4
(2.4

hrs )

10.0
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TABLE 55 - TYPE, LOCATION AND INTERACTION ANALYSIS (SELF-¡4ONITORED PHASE)

(n
H
cn

J
z.

ul
o-

F

(n
H
(n

J
z.

z.o
H
t---

(J
o
J

fr TIME

ACTIVITY TOTAL

I ACT|VtTY

34"4 i4.q n"1l 16"7 n"Al 48. q

20

lu"

35

13

19

47

25

19

20

25

l0

'I 9

20

256.5

161

157.8

36.6

2)

12.)

HEADTEACHERS

TOTAL

¡4EAN

t,vEEKLY

MEAN

DAILYA B c D E F G

SCHEDULED

TOTAL TIME

% Tlt1|E

ACTIVITY TOTAL

ø ACTIVITY

I f90

81 .

4l

50.

1 171

65.

43

51 .

1 475

16"

59

64.

llll"

82"t

49

59.(

2069

77.

91

Ào

1792

86.

64

65"

l7 34

84.

47

70"

1 1352"
( 189 "2
hrs )

553.3

400

409 "6

1621 .B

Q7 "O
hrs )

79 "0

57 "1

58"5

324 "4
(5 "4
hrs )

1 "4

UNSCHEDULED

TOTAL TIME

% lll'tÊ

ACTIVITY TOTAL

g ACTI V ITY

19.

46

49,

622

34.

40

44"

447

33

35.

?fo t

18"

34

41

6lt

96

51"

287

13"

34

326

l5.r

20

29 
"S

J001 "5
(50

hrs )

147 "6

303

290 "5

428 "B
(71 

"1
hrs )

21.0

43 "3

41 .5

85 .8
(1 

"4
hrs )

Õ1

OFF I CE

TOTAL T I[4E

% tt¡,/'e

ACTIVITY TOTAL

g ACTIVITY

1 125

65.

74

79"

1 170

65.

58

69.

1286

66"<.

13

79 
"¿

17 49

o?

65

?Ô

1a^o

46.1

140

74"t.

1 061

51 "i

10

79.(

1 340

65.1

54

80"€

898 1

(149"7

hrs )

443.3

542

542"3

128"3
(21 n4

hrs )

63.5

77 "4

77 "5

256"6
(4 "3

hrs )

15.

NON-OFF I CE

TOTAL TI¡4E 595 623 636 lB1 1 432 I 016 720 5373
( 89.6
hrs)

761 "7
(12"8

hrs )

153"5
(2"6
hrs )
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TABLE 35 - TYPE, LOCATION AND INTERACTION ANALYSIS (SELF-MONITORED PHASE (CONTID)

(n
H
(n

J
z.

zo
Ht-(J
É.
UJ
t--
z.
H

TOTAL

MEAN

I,JEEKLY

¡4EAN

DAILYA c D E E G

SCHOOL CO[,]MUN I Y

1132.

65

6B

7i

1352

75

63

75

1 230

64

5B

6i"

1 157

EÊ

51

61"

1345

50.

105

56"

560

26..

55

56"

971

47"

33

49"

71 47 "5
( 129

hrs )

384.5

433

4i5 "1

1106"8
( 18.4
hré )

54"9

61"9

6? "?

221 "4
(3 "7
hrs )

12"4.

TOTAL TIME

I TIME

ACTIVITY TOTAL

ø ACTI V ITY

OUTS I DE

TOTAL TIME

Í TIME

ACÏIVITY TOTAL

4 ACTIVITY

372

21

10

10

190

5

6.

215

'll.:

12

lf.(

64

3

6

7

746

27.

34

18.

780

71 I

11

I lo,

419

20":

6

9.(

2786.5
(46.4

hrs )

132.2

oÀ

7Ê ?

t9B" I

(6.6
hrs )

18.9

l2

10.8

79 "6
(1.5
hrs )

2.4

ALONE

TOTAL TIME

% T¡4E

ACTIVITY TOTAL

4 Al..TIVITV

215

12"

15

1Á.-

251

14"(

l5

ta-

477

24"

22

879

41 .

26

i1.

589

22

48

?5.

739

35

32

i?

670

32.

28

41"

3820
(63"7

hrs )

1 BJ.3

l86

1 89.6

545 "7
(9.1

hrs )

26"2

26.6

27,1

109. 1

c.B
hrs )

tr2
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for the observed and self-monitored phases respectively.

Scheduled activities accounted for 68 percent of ttre head-

teachers' time in the observed and 79 percent in the self-

monitored period. fn al-I cases the headteachers had per-

f ormances near the mean except for B wtro f el-I somewhat

below in the se,l-f-monitored phase. However, whereas in the

observed phase only 40 percent of their activj-ties v/ere

scheduled, in the self-monitored phase scheduled activities

rose to 58 percent. Since on average, wel-l- over two-thirds

of their day is spent on planned activities, it can be

concluded that the headteachers have control over the use

of their time and should thus be able to do some of the

things they consider valuable and essential in the school "

Unlike the subject in Wolcott's (L973) study these

headteachers are clearly office-bound, Most of their time

and most of their activities were performed in their

offices. As shown in Table 34, 7L.9 percent of their time

and 86"6 percent of their activities took place in thej-r

offices in the observed period. In the self-monitored

phase the situation changed only slightly, wittr 63 " 5 per-

cent of the time and 77.5 percent of the activities being

done in their offices "

The insj-de focus suggested in the research literature

found support in this study. In both phases, the head-

teachers spent 54 percent of their time and over 60 percent
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of their activities interacting with members of the school

community, mainty students, teachers and office staff but

occasionally parents and others. They spent a fair amount

of time alone but their contact with people not directly

connected with the school was fairly minimal. This contact

consisted mainly of salesmen travel- agents promoting tours

and members of the public making complaints about students

or seeking permission to use the school buildings or

grounds.

PrincipaÌs often claim that various pressures and

demands on their time make it difficult if not impossible

for them to do what they consider important in the job.

They have a concept of the job to be done but the harsh

reality prevents them from bringing this concept into

actual realisation. The headteachers in this study \^/ere no

exception" Yet, the results of this analysi-s must cause

serious guestions to be asked in this regard. They are

seen in apparent control of the situation, engaged in the

activities they planned, spending long periods of time in

their office, a fair bit of it alone. This seems to

suggest the correct setting for directing their attention

to what is seen to be of greatest importance. One can only

wonder at this stage why this is not done"
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Summary

1. The headteactrers spend long hours on-the-job but are

not engaged in work aII the tj-me.

Their average working day is seven hours "

If one accepts the observer's record as being more

reliable in this parti-cuIar circumstance, they per-

formed on average forty-five activities per day and

changed activities every nine minutes.

Nine activities common to both the observed and self-

monitored phases accounted for some B3 percent of their

time and can thus be regarded as constituting their

major role performance. There are "administration",

"g@fy", "ry!4", "-É.ota", "@", "!9!E t

"@", "student discipline" and "g.eel¡|ng¡-"-

It will- be noticed that except for "!=-ach:!ng." they are

al-I within the administrative-managerial realm of

activity.

About two-thirds

activity.
About two-thirds

offices "

of their time is spent on planned

of the time is spent in their

4"

5.

7. About one-half of their time is

members of the school- community,

and about one sixth in contact

wider communi-ty.

spent in contact with

about one third alone

with members of the
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4. How They Are Af f ected By Their lVork

Only two of the seven headteachers felt satisfied that

they were free to run their schoofs in ttreir way without

being constrained by problems, rules or undue interference

from higher authorities These two cases make an inter-

esting contrast One, considered a typical headteacher,

has been expressing negative feelings about the school

throughout the project. She tras made critical, ât times

even harsh comments on the attitudes and behaviour of staff

and studentsr 1zet she is able to make thj-s positive claim.

She cites the support of a core of cooperative staff and a

Parent-Teacher Association that is dedicated to the school.

The other head, by contrast, widel-y acclaimed as a highly

effectj-ve head, has been very positive in her comments and

reactions to her school throughout the study. She boasted

of the total support of her Board of Management which gives

her a free hand to use her initiative and run the school.

She spoke of the excellent interpersonal relations which

existed amongst her staff and between herself and staff"

She praised a cooperative and dedicated staff and a

committed student body.

The general posi-tion, however

five remaining headteachers were

could not run the school in the

They felt they could do nothing

, is quite negative. The

quite adamant that they

way they thought best"

\^/ithout ref erence to a
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higher authority. They complained of interference from the

central- body in the running of tl-e school and of bad policy

being laid down for them to follow. They resented having

to tolerate Lazy and indifferent staff and indolent, bad

behaved students who were a bad influence on the school and

tarnished its reputation" It irked them that they had no

povver to reward those staff members who did more than \^/as

expected of them, or to appoint staff as required rather

than having to wait endlessly for appointments to be made

by the central body.

This powerlessness, this lack of autonomy as profes-

sional persons, this feeling of being caught between the

restrictions of a higher authority on the one hand, and the

pressure and demands from the school on the other, is the

major and more general source of their concern. These

headteachers have a certain conception of how school-s ought

to be run but are not given the scope and professJ-onal

autonomy to put it into practice. Their position is ex-

actJ-y that as described by Allison (1983); they are pav¿ns

in the game of school management. They operate the poli-

cies of a central body rather than using their ov/n philos-

ophies in running the school.

Yet the frustration these headteachers claim to suffer

does not appear to Ïrave reached debilitating proportions.

There was no question in their minds of giving up and
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throwing in the towel- " They fert a commitment to their

students, ân obrigation to do the best they coul-d for their

development and a responsibility to society as a whote.

Indeed, it was this, that kept them going" Their main

source of satisfaction was derived from watching the growth

and development of their students, sharing j-n whatever

success came to them and feering that they had contrj-buted

to it. They \^/ere derighted at any positive reaction on the

part of students, parents, or the general public to what

they vüere trying to do in the school "

Summary

On the whole, the headteachers feel they are not given

ttre power or autonomy to run the schoor as they woutd like.

They feel bound by the rules and authority of a higher

body, and this leads to their inability to fit their prac-

tices to their ideal-s " The frustration they experj_ence at

this state of affairs, however, is tempered by their sense

of commitment and obligation as professional persons of

their students and to societ.y. Their satisfaction in the
job came from watching the development of their students

and sharing in whatever success comes to them.
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Di scus s ion

General Observations

Though this research was not concerned with focusing

on minutiae with a view to providing a detailed description

of the Ïreadteachers' day, showing how it evolvedr 1zet

aspects of this unfolding v¡ere inescapable during the

period of observation. The inevitable variety of tasks

undertaken, the brevity of these tasks, the constant and

often unnecessary, even inexplicable interruptions that led

to fragmentation and in many cases to tasks not being re-

sumed and completed v/ere much in evidence. These obser-

vations find support in much of the growing observational

research on principals, (Casey 1980, O'Dempsey I976, Martin

1980, Willis r9B0 ) .

The headteachers created the impression of wanting to

be involved in everything aII the time, not finding it pos-

sible either to let others handle some of the routine mat-

ters or to postpone some matters while handling others that

they consider important and perhaps even urgent. Many

examples of this occurred, but two illustrations will suf-

fice to demonstrate the point"

One headteacher, together with a couple of his senior

staff, is in conference with the parents of two students

who vüere involved in a serious fight in which one boy

suffered an injury One parent is irate, threatening to
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take the matter before the law courts. The door of the

office is closed, ân indicatÍon of the seriousness of the

matter, but no instructions have been issued to the secre-

tary to suggest that the headteacher is not to be dis-

turbed. The conference is often interrupted by phone calls

put through by the Secretary, by students opening the door

to report late, to ask permission to leave school before

the sctredul-ed end, to borrow money from a fund kept by the

Secretary, and by teachers reporting some trivial matter.

None of the matters for which this serious conference v¡as

constantly disturbed could be considered urgent or of a

nature that could not be handled at a different level.

Another headteacher is having a serious conference

with a teacher, a young female who has been frustrated by

the bad behaviour of a particular group of children in one

of her classes. Today, she is particularly upset because

their bad behaviour has taken a personal twist. They are

hurling insults at Ïrer and spreading rumours of a vicious

kind about her. The headteactrer is apparently very con-

cerned and interested " His office door is closed and he is

listening intently, offering advice, probíng" Yet, here

again, there is no hint to the Secretary that he is not to

be disturbed, and. the predictable interruptions folIow--

phone ca11s, visits by teachers and students--aII breaking

into the intervierv" Does one ttave to wonder at the message
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that is conveyed to this teacher in the given situation?

Mulford (L9B4z2I) quotes an Australian study by Campbell in

which teachers questioned not so much the goodwill of their

principals but rather their priorities " The teachers fel-t

that their principals !üere so taken up witfr administrative

matters and other problems that they had no time for educa-

tional matters and personal interaction that teachers con-

sidered important.

Like Martin's (f980), this study found no evidence of

the beleaguered principal. The pace of their work on the

contrary appeared leisurely with no real- sense of urgency

or harassment" Work hours might have been long but they

\^iere not exactly full- of activity.

The most common features among the headteachers v/ere

their propensity for internal interaction, for working at

planned activity and their tendency to remain office-bound.

The scene would appear set for planned activity of a nature

and significance commensurate with their conception of the

principalship. Nevertheless, they made no effort to trans-

late their concepts into reasonable reality " They \^/ere

apparently, quite content simply to Iet the organization

go, They displayed no urgency about their work, they set

no priorities but were content to act as organization main-

tainers "
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2. The Administrative-Managerial And

Their endorsement of the Roe and Drake (I974) role

definition suggests, that they hold conventional- concep-

tions of the headship. There is clearJ-y some ambivalence,

howeverr orr their part, with respect to the improtance they

attach to the two dimensions--the administrative-managerial

and the educational Ieaderstrip--of the roIe" In discussing

their conceptions at the start of the interviews, they

strongly argued for equal importance and therefore, balance

in operational emphasis. Yet, elsewhere in the study, it

emerges that they do consider the educational leadership

dimension to be of greater importance. Furthermore, they

express a strong commitment to various aspects of the

latter dimension, for example, staff development, the

classroom observatíon of teachers, âssertive leadership.

The more striking feature, Ïro\n/ever, is the disconLin-

uity between their conceptions and values, and their role

performance. Vrlhether one looks for their implied emphasis

on educational Ieadership, or simply their stated balance

between the two dimensions, there is only disappointment.

There is very little evidence within the study to suggest

any attempt at educational leadership. Consider the tasks

the headteachers themselves Iisted as those they did

frequently and which accounted for most of their time--
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"student attendance", " correspon-

intervie\¡ls " .dertce", "@ing'g", "@", rr

With these compare the nine common tasks of the self-moni-

tored and observed parts of the study--

"@t' r "Personaltt r ttphonet',

" administration " ,

tttours tt , t'student

@"r "@"r "meetings" and "!sg$i!g".

"Teaching" is the only activity that does not belong in the

administrative-managerial domain .

The stark reality is that they operate within the

administrative-managerial dimension, âs if they !üere un-

aware of anything efse. This positj-on, however, cannot be

upheld, far apart from their own identification of the

educational Ieadership dimension as an important ro1e, the

Education Regulations (L982) under which they work define

tasks in this area as well"

In their defence, the headteachers claim that whj-Ie

they know what they should do, they are forced by circum-

stances to do otherwise. They blame their neglect of this

area on the demands on their time and the pressure of work"

But is is curious that all the neglect should be borne by

the educational Ieadershl-p sphere of their role It r-s

extremely difficult to accept that headteachers who believe

educational Ieadership to be of great importance woul-d

spend their time almost totally on matters unrel-ated to it.

On what grounds can they justify performing tasks that they
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consider are of lesser importance at the neglect of those

deemed very important? In part, their behaviour may stem

from their own ambivalence concerning their role" But, in

addition, they may find it comfortable to do the routine

tasks. It may be titillating to be where the action is "

Tasks in the administrative-managerial dimension may be a

drain on the physical resources of the headteachers, but

they make less demands on their intellectuai- and conceptual

skill-s " Principals seem to be partial towards quick-

action, high visibility jobs (Casey I9B0), and by contrast

with tasks in the administrative-managerial area, educa-

tional leadership tasks are not. Mulford (I984:5) observes:

It is not difficult for the principal to convince
him or herself that resolving crj-ses, being in-
volved in a whirling carnival of activity, is
what the top man or woman in a school is paid to
do.

He continues to suggest that while this kind of behaviour

may keep boredom away, it certainly is not enough to make a

dif f erence in the school-.

Many studies have concluded that principals hardly

assume educational- leadership functions (ulej-tz L96O,

Wolcott L973, Sackney I9B2) " But studies of effective

schools have found that their principals paid partj-cuIar

attention to educational leadership (Goldhammer et a] L97L,

Shoemaker and Franser 1981, Leithwood I9B3). This is a

crucial- area of the headship that touches directly on
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l-s therefore, vital area forstudent outcomes. It

further investigation.

3. Three Major Concerns of the Headteachers

In describing their workr âs shown above, three major

areas were stressed, namely, their service orientation,

their role in interpersonal relations and their concern

with pupil control, discipline and order. These features

are quite compatibÌe with the traditional societal expect-

ations of the schools, and the headteachers may have been

socialized or conditioned into accepting them from their

earliest days as teachers. The traditional role of the

school in West Indian Society \^/as to train, âs wel-I as

teach the chitd, that is, to educate and social-ize him

(Figueroa L97I) Schools were and still are expected to

instil good standards of behaviour and strict discipline

into students and teach ttrem to get on with those around

them. In addition, in small Vriest Indian slave societies

where the ctrurch and the school provided the only educated

persons easily accessibl-e to the masses, a tradition of

servi-ce evolved around the school . These expectations

persist today and it is, perhaps these, more so than

anything else, that have influenced the headteachers in

this aspect of their work.

Among these major concerns, that of pupil control and
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discipline stand out. Student discipline appears to have

become a preoccupation, almost an obsession with them.

They recognized it as a task they perform regularly, and

one that consumes a good deal- of their time, and this was

confirmed in the observed and self-monitored phases of the

study. In addítion, a major purpose of their touring and

monitoring activities rel-ates to discipline and the main-

tenance of order. When it is considered, furthermore, that

in anlayzing the data from the observed and self-monitored

phases, administrative action--the writing of reports,

interviews with parents, follow-up discussion with stu-

dents--following student misdemeanours are separated out

from "@", then the extent of its pervasive

influence can be better assessed,

There is littIe consolation in the fact that studies

elsewhere (casey 1980, Martin 19BO) have found a similar

concern on the part of principals. The question must still-

be asked, what is the cause of this apparent obsession with

student discipline and control? In the local context, it

must be recognized that the society is still only gradually

moving away from the traditional- vielv that children "shoul-d

be seen and not heard", "should be controlled and kept in

order". Furthermore, all the evils of society are laid at

the door of the schoot, where "standards of discipline and

behaviour are not what they used to be", where teachers are
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no longer "dedicated and concerned" and teaching today is

"just a job", as popular wisdom has it.

Schools are concerned with training and ít is only

natural that headteachers should endeavour to ensure that

good discipline is established and good orderly climate is

maintained. fndeed, research has establistred the import-

ance of orderlyr purposeful climate to student outcomes

(Shoemaker and Fraser 198f). However, when the concern

appears to be excessive, further investigation is indi-

cated. Serious attempts must be made to understand this

phenomenon so that appropriate action can be initiated as

deemed necessary.

4 " Collegiality and Delegation

The headteachers' claim to partl-cipatory leadership

has already been noted. So, too, has the fact that to

different degrees they interact regularly with their staff.

In this respect, then, it would appear, and not surpris-

ingly, that they more closely resemble their British

counterparts (ttreir former colonial masters and architect

of the loca1 education systems) than their American col-

leagues " For according to Calder and Shibles (I974),

whereas the role relationships of the U. S. principal are

fundamentally bureaucratic, those of the British headmaster

are essential-ly collegial. An important factor may be that
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of size. Barbados schools tike British schools have tended

to be small, while American schools by comparison are gen-

erally much larger.

Contrast the reported collegiality and approach to

leaderstrip of these headteachers with the absence of proper

frameworks and practices of delegation, coordination and

communication. lVhile there is a great deal of prescriptive

literature that extols the virtue of delegation, the re-

search literature seems less abundant. However, cornmon

sense would suggest that the principal who delegates with

sound structures for coordination and feedback would be

better able to carry ouL those rol-es and functions consid-

ered crucial to achieving school goals and objectives "

Why do these headteachers not delegate? Is itr ãs

some teachers suggest, fear that if the delegated job is

done j-n a superior or more efficient manner than they them-

selves are capable of, they wil-1 suffer status-loss and

insecurity? Is it, perhaps, their enactment of the Lradi-

tion that, to ensure a job is well done you must do it

yourself? WhiIe both of these may be plausible in the

context, it is the thesis of this study that collegiality

and participatory leadership, especially in small soc-

ieties, restrict or even totally inhibit the abitity of

leaders to delegate. It is not necessarily a question of

familiarity and contempt but rather one of lack of courage,
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pri-orities or values " It is not easy to set standards and

deadlines and insist on them in a collegial atmosphere

without the fear of compromising the very collegiality one

treasures. It takes a bold and astute leader whose commit-

ment to school improvement is clear and unquestionable to

take this step.

Since participatory Ieaderstrip is held to generate

greater commitment to the goals of the school (Erlandson

L976 ) and be a characteristic of effective schools

(Leithwood 1983) and delegation has been linked with more

efficient operation (e.g. Lipham and Hoeh L974), it is

necessary that this ttresis be tested. Indeed, the whole

area of collegiality and delegation should be investigated

on a large scale.

5. Accountability and the Headteachers

An important justification for the central control of

schools, according to Watson (fgBI) is the need for public

accountabililty for the use of public funds and resources.

Headteachers are held responsible for all aspects of the

school, including such things as the mainLenance of buil-d-

ings and equipment, the attendance, performance and behav-

iour of students and the attendance and performance of

staff. Two interesting factors related to accountability
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manifest themselves in the study and will be briefty ex-

amined here.

The first is the question of reactivity and proactiv-

ity" The headteachers in this study were essentially re-

active. They vüere constantly reacting to presented situ-

ations and problems, hardly, íf ever defining the situation

and initiating action. Blumberg and Greenfield (f9802236)

describe the school as a "setting that puts high priority

on reactivity--immediacy of response". Yet the principals

in their study were not reactive. They were proactive

because they continuously decided to be proactive and de-

fine their situation according to their philosophies and

val-ues. It is being argued here that where principals

behave reactively or proactively it is not a feature of the

schoof per s€r but rather a choice conscious or otherwise

of the principals themsefves" By extension, the argument

is being advanced that the headteachers in this study,

detiberately or otherwise have not defined the situation

for themselves, have not set priorities, have not used the

means avaj-Iable to them to free themselves for important

tasks "

A likely reason for this state of affairs may be that

they take the issue of accountability both too literally

and too seriously" This interpretation could then force

them into the position where they have to know what is
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going on at all times and to be part of it. They there-

fore, engross themselves in the constant daily activities

of the school--discipline, attendance, student ivel-fare

matters,--leaving themselves no time to reflect on other

issues. Indeed, they soon convince themselves no other

issues exist. In this wây, the reactivity myth of the

school setting is perpetuated. Proactivity cannot be

regarded as the preserve of the dynamic few. All head-

teachers must be challenged into proactive action within

their schools and must be given the proper support for

relevant activity. The implications for training and

research cannot be overlooked.

The second aspect of accountabifity touches the re-

quirement that "headteachers report annually, or at such

other time as the Chief Education Officer determines on the

performance of teachers" (Education Regutation l-9B2). The

approach to this important matter v/as quite cavalier.

Indeed, it may be recalled that it \^/as one of the areas

some heads found distasteful " It is clear that the role of

teacher eval-uation is a controversi-af one in the local

system. The purposes and approaches to the evaluation and

assessment of teachers need to be clarified and set in

proper perspectives within the system. There is enough

research evidence to show the i11 consequences for teachers

and therefore the teaching-Iearning situation of improper
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assessment procedures and purposes " Equally research has

shown that teachers react positively to assessment when it

is carried out under correct procedures, for acceptable

purposes and when there is useful and Ïronest feedback. The

fear exists locally, that its main purpose is punitive.

6. Formalism, Powerlessness and Ambiguj-ty

The phenonenon of formalism manifested itself from the

earliest states of the study. In their essays, but partic-

ularly in the interviews, the headteachers !\¡ere able to

enunciate principles and beliefs, and equally abl-e to

explain why they could not put them into practice. It is

not unreasonable to expect an element of formalism in human

organizations, but it does appear to be somewhat extensive

among the headteachers "

Afmost without exception, the headteachers experienced

feeli-ngs of powerlessness and ambiguity They questioned

the amount of freedom they had and felt the need for clar-

if ication of their rol-e " They complained of traving no dis-

cretion to make decisions of any significance vüithout

referral to a higher authority. Often, they felt a partic-

ular decision would only be effective if it were made on

the spot but they were not free to act They fel-t their

decision-making powers \^/ere limited to low order decisions "

If their curricula \,vere static, f.or example, it was because
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they had little po\^/er to determine curricula if only by

virtue of not being able to appoint staff or secure re-

sources to make changes to meet perceived needs. They felt

handicapped at not being able to reward staff who made

tremendous effort for the school, ot to remove students who

\¡/ere exerting a bad inf luence on their peers. AIl this

created feelings of insecurity and frustration on the part

of the principals "

To put these phenomena of formalism, powerlessness and

ambiguity into perspective it is necessary to pause for a

moment, and examine briefly the education system of the

country. The education policy-makers, conscious of edu-

cation as a means of social mobility and social change in a

developing society, have been determined to ensure that the

system operated in a lvay that favoured no section of the

society above any other, and also that there was efficiency

in the use of scarce national resources " The route to this

was the establishing of a central bureaucracy and a set of

rul-es that govern and control the system. The intended

consequences of a rule-governed centrally-controlled system

are the absolute reduction of the areas of discretion of

teachers and principals, the low status of teachers (seen

as clerks) and principals (chief clerks) and the reviewing

by a higher authority of any discretion the principal may

stitl exercise (Watson 1981 ) . The seeds of formalism,
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insecurity, powerlessness and ambiguity are all here , for,

as Watson ( fggf ) argues, teachers and principals wíIl

either ignore or bend the rules, ot ensure that in their

public performances and statements they keep within the

rules and philosophy as they perceive them coming from the

administration" It is this acceptance of the system and of

a clerical- definition of their role that causes teachers

and principals to provide for their students a routine

minimal education, lacking in development and innovation.

Watson argues that in the process of this, the teachers and

principals themselves become quite impervious to any at-

tempts to change them, thus becoming further evidence for

rule-oriented administrators of why teachers and principals

cannot be given discretion. V'latson (p. 4) concludes "Thus,

there can and wiII be a real dichotomy between what actu-

ally happens in schools and what appears to be happening

from outside". Formalism, powerlessness and the conse-

quences of a centrally controlled rule governed approach

can have serious implicatj-ons, therefore, for what goes on

in shcool-s and especially for student outcomes "

7 " Typical and Effective Headteachers

A particlar thrust of the study was the

some of the features that the research

exploration of

l-iterature has

design of theassociated with school effectiveness. The
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study did not focus specifically on this, but by selectì-ng

the sample on the basis of perceived effectiveness it \^/as

hoped to distinguish and separate the two groups by their

approaches, concepLualizations and practices. This did not

substantially materiaf ize. There vüas no way in which, bY

applying the salient features of effectiveness one could

say X is an effective principal. No principal, for

example, could say tTrat in his rofe performance he stressed

leadership in education, that he sa\,v to it that welI-

designed ínstructional objectives and evaluative systems

\'üere established and used. OnIy one principal appeared to

have an "obligation to improve the quality of staff perfor-

mance" (Gross et al. l9B5) and to be making an effort to

realize it. There was some verbal recognition of their

responsibility with respect to school effectiveness but

Iittle effort was made to practically translate words into

action. As Johnston and Sackney (l-982) observe they stated

their will-ingness to provide educational Ieadership but

also found some reason or another for managing to put off

doing it. The searcTr, ho\,lever, for practices that disting-

uish typical and effective headteachers must be pursued

vigorously. Studies mounted to discover the specific

factors that contribute to effectiveness in the local con-

text would contribute enormously to a practice-oriented

body of knowledge.
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B. The Place of Theory

An interesting and inevitable question in the light of

an earlier reference to the transfer of theory now is: to

what extent has the study, even accepting that ttre theory-

transf er issue \^/as not a direct focus, enlightened the

situation? It has already been shown that the results of

this study are quite similar to those in the research

literature. The local headteachers are quite like their

colleagues in the developed world in ways that need not be

reiterated in detail at this point.

However, while the results of the behaviours may be

similar, there is no guarantee that the reasons for them

are the same. This study has already indicated a number of

traditions and value considerations which may help to ex-

plain why the headteachers behave the v/ay they do Since

the explanation of behaviour does not seem to have featured

as a major concern in the relevant research on the prin-

cipalship, comparisons in this area are not realIy feas-

ible. Yet the findings of research on organizational

behaviour across cultures strongly indicate that social and

cultural factors influence the behaviour of individuals in

organizations " This is a very important point in this dis-

cussion for if it is accepted that. socio-culturaI factors

help to shape behaviour, then it must foll-ow that the

theories that attempt to explain that behaviour or the
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practical steps that are taken to cTrange that behavÍour

must take these very social-cultural factors into account.

In other words universalistic theories cannot hold. For

example, the powerlessness and ambiguity the headteachers

experience have not led to the alienation or despair which

often accompany these states. The absence of these

emotions may be ascribed to what Figueroa (L97l-) terms the

great value attached to education in the West fndies " The

factors that motivate action cannot be comprehended in

general universal theories.

Although two types of principals are generally recog-

nized (the typical and the effective) in the literature, it

is probably more useful- to think of an operationaÌ con-

tinuum with the typical and effective principals at the

extreme ends. A useful framework for analyzing adminis-

tration-behaviour in schools can be derived from the Iiter-

ature. Farquhar (L978) foflowing Katz (1955) has suggested

three levels of skiIIs required by administrators " These

three levels are the technical, the human relations and the

conceptual level. Others Ïrave suggested a continuum or

hierarchy of skilIs (Higfey L975, MarshalI and Newton

I9B4). Marshall- and Newton further argue that for survival

on the job, the administrator requires well developed

technical/managerial skills together with basic human

relations skil-1s. As s/ne goes towards the maximum effect-
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iveness s/he will require high levels of development in all

three skill-areas "

It is clear from the literature, that like the head-

teachers in this study, most principals operate at the

Iov¿er end of the continuum, that is, they may be termed

typical principals and can be assumed to operate within the

technical/managerial and basic human relations skilIs

areas.

Two pertinent observations can be made" The first is

to recall the suggestion made by Kiggundu et aI that when

the operation is within the technical spheres the conven-

tional theory could apply in the developing world. The

second is that when principals employ conceptual-analytical

skills and reach high l-evels of effectiveness as Blumberg

and Greenfield (fggO) show, their way of operating becomes

highly individual-istic and cannot be explained in terms of

any theory or modeI. These observations are very important

because they bring into focus the whole íssue of the place

and value of theory as it now stands " The first questions

that must be asked are, why teach theory if its value can

be shown, ât best, to be mÍnimaI, and if it is to be

taught, ât what point in the career and training of the

administrator. These questions are particularly pertinent

in contexts where the theory is exogenous and where re-

sources are scarce. The more important concern, Ïtowever,
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is the search for ways of moving Ïreadteachers beyond the

technical level-s into spheres of higher Ievels of compe-

tence and effectiveness "

The calI for a practice-oriented approach to training

would appear to be the more effective and efficient route.

Such a move might eventually lead to a theory of practice

and a set of indigenous doctrines based on a knowledge of

schools and educational practices in different settings.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RBCOMMENDAT]ONS

Summary

In order to explore the work-world of secondary school-

headteachers in Barbados, seven headteachers v/ere randomly

selected for study' The sample consisted of three "gram-

mar" schools and four "ne\n/er" secondary school head-

teachers. Of these, four were deemed "effective" and three

"typical" headteachers. There vtere four females and three

mal-es.

The research was focused on four l¡asic questions,

namely:

What do these headteachers

ought to do?

feel they as heads

The purpose here was to describe and clarify how

the headteachers see their role in the light of

the many role prescriptions current today.

What do these headteachers think they do? How

does the reality as they see it, square with their

conceptions? I f they are unabl-e to perf orm

according to the conceptions which they hold, what

are the inhibiting factors? If, on the other hand

their performance matches their conception, what

1.

2.
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are the factors

work?

that facilitate them in their

What do they actually do? There is no doubt that

one's perception of what one does can vary quite

substantially from the reality" It was condidered

wise to observe the heads at work as well as to

seek their cooperation in recording their o\^/n

activities for study.

How do they feel affected by their work? Schools

in Barbados as elsewhere, are constantly under

public scrutiny, often even public attack. The

pressure can be great for principals and school

personnel generally.

A variety of methods \^¡as used to collect the data in

the investigation for the sake of accuracy and depth" Each

headteacher v/as asked to write about four to six pages on

the topic 'A Typical Year in my Life as a Headteacher'.

The limitation of pages was set in order to force the res-

pondents to concentrate on those things that were signif-

icant to them in their workr perhaps because they valued

them or resented them or simply found themselves having to

do them very often. Another technique used v/as that of

structured observation" The researcher studied each res-

pondent over a ttrree-day period from start to finish of the

working d-y, noting down everything s/ne did, eactr con-

3.

4.
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tact s/tre made on pro forma sheets. On similar sheets,

each headteacher was requested to monj-tor and note down

his/her own activities over a period of five consecutive

worki-ng days and submit them to the researcher. This was

done with varying degrees of care and meticulousness " It

was learnt from the study that it was not the simplest

thing for an actor to put down his/her activities in a way

that truly reflects the way they occurred" The final tech-

nique was that of the structured interview.

The data \Mere collected during the period March to

June of the academic year 1983-84. The researcher visited

each selected headteacher in his/her school, explained the

nature of ttre research project and requested his/her par-

ticipation. They all agreed and were sent al-I the relevant

information and pro forma sheets " They should all have

recorded their activities during the same work-week but

because of unforeseen difficulties, two h¡ere forced to do

their recording on different occasions. Only six essays

were used in the study because one headteacher could not

manage to get her typical year in less than fifty pages and

the important consideration of choice and selection could

not Ïrave been operative. The essay was, thus, invalid in

the terms of the study.

Af ter a preliminary analysis \¡/as done of the f irst

three phases of the researctt, âÍt interview schedule was
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drawn up based on the findings in current literature and

al-so using ideas from the analysis " While the same format

v/as followed with al-l headteachers some questions of clar-

ification arising out of their particular data v¡as put to

each respondent.

A great deal of data was thus collected for analysis "

The observed and self-monitored phases of the study repre-

sent a total of fifty-six principal-workdays. Both qualit-

ative and quantitative analyses \Mere used in looking at the

data.

Review of Major Findings

Headteachers' Conceptions of Their Work

These headteachers hold conventional text-book concep-

tj-ons of their role. They see the principalship as multi-

faceted, embracing a wide range of tasks and activities

that could be subsumed under such broad categories as the

management of curriculum and instruction, staff and student

personnel management, the management of finances, plant and

resources, and the handting of school community relations"

While they endorsed the Roe and Drake encapsulation of

these tasks, they could not fully agree on where ttre emph-

asis, ít â.nlr should fall. Five felt that both the admin-

istrative-managerial- and the educational Ieadership dimen-

sions were equally important and should therefore be given
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equal emphasis " Two v¡ere adamant that educational leader-

ship v/as the more important role and should take pre-

cedence.

They consider the observation of classroom teaching a

vital function of the headship. It gives the headteacher

the opportunity to discover what is going on in the school

and is important for the process of improving teaching and

learning in the school. They stress that the purpose v¡as

not to criticize but to help. They were generally agreed

that teaching should not be a compulsory task for head-

teachers. The headship was already overloaded and in any

event, the students v¡ou1d suffer as headteachers often

could not keep to the sctredules " A pivotal role of the

headship is to build and maintain good interpersonal

relations in the school.

The headteachers asserted their belief in participa-

tory but assertive Ieadership" They believe that head-

teachers should work closely with their staff to further

the interest of the school, and should not be afraid to put

the school's case where it matters. They also attest an

obligation to staff development and a commitment to the

invol-vement of parents in achieving the objectives of the

school.
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What The Headteachers Think They Do

These headteachers see themselves as providing a ser-

vice to their students and their parents. They thus attach

great importance to their job which some preferred to caII

a vocation. It is perhaps not surprising then, that they

present the discipline and control of students as a major

concern which accounts for a good deal of time and energy.

They claim they interact frequently with staff, stu-

dentsr parênts and members of ttre Board of Management"

Their interaction is therefore clearly inwardly focused'

The common tasks they perform on a regular basis re-

Iate to student discipline, correspondence, the preparation

of information and statistics for the MinJ-stry of Educa-

tion, attending meetings and school assemblies and inter-

acting with students, parents and staff. None of these

tasks fall outside the dimension of the administrative-

managerial area"

Contrary to the position taken with respect to educa-

tional leadership earlier, they nov/ cl-aim that tasks re-

Iated to the promotion of teaching and learning and student

development are the critical ones and demand the crucial

concern of headteachers. They are quick to point out, how-

ever, that pressure from other aspects of their role, makes

it difficult for them to do anything of consequence in this

area "
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Their major decisions are made in the broad areas of

curriculum management, personnel management and the control

of students " The major student problems are disciplinary,

attitudinal, and social-wel-fare problems. The main staff

problems \^/ere absenteeism, rapid turn-over and in some

cases lack of cooperation and duII teaching" These staff

and student problems are very serious ones that Ïrave

consequences for student learning"

The headteachers' efforts at curriculum renewal or

change appear to be minimal and there were no real means of

ensuring that teaching and Iearni-ng \^/ere meaningfully and

effectively being pursued. They perceived themselves as

being participatory, assertive leaders but were not quite

as pleased with their efforts at staff development or the

involving of parents in the school "

What The Headteachers Do

On average, they spent seven hours working at the job

per day and during this time they performed forty-five

activities (tafing the observed record as more typicat).

WhiIe in the observed and self-monitored phases they

performed between them some twenty-four different types of

tasks, only thirteen of ttrese v,/ere done to any noticeable

extent and only nine \^/ere signif icant in both phases. None

of the tasks that figure to any appreciable degree \^/as in
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the area of educational leadership.

This part of the researclt did not support the concerns

noted in the essays and the interviews, that ancillary

staff, visitors and correspondence consumed a great deal of

their time. But there \^/as support f or their perception

that not a great deal vr'as being done with respect to

educational leadership. Their work \^ias mainly in the

administrative-managerial area.

The headteachers interacted maínly with members of the

school community, spent most of their time in their offices

and working on scheduled activities "

How The Headteachers Are Affected By Their Work

Headteachers feel powerless, devoid of freedom and

discretion to make decisions because they have to refer

everything to a higher authority. They are thus, for the

most part, unable to run the school as they would like.

This powerlessness and lack of discretion cause some degree

of frustration, but there is no question of alienation, of

giving up the battle. For there is the satisfaction which

comes from watching the development of their students and

knowing that they had some part in it all" They all felt

deeply committed to the welfare and development of their

students.
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Conclusions

A set of interrelated conclusions may be drawn from

the study" The most important among them are briefly

stated below.

There was no evidence of the beleaguered principal

workj-ng at a hectic rate" Yet their work suffered too much

from interruptions and consequent fragmentation. They

spent disproportionate time on tasks that could be done at

a lower level" A likely conclusion is that they have no

carefully established priorities in t}-e role, nor do they

have a clear concept of the role of delegation.

There is a wide gap between their betiefs and their

performance in the role. The headteachers claim to value

one thing and then proceed to operate in a manner that is

quite incompatible with their beliefs " Claiming to value

the educational leadership role dimension above or at least

equalty with the administrative-managerial dimension, they

admit that little is done in the former dimension"

Rationalizatj-on about demands on their time and pressure of

work notwithstanding, it seems clear that, a ne\d

orientation in which educational leadership features

prominently is necessary.

The school is presented as a service organization j-n

which order, good climate and good inerpersonal relation-

ships are highly valued and the headteachers' rofe in these
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areas is crucial-" Student discipline and control, there-

fore, emerged as a major pre-occupation with virtually each

of the headteachers " Yet, there \¡/as no evidence of the

headteacher as a harsh uncaring disciplinarian" There was

hardly any evidence of them punishing without attempting to

uncover the antecedent cause of bad behaviour.

The disturbing presence of the phenomena of formalism,

powerlessness and ambiguity Ïras led to a fair degree of

frustration among the headteachers " This state of affairs

might easily have arisen as a consequence of being in a

rule-governed, centrally-control-led system. Fortunately,

so far there is no evidence of alienation. The head-

teacþers' sense of devotion to duty, and their devotion to

students, parents and society as a whole seem to be the

redeeming feature in what mJ-ght wetl be a gloomy picture.

The headteachers assess themselves as assertive Iead-

ers, yet on the evidence from the study they find ttrem-

selves enacting a reactive ro1e. It must be concluded that

their beíng in a reactive role is the dírect result of

their olvn actions and it is within their power to bring

about change in this respect. An immediate opportunity for

proactive behaviour, arising out of the study is the

neglected area of teacher evaluation and assessment where

the evidence suggests that much needs to be done "

Linked with the absence of delegation as a significant
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factor in their way of operating, is their alleged partici-

patory Ieadership style and colì-egiality" It is posited

that where collegiality and shared Ieadership are valued

and practised, delegation with its concomitant safeguards

becomes a difficult and perhaps even a non-existent propos-

itíon.

Though the sample was selected to investigate the

factors that distinguish typical and effective head-

teachers, it was not possible to do so. There was nothing

in the way they conceptualized the role, nothing in their

description of their work that was characteristic of one

group and not of the other. Nor vrere there any practices

or activities observed or recorded by the headteachers

themselves "

Recornmendations

The local education system has been described in this

study as a rule-governed, centrally-controlled one. The

powerlessness and lack of autonomy the headteachers exper-

ience and the frustration that follows have also been dis-

cussed. This state of affairs shows the pertinence to our

context of two questions raised by Vüatson (fgBI). He won-

ders firstly, to what extent the rule-governed centrally

controlled system is effective in bringing about its goals

of uniformity and minimal standards. And secondly, how far
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the model itself creates the conditions that make it dif-

ficult for the system to go beyond a particular minimum

leveI of functioning" Although much research evidence

would be necessary before v¡e can have ans\^rers to these

guestions, the results of this study suggest reactions to

the system that will have a deleterious effect on the func-

tioning of treadteachers, and hence, ort schools"

Rules are designed for existing and foreseen situ-

ations and are relevant to standardized routine situations"

Much of educational decision-making is nev/ and unique and

requires what Simon (1960) calls non-programmed decisions"

There are areas of education that cannot be legislated for,

except in the broadest possible manner. It is in this con-

text that a goal-oriented approach to education is advo-

cated to replace the present rule-governed system. fn a

rufe-oriented system, it is the rules that assume preemin-

ence and officials are simply seen as enforcers and ap-

pliers of the rules. By contrast, goal achievement takes

prominence in a goal-oriented system and rules are only

used in so far as they help in achieving goals. The simple

excuse 'I followed the rules' is no Ìonger valid as a means

of justifying incompetence or ineffectiveness " The goal-

oriented approach would be buil-t on the notion that

. the direction of administrative policy
should be to maximize rather than minimize the
discretion given to the schools and to princi-
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pals; while doing so in a manner that would en-
sure as far as possible the increasing effective-
ness of the schools" (Watson 19BI: 5).

It must be stressed that administrative policy would stilI

have to establish structures to ensure quality education

and proper means of accountability for the use of public

resources. There will still be considerable need to mon-

itor the performance of the school but accountability will

be seen in terms of whether the schools are meeting educa-

tional objectives, and to what extent teachers and head-

teachers are behaving professionally to enhance learning in

the schools "

The implications of such a change for the training and

retraining of headteachers cannot be overl-ooked" Training

programmes woufd have to be geared to raj-sing the perform-

ance of heads to Ïrigher levels of effectiveness especially

in the educational leadership dimension.

The issues raised in this study are sufficiently sig-

nificant to merit further research and investigation that

could throw Iight on administrative and educational prac-

tices and their consequence for the school. A replication

of this and its extension to cover the primary and private

sectors would be useful in verifying, questioning or ex-

tending some of the findings trere. For example, accepting

that some aspects of behaviour are contextually bound,
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the study attempted to discuss some attitudes in the

society that might have influenced the way the headteachers

behaved" However, the findings suggest that further ex-

plorations in this direction might indeed be fruitful in

enlightening the issue of organizational behaviour across

cultures and thus the whole question of the transfer of

theory.

Attempts should be made to discover how bureaucratic

the educational system is perceived to be and what its

effects on education, headteachers, teachers and pupils

are. It would be valuable f or research to seek to ans\ô/er

the question raised above, vi-z: To what extent is the

rule-governed, centrally-controlled system succeeding in

achieving its goals of uniformity, minimal standards and

accountability? Related to this question is the issue of

formalism. The causes, influence and extent of formalism

could be explored.

The present study was exploratory and as far as the

writer knows ground-breaking in its context. fnevitably'

it will have touched on many issues and drawn conclusions

that could be corroborated, questioned or rejected through

further research" Studies might therefore be mounted to

investigate the following areas;

1. The approach and attitudes of headteachers to

delegation;
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The extent of the perception of powerlessness and

ambiguity among headteachers, and what their

causes and effects are;

The nature and extent of disciplinary problems and

theír effects on school organization;

The issue of reactivity and proactivity. In the

Iight of research findings that Iink proactivity

to school effectiveness, special effort should be

made to discover to what extent proactivity is a

trainable skilI.

The role of the headteacher in educational Ieader-

ship in the schools;

The whole area of accountability, teacher assess-

ment and staff developmenti

In addition to these proposed areas of study the

following hypotheses are advanced for testing.

1. There is little or no relationship between the

headLeachers' pressure of work and the non perfor-

mance of educational leadership tasks;

2. The emphasis placed by headteachers on controlling

students is related to their fear of criticism

from the community and the consequent damage to

the school's reputation more so than to a concern

for school effectiveness;

The extent of the Ïreadteacher's

4"

5.

willingness t.o
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delegate is refated to the degree of collegiafity

there is in the school;

Reactivity on the part of headteachers is a func-

tion of their role perception;

The extent to which headteactrers in the system are

not prepared to exercise initiative is a function

of the extent to which they perceive the system to

be rule-governed and centrally-controlled;

The greater the visibifity and the quicker the

resolution of the tasks, the greater the IikeIi-

hood of the involvement of headteachers in ttrose

tasks "

Little research has been done in education and edu-

cational administration in Barbados. The findings of this

study might therefore be useful as a first step in creating

a conceptual model for use in the training of school admin-

istrators in the l-ocal setting and in contributj-ng to the

development of a theory of practice.

4.

5"

6.
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APPENDIX 1

A TYPICAL YEAR IN MY LIFE AS A HEADTEACHER

please use the above title to provide, in about 4-6

pages, a bird's eye view of a typical year in your exper-

ience as a headteacher.

You may want to describe ttrose aspects of your work as

well as those periods of the year that take a great deal of

your time and energy. Maybe there are things you consider

very important but, because of the work structure you are

not able to do them, or at least not in the way you would

l-ike to. Perhaps you may also wish to include those feat-

ures of your work that bring you satisfactj-on and those

that cause you frustration.

Earle H. Newton

L9A4-O3-28
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APPENDIX 3

HEADTEACHER PERCEPTION AND BEHAVIOUR STUDY

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

HEADTEACHER:

SCHOOL:

DATE OF INTERV]EW:

INTEPJ/IEW QUEST]ONNAI RE

Introduction

I am going to ask you a few questions about your work

and experience as a principat" Altogether the interview

should take about an hour.

I " Various tasks and responsibilities have loeen iden-

tified for school heads. In the main ttrese can be

conveniently grouped under two Q) headings '

Tlrese are ( f ) administrative-managerial and (2)

educational Ieadership tasks - PIease read this

short extract which attempts to define them, and

telt me (1) if they adequately cover the tasks of

the principalship as you see it, and (2) if a

principal should be more concerned with one than

with the other'
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EXTRACT

Roe and Drake (L974) project a dual perspective on the

principalship. fn their administrative-managerial perspec-

tive the major functions are wide ranging. They cover such

activities as record keeping, reporting, budgeting, and

control of finances, discipline, personnel administration,

scheduling, building administration, the securing and main-

tenance of supplies and equipment, pupil accounting and the

monitoring of programmes and instructional processes pre-

scribed by the central- office.

The functions under the second perspective, the

"educational leadership emphasis" are no Iess demanding'

Here, the onus is on the principal to stimulate and rnoti-

vate his staff to maxímum performance and to develop with

ttrem a realistic and objective system of accountability for

learning, ne/srre must work with his staff to develop sound

assessment procedures for on-going programmes in order to

identify weak areas and suggest alternatives. with the

cooperation of his/her staff s/ne must develop and imple-

ment strategies and procedures for the evaluation of the

staff and for evaluating and reporting student progress "

It is the principal's responsibility to make provisions for

the involvement of the community in the operation of the

school, to encourage the continuous study of curricular and



instructional innovations and

students to heIP them design and

government.

285 "

to provide IeadershíP to

develop meaningful student

s personal philos-

in organizing and

to teach on a rou-

To what extent should the Head'

ophy of education etc. be used

running the school?

Should a princiPal be required

tine basis?

3.

4"

5.

6"

7"

Õ

o

should a head be required to visit and observe

classroom teaching?

a) Please give me a brief description of your

job.

b) Does ttre job differ essentially, now that you

are in it, from the way you had conceived it?

Vlho are the people with whom you interact on a

regular basis?

Describe those tasks/activities etc. you perform

on a regular basis "

Are there any tasks/activities/duties etc. you now

perform or are required to perform which you think

a principal should not have to perform?

Are ttrere any tasks/activities/outies you do not

no\¡/ perform that you f eel as a principal you

should be performing?
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10 " lVhat aspects of your work take up most of your

time?

1I. What do you consider the least important aspect of

your job?

:12. Vühat do you consider the most important tasks of

the headshiP?

13. Do you find it possible to devote the time,

energy, resources etc. you consider appropriate to

these imPortant tasks? ExPlain.

l-4. How much emphasis do you put on long-range plan-

ning?

15. How much on short-term planning?

L6. Describe the approach to leadership you perceive

yourself to have.

L7. What are some of the major decisions you are faced

with in your work?

18. Minor decisions?

19 " !{hat kinds of Problems come uP

a) very frequentlY

b) occasionallY

c) seldom?

20 " Describe the staff development provisions and

structures, if ao1lr that exist in your school'

2L. a) Describe the general tone and climate of your

school, especially during class time'
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b) Is it what you would like it to to be?

22. a) Describe the expectations you hold for the

staff and PuPils of Your school "

b) How do you communicate these expectations to

them?

c) To what extent do you feel these expectaLions

are understood by (a) staff (b) pupils?

23. a) Describe the steps you take to ensure (a) that

the curriculum of the school is adequately

meeting the needs of the students "

b) Describe the steps you take to ensure that the

teaching Iearning-processes are properJ-y

carried out.

24. please indicate by circling the appropriate number

on the continuum (1) Iow to (5) high

a) the emphasis which you think a Ïread should

give to the following:

b) the emphasis which you yourself give the

following;

1. Taking the initiative in planning ahead and in

solving scTrool Problems '

2. Working cooperatively and effectively with people

on school and school-related activities "

3.Enjoybeinginchargeandensuringthattasksare

performed.
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4. Listening to others and considering their points

of view.

5. Observing staff to learn their strengths and weak-

nesses for Positive action.

6. Trying out ideas and suggestions put forward by

others "

7 . Attempting to involve parents in their children's

education "

B. Viewing parents as possible source of help in

achieving the goals of the school '

g. seeking to create and maintain good interpersonal

relations between the various elements of the

school communitY.

10. Defining the situation, rather than leaving it to

others to do so.

lI. Actively undertaking classroom observation of

lessons "

L2. Ensuring that relevant personnel regularly carry

out classroom observation of teachers "

13. Securing recognition in the appropriate places for

the needs of the school.

:r4. Actively fostering the professional development of

staff.

15. promoting discussion on various teaching methods

and approaches.
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25. Do you feel able to run your school in the way you

would like to? (PIease elaborate) "

26. Are there particular factors that inhibit or

support You in this resPect'

27. What factors contribute most to your overall sat-

isfaction with the treadshiP'

28. What factors contribute most to your overall dis-

satisfaction with the headshiP?

29. How much time on average do you spend per week on

work and work-related activities?
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APPEND]X 4

EXPLANATIONoFCATEGORIESUSEDINANALYZINGTHE

TASKS/ACTIVITIES OF THE HEADTEACHERS

without trivialising or reducing the work of the head-

teachers to unmanageable details, fairly neat distinctions

were used in order to capture as nearly as possible the

tone and nature of their operation. Twenty-four different

tasks were identified, alt}-ough not all were performed by

each headteacher.

ADMIN]STRATION:

This is the broadest category It includes a number

of general matters such as entries in the schools diary or

logbook,timetablingoradjustingtimetablesforwhatever

reason, the preparation of informat'.on/statistics/reports

for the Ministry of Education, dealing with absence, late-

ness or t].e returning to school after absence by both staff

and pupils, writing of transcripts and testimonials'

ANCILLARY:

Thiscoversanycontactwitlrorhandlingofissues

related to the janitorial, cleaning or ground staff" In

the light of the fairly frequent reference to them by the
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treads, it was considered wise

for studY.

to single out each contact

ASSEMBLY;

TraditionalJ.ytheschooldayinBarbadosbeginswith

morning worship (hymn singing and prayers and an address) '

This takes different forms and ís sometimes organized for

the whole school, of various groups within the school" The

head may preside solely, share it with others or simply

attend.

BUDGET:

Thiscoversaltfinancialmattersfromthepreparation

of the yearty estimates to the spending of or accounting

for the smallest sum.

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION :

The headteacher visits a teacher

observe and assess his/her teaching"

CORRESPONDENCE:

in the classroom to

incoming mait and writing,

Does not include transcriPts
Reading and

dictating Ietters

and testimonials

reacting to

, memos etc.

etc.
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is the head in-
DETENTION;

A form of Punishment

volved in suPervising this

. Very rarelY

activity.

D]SCUSSION:

The headteacher becomes involved

sional discussion, whether at his/her

that is not immediately and obviously

problem.

in a serious Profes-

instigation or not,

related to a school

EXCHANGES:

A social exchange of any duration'

INSTRUCTIONAL:

A matter touching on curriculum and instruction' For

example, a discussion on the best way of arranging options

at a particular year level, or the merits of different

texts in a given subject area. These matters were hardly

ever initiated by the headteactrer but rather \^/ere started

by an individual member of staff'

INTERVIEWS;

Jobinterviewsinwhichtheheadteacherwasinvofved

alone or wittr others.
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MEETING:

Thisisdistinguishedfromastaffmeeting'It.covers

anymeetingthatthe}readteactreriscalledupontoattend

rather than one he summons and has direct control Over e"g'

Board of Management, Professional Associations, etc '

Travel time is calculated in the overall meeting time'

MON]TORING:

The treadteacher stations himsel-f in a strategic posi--

tion to observe whether a particular event is taking place

ornote.g.toascertainwhenatardyteachershowsupfor

a class. Tours may be interrupted for the purpose of

monitoring a situation.

PERSONAL:

AnY activitY

nature) --including

phone calls etc. ,

of a private or personal (non-school

Iunch, reading the newspaper, private

d.one on or of f the Premises '

PHONE:

The use of the telephone for school-related matters "

PLANNING:

Any forward looking projection whether short- or

Iong-term, or alone or with staff'



STAFF MEETING:

AnY formal meeting with

demic staff.

STUDENT DISCIPLINE:

Any behaviour

follow-uP activitY

them for MinistrY,

Iog book.

STUDENT WELFARE:
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sections of or the full aca-

problem involving students, but not

such as writing l-etters or reports on

parents or Board, or entering it in the

Matters relating to

idual students who are

needing social welfare

other problems.

Covers

preparation

marking of

the well-being

iII, hungry,

assistance, or

, usuallY of indiv-

Iacking bus fares,

needing helP with

TEACHER APPRAISAL:

Headteacher evaluates ttre teacher's work with him'

TEACHTNG:

not onIY actual classroom

of Iessons, nlaterials,

assignments "

teaching but also the

and tests and the
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TOUR:

Awalkaroundthepremisesandbuildingsoranypart

thereof "

TRAVEL:

A very limited restricted use. It involves going to a

place to collect or deliver somettring for or on behalf of

the school e.g. ttre post office to collect a parcel"

VISITOR;

Any non-school person calling in to see the head e'g'

a salesman.


